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HE CORONADO CUARTO CENTENNIAL, first suggested .as
a single celebration in honor of .the first white'man who
crossed New Mexico four hundred years ago, has evolved
into a widespread, many-faceted affair such as was ,quite
unforeseen. Many schemes, dear to members of the Coll1,mission according to their various temperaments and interests, have been lost or minimized in the working out. New
plans have had to be made to meet changing!cpnditions. Yet
-givep. a commission composEtd' of peoplecof diverse back" .,'; grounds and fairly representative of the state's population,
hampered by lack of money, beset by critic~, faced with the
need at last to conform to regulations laid idown in Washington, getting off to a slow start and finall~ having to r~sh
through at the end; given also New Mexicor and the strong ,
pull of its vivid human pattern and scenic magnific-enqe;
with this backgrqund, these people, these limitations, and
these advantages-a far-sighted prophet m'ight have fore- '
cast just about what the Coronado Cuarto ICentennial has
turned out to be.
. ' 1 ; \
The first problem was how to make ~he uninformed "
aware o{'Coronado and of his importance.' dne of hundreds ;
of explorers whom Spain sent out from her ,first American
capital at Mexico, he is not well known even there. And the
United States, growing westward on a lengthening English
apron string, has just begun to appreci~te that some
Americans are of Spanish blood.. Coronado~ can be rightly
judged only in the light of the splendid bla~e of sixteenthcentury Spain, and of the powerful impulse which carried
its men, its faith, its language, and its pride of race through
all the Americas and into the Orient. While its appearance
in our Southwest was only one slender filament nearing the
end of its reach, Coronado's young army, full of dash and
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courage, of faith in their religion and their civilization,
staged one of the great adventurous exploits of history.
And they were followed, through three centuries, by other
conquero,rs and colonizers; brave men and women who
spread the Spanish folk, their faith and their language so
widely and rooted them .so deeply that they modify the life
of the entire Southwest even today.
How to make all this convincing, true, and alive to the
senses of an audience moist of whom would find it altogether
new/? It could, of course, be told in print. This has been' <l~llle
so effectively that. most magazines of national circulation
"and hundreds of newspapers have noticed the Coronado
Cuarto Centennial. But to attract people to N ~w Mexicp, to
present the story as a living thing, some sort of dramatic
presentation seemed the best way. Hence the Co{onado.
Entradas. Nothing makeshift would do. The drama ~t be
written with distinction, with truth to the high spirit HI the
Spanish conquerors; it must be presented on a scale large
enough to suggest the enormous country Coronado covered,
the number of men involved, the difficulties they overcame;
and it must be staged with technical skill equal to the best.
Only a few people in the United States could qualify for
such a job. One of them, happily, is a citizen of New Mexico.
Thomas Wood Stevens, acknowledged master of pageantry,
wrote the script which is presented by a cast of hundreds,
many mounted, all costumed, armored, and accoutr.ed with
absolute historical aceuracy.
'
Such a spectacl~ could be presented many times in one
place. But because t;his was an all-New Mexico celebration
it seemed best to give flll New Mexico a chance to see it.
Other states became interested. Eventually the Coronado
Entrada has developed into a movable affair 'to be struck and
set up ag'~in not only in several New 'Mexico towns but
througho.ut1 the CbrO,nado country. It promises to run over
also in 1941,. the a~p.iversary of Coronado's disappointing
search for the Gr~n Quivira over on the Kansas plains.
But New Mexico, in spite of its splendid introduction,
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has its sim:pler phases too. Most of us live in small towns,
m~king a living from 'farms or herds or unimportant jobs;
most of our towns did not care for anything as elaborate or
as costly as the Co~onado Entrada. Many of our people can
claim no descent f~om the conquerors. New Mexico ;has been _
made, too, by later comers of many-stocks with a history anCL
traditions quite as interesting if not quite as,picthresque as
the story of the conquerors. A Ch~rto Centennial which did t
not take account of all this would fail of its intent to be an
all-New Mexican fiesta. Every town, however small, should
have a chance to present its history, to stage_ its typical
show-rodeo, fair, reIi¢ous feast, or celebration pf legendary hero. Folk festivals were proposed as the second phase
of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial. New Mexico lleople accepted the idea with almost perfect unanimity; for we have
a habit of making and enjoying our own fiestas. Hundreds'
of club, school, and church affairs have taken on a·\Coronado
tinge. More-than fifty small towns have r;eived aid from
the Cuarto Centennial Commission in putt ng on\·Coronad,o
fiestas which yary from old Spanish moralit play·s to ballad
contests, old fiddlers' tournaments, and reviyals of ·forgotten
dances. Generally these,folk festivals are "'that has always
been done. The effort has been to assist t e townsfolk in
making them better, in r'evivi;ng old custom, and in advertising them for the benefit of visitors to New Mexico~
A curious problem was presented by our Indians. Of
all the original Americans the Indians of New Mexico and
Arizona have best retained their primitive customs; their
ceremonies are of unexcelled beauty and of the impre&siveness that comes of ancient forms reverently preserved.
Nothing white men might suggest to Indians could be as
worthy a contribution to aNew Mexico program as what
Indians do every year at their own time and· in their own
. way. To list such dances 'as Indians are willing for visitors
to see, to point visito:rs the way to see them, and to indicate
the manners which make visitors welcome' seemed all that
the Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission might do. In
I
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only one case-the dedication of the Coronado Museum at
Kuaua, near if ~ot the actual place where Coronado wintered in 1540-41-h~ve Indians been asked to do something
in the white man's way. QEven there the unveiling of copies
of the original kiva murals will be done by Indians according
. to a ceremonial worked out by the I:pter-Pueblo Coun~il.
The Coronado Museum. and others which have been
given aid will stand as permanent contributions of the four~
hundredth anniversary. They, also stand as evidences
New Mexico's growing awareness of her past. This year is
as good a time as any to~look back over· the way we have
come, to see ourselves in our many complications and conflictS, in the ways we are working out in~o a unified people
proud of a long and difficult'history. The evaluation of New
Mexico's present in the light of her past takes several forms
~ in the Cuarto Cen.,tenniaI. Not only relics of our past, Qut
~ pictures of our present will be shown. An exhibition of
, paintings in the state museum at Santa Fe reflects the history of painting from the early 'nineties to the most modern
schools. One at Gallu.p is limited to Ipdians: both pictures of'
Indians and about Indians. One atjAlbuquerque is a wellselected collection of the work of contemporary Southwestern artists. The unity of this show is that the paintings are
of Southwestern scenes and tYpes; its diversity is in the
number of schools represented.
.
More ephemeral than museums and art shows, perhaps
more ~nduring in their final importance, are the conferences
hf students and writers planned for August. Archaeologists,
amthropologists, and historians; students of Hispanic letters
and of the fine arts ; amfwriters from the most serious to the
most frivolous will meet to air their views, to hear and discuss each other's ideas, to demonstrate again that the most
interesting international relations are ",on the intellectual
fronts. Students and scholars from six Latin American
'countries-Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Guatemala,
and Mexico-will meet here with others from many parts of
'the United States to discuss in Spanish and in English the

of
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many problems common to all the America~. Among these
conferences will be one to honor Adolph Bandelier, the Swiss
who knew all America so well and wrote of it so well and
whose centennial coincides' with the fourt4 centennial of
Coronado. '.
-,
~I
'
The Coronado Cuarto Centennial will be ongest remembered, perhaps, for its publications:' eleven sc' olarly,volumes
which cover the whole period of Spain in New Mexieo. Distinguished authorities from half a dozen universiti~s have
'written new. books, re-edited and translateq old ones, and
presented new material recently found in.,the archives of
Rome and of Seville. Students will find th~m invaluable.
And the casual observer will find there answers to the many
questions that will occur to him after witnessing the Coro- nado Entrada.
Altogether this Coronado Cuarto Centennial, which no, body planned in its entirety, which has grown in that old.
human w~y through disappointment and adjustment, has
come out as a celebr~tion truly typical of New Mexico. One
could not conceive of just this done anywhere else. Perhaps
it will prove to be something that New Mexico can be proud
of after all.

'"
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For a Graduating Class 1940
By ALLEN ~DRURY

(

"

Your years are gone; they will not come again.
Whatever you have known of pleasure or of pain,
Nothing can change it now. The record stands,
Formed by a hundred hearts, traced by a thousand hands.
Look back for a moment, then. You walked
These pleasant ways but yesterday. Here you have talked,
Here been for some brief moment gay.
Look back, savor it well, before you turn away.
•

See that some calm perfection lies upon the past:
This day. The day before. The firSt. The las~.
Here where no guns destroy, no bay.onets dismember,
They were good to have. They are good to remember.
Yet linger not too long upon this ~cene.
Know that it is you, not time, who keep it green.
Know that when these hearts, which must be brave,
Are gone, it too will crumble to the grave.
Face tomorrow, since you must; be undismayed.
There is no place for him who is afraid.
Take to yourself the iron of your time. Learn to hate.
You will not die too soon. 'Pray God it be not too late.
0

Find in this savage hour your epitaph,
Note here another world. Men do not laugh:
Hand does not meet hand with old, .,familiar ease.
You have known peace. It is not known to these.
This is another world. Here you will meet
Anger in the air, the sound· of marching fee~,
Dr~ams destroyed, no castles left in Spain.
Your years are gone. Th~y will not come again.
[72 ]
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FROM MANILA TO VLADIVOSTOCK

Shinyu Hotel, Unzen, Ja~an, May, 1~20
My dear niece:
Joe-you remember him-the soft-voiced, tireless, combination runner, head waiter; and manager o~ Unzen's finest
hotel, tiptoed softly to my door this morning, and awaking
me· with infinite care and caution, handed me, Wtt~ every
indication of curious and friendly interest,! a c~e from
Vice-Governor Yeater. The Secretary of War ha~ authorized his return to the States, On an American .transp6rt, via
the Suez, with' one companion, and he wants me to go with
him. It was too good a chance to be missed, and so I cabled
him I would go.
As we sail sometime in the latter part of J une,You may
expect me soon. This is probably the last time I shall ever
see this picturesque village, so full of pleasant memories.
On board the transjport, July 11th !:
My last recollections of Manila will always be linked
with the sweetly ·pathetic '.'0 Sole ~Mio," as played by the
Constabulary Band, with you and friend N ~ble standing in
tha4ierce glare of that tropical sun and waving us -a final'
adfeu, as theet big white ship drew slowly
out tfrom the dock.
'
"'
I felt melancholy, not alone from the natural sadness at
leaving my friends, but also, at leaving uncompleted, or
rather, seeing still unfinished, the educational work to
which I have devoted nineteen years of my lif~my youth,

i

Ir

*Between July, 1920, and April, 1921, Dr. George St. Clair traveled from Manila
to Madrid by way of Japan, Vladivostock, ,. Singapore, Colombo, S~ez, Port Said, Egypt,
the Holy Land, Greece, Italy, Southern France, and Spain. The letters r.emain much
as they were then written, fleeting impressions of countries where great changes and
readiustments are constantly going on. Further selected poftions of this travel record
~ll appear from time to time.

[ 73]
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hopes, enthusiasm-all. Shall I ever see it again, our Perla
del Oriente? And if I do, under what conditions will it be?
Will the peopJe, by that time, have achieved that independence for which they-or is it perhaps their leaders-have
so long sighed ?~l
. .
The farewell reception given me. by the Dramatic Club
was splendid and touching but rather trying. It was another
proof of their loyalty and friendship and one that was
almost too much for my fortitude. I was afraid to say anything; but just stood there, with my lips twisted into a painful smile, swallowing hard all the while at a lump which
would not down. .They are fine peOple. If all the Filipinos
were like them, there would be no question 'of their ability to
establish and maintain their own government. Some day,
perhaps, ·the majority will be. Then, the Filipino nation
will come into its own.
I am writing this on deck, for, .though the wind keeps
blowing my pap~r and my scanty locks into constant dis~
order, still it is preferable to the hot, stuffy cabin. Not
that I am sea-sick, you understand, but I pr~fer to play safe;
one of my characteristics, you know. That is one of the
sane lessons life has taught me, and, though I undoubtedly
it, there are compensations. .,.
miss a lot of fun through
.
I can feel my valor oozing out, like Falstaff's, through
my palms. I'm afraid I shall have tq give it up-I mean, my
writing, not my dinner".. Though it would not take much tQ
drag that up, too. The wind is freshening and the old tub
is beginning to pitch a bit.
July 14th
We are now just opposite Nagasaki and shou~dbe in
Karatsu,. which is about seventy miles northwest, by six
tomorrow morning. As you know, most boats stop at Nagasaki for coal; but it appears that the Czechoslovak Government agent in Japan contracted for his coal in Karatsu.
Cheaper, I presume.. Jl'l
~
We have adopted the usual aboard-ship routine, except
for poker and bridge, neither of which' games the governor

.
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indulges in. There is only o~e other first class passenger,a
captain in the-Navy. He is on his way to Vladivostock, to
take command of a cruiser there. He is big, burly, and slow,
with a weather-beaten seaman's face, and withal, a very
pleasant and interesting man. He spent last year in Charleston-the home of my boyhoOd, you remembe~-and gives it.
a fine reputation for slowness. I had thought that, during
the twenty odd years since I was there, it woul(l hav~ speeded up a little. Not at all, he says~
.
I
'He told us a good story that shows the u~changeability
of life there. A Northerner, who had gone Ito Charleston
when quite young, di~d after about sixty years of residence,
and in the obituary notice which appeared in a local paper,
reference was made to "this stranger in our midst/'
. You know how slowly the days pass on a ship. We read
a little, talk a great deal, exercise some-throwing the medicine ball, and running around the deck-and spend' the r~st
of the time in eating and sleeping. The fare is somewhat
coarse, but substantial and abundant-washed (lqwn, of
course, with plain water, for we sail 'under the flag, therefore under the -dry dispensation. Not that it bothers me
much, but the governor admits that he has little objection to
a bottle of tinto with his corn beef and cabbage.
Now that we are out of the tropics, the weather is more
pleasant, the nights, especial~y,being glorious. We generally
sit out on the deck after dinner and watch the slow stars
come lazily out. The governor knows a sur~rising amount
about astronolIlY and is fond of pointing out "the different
stars and constellations. He can always find ~e North star,
a _remarkable feat, we all think. In fact, the governor has a
great fund of information. We have long discussions and
sometime& disputes and arguments, which we have agreed to
settle with a bet of one franc. He wins most of them, and if
I don't watch out, I shall, as friend Cass used to say, "never
see anothe,r rich day.".
, He has done a vast amount of reading but much of it is
of an older day. He remarked yesterday that many of our

<

~
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great poems nad been written by men who had done nothing
else, that is, who had written nothing else. I challenged him
to prove his statement, and he had to fall back on "Bingen
on the Rhine." Do you remember the days when that was a
favorite declamation 1 He was a bit vexed when I did not
agree with him as to its literary merits.
The quartermaster in charge of the ship, and the medico, often join us at night, on the deck. We cnat and yarn,
and sometimes wake the echoes with our barber shop melodies. The captain is a naturalized American .and has
entered the army as a profession. He'is a good fellow, though
a bit stiff and pompous. The sawbones is young, fond of
joking, something of a roughneck, and perhaps a bluffer.
This is his second trip on one of these chartered transports.
I believe we shall form a fairly congenial company. The captain of the ship is an old sea dog, bluff and hea~ty, and rather
irascible. He had invited us to come up on the bridge at any
time, so I went up at about noon the other day, wishing to
see him take his observations. But he was so gruff and short
with me that I' quickly sneaked down.
He was rolling'up and down his bridge-I mean, he was
pacing with a rolling gait, when I approached him. This was
our conversation:
"Going to take an observation, captain1"
"Uh 1"
"Going to take an observation1"
"Uh-huh."
"Mind if I watch you 1"
"Uh 1"
"I should like to look on, if you don't mind."
:
".
"Uh-huh," never stopping in his·· roUe I began to feel
that I was not. particularly welcome. Hence, my rapid exit.
Fortunately, we are not obliged to have much discourse with
him. One wonders, though, at such men! Of course, he
wdllld ne\1"er have talked that way to the governor~ Shakespeare painted them once for all-"drest in a little brief
authority."..
I
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July 15th
We are in. the harbor of ~aratsu, swinging idly at
anchor. There is a small town at ~ome distanee, but it does
not look .very promising. The -harbor is a lovely one, landlocked and backed by tree-clad, terraced hills. I h3ve conceived a distaste for these terraced hills th<mgh. In some
way they have come to stand, in my mind, for the Japanese,
and you know what I think of them. There are a few among
them that I cal.l friends, but who can be .sur~ their friendship? I distrust it. Shall we have trouble w~th them some
day? The governor is calling me
. to get ready, to go ashore.

-1

~

Later
The ~nager of the Mitsui Bussan Kai~h~ came aboard,
inquired for the governor, and with many bows ana sharp
in-takings of breath, invited us to go ashore :with him. 'He
took us in a motor launch. First, we visit~d the custom
house officials, why,. I kno_w not. As none ~f the~ spok~
English, the ceremonies were brief, consistilng largely of
repeated bows and nandshakes. '
.
Leaving the 'custom house, we rode, in a made-over
American car, out into the"country to a little Japanese inn,
set in the midst of a fine pine grove that extended along the
seashore for about four miles. You remember how fond they
are of pine tre~s? One rarely sees a landscape painting that
does not show at least one, and their poetry is full of praise
of its beauty.
We squatted on mats on the floor, in true Japanes'e style,
in sight and -sound of the sea, and drank lukewarm, pallid
tea, from infinitesimal cups, and acquired a stomach ache
from eating green peaches. Our. host then took us~~ck to
town to a famous restau:r:ant, where we were served a'
seven course Japanese dinner-raw fish, soy sauce, fried
lobster, baked eels, and so on. Each of us-the Navy captain was with us-had two geisha girls to 'Wait on: us, but
none of them possessed that piquant attractive~ess for which
their class are so famous. As the_ meal was ~ rather silent
r
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one, partly owing to our host's limite<! command of English,
we tried to enlive~ it by imbibing thin Japanese beer. This,
combined with green' peaches, had a particularly happy
effect. I am now paying for my indiscretion. One always
pays, doesn't he?
Karatsu itself is like any other small, smelly Japanese
town. I shall not be sorry to leave it. Good night.
At sea, July 17th
With a spanking breeze to leeward, under a clear blue
sky, we steam steadily towards Vladivostock, over as smooth
a sea as poet ever sung of or seasick man wished. We did
not get away until late in the evening, owing to the slowness
with which the coolies cQaled. They get five yen a day now
and are much less efficient than when they were pulling
down thirty cents a day. I must say of them, though, that
they were a .much finer and cleaner looking lot than the
Nagasaki coolies. As usual, the women were in the majority
and worked harder than the men. .
. A Czechoslovak officer got on at Karatsu. He is a dispatch bearer..Besides his own tongue and its connected dialects, he speaks Russian, German, and Serbian, _all barbarous, uncouth, and useless languages, so far .as we are
concerned since we speak none of them. So, we are unable to
converse with him. I am anxious to meet some of them who
speak French or Ital~an, as I wish to hear their story.
July 18~h
We are barely. crawling along now, smothered by 'a
cold, blinding fog, which, as we learn from the wireless,
fills. VIadivostock harbor also. So we shall not be able
to ente;r this evening. Today has been a long and dull one,'
varied and punctuated at intervals by the nerv~racking
booming of the fog-horn. There is something ghastly about
a fog at sea. We are now just coming to anchor-where,
no one knows-lost in a white, myst~rious sea. The f(!)g
.is even beginning to poke its thin, ghostly fingers into our
staterooms.
,..
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Have you read. Merideth Nicholson's· House of a
Thousand CaruUes? An old book, which I h~d read before,
but just. suited for this kind of weather, witl a pretty love
tale, plenty of incident, :figliting of the kindl my p~aceable·
soul thrills over, mysterious tunnels, ghostly foot~teps behind panelled walls-all that excitement and adventure
which I can enjoy only vicariously.
:.
The thermometer has had a decided drop and the air is
raw and keen. The governor just came in and announced
that he was going to put on a heavy suit over his whites. .
Residence in the tropics does not :fit one to en~ure cold, does
it?
I
July 19th
The fog still hems us in, though we have crawled a few
miles closer to shore. There is land on both ~ides. Our old
sea dog is ~ery cautious-a trait that appeal~ to me greatly
JOust now, for the breakers on both sides 100;cold and for-~ _
bidding, and we might easily have been pH d up on some
hidden rocks. Unless the sun vanquishes t is fog, I am .
afraid we shall not enjoy this port very muc~. .
Vladivostock. At anqhor, July 20th
We are at anchor almost at the end of'l the bay. You
remember how the town is 'built on low hills, which extend,
back from.a long, narrow bay shaped like a horn, somewhat
resembling the Bospp.orus' at ConstantinopleJ It looked .very
beautiful as' we steamed slowly to our anchorage, the hillsides green ds would be the Berkeley hills in April.
In fact,
c,
the weather here, in midsummer, is very much like a spring .
day at home.
from
The whole made a handsome
panorama, as viewed
L
the water, the cathedral especially looming up with,Jts gorgeous gilt dome, but a nearer view was rather disippginting.
A Y. M. C. A. man came on board and invited us to.,gb"lshore
with him. First, he took us to the Y building, which we
reached through a lot of dirty, muddy, and ill-smelling
streets, or roads rather, for they were unpaved.
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The Y occupies a large brick bui~ding which very much
resembles a prison-fortress. We met all the secretaries and
other workers, inspected the different departments, attended
a noon prayer meeting, and then went to lunch. There were
some German prisoners at the song service, whether con~
strained by zeal or fear, I know not. One of the secretaries
made a talk about faith, a very prosaic and unimpressive dis~
course. You know what criticisms have been made of the
Y. I could not help thinking of them as he droned along~
There was very little in it all to help a struggling doubter"
The lunch was served at long, rough tables, in a stifling
room. The least~aid< about it the better, for it made' me
think, by contras , of the plain transport food. I was glad
enough, though, t put up with it, so ,that I might have the
chance to talk with th,em, and get a line on the situation in
the city.
After lunch, our host took us out in a car, that is, the car
was going out, and someone invited us to go along. We drove
up the main street for about three miles and there we were
left, near the railroad station where General Gaida, the
Czechoslovak free l~nce, made his abortive attempt to get
control of the city. ~arks of machine gun bullets are abundant on the building,grim reminders of a bloody tragedy.
We walked down the Svetloffski, the main street, mak~
ing a detour to visit the cathedral, which was unfortunately
closed. I minded it the less, as I have little admiration fot
.Russian ecclesiastical architecture. Although it was about
two o'clock, the stores were all closed. The streets, though,
were full, of people, among them a surprising number of
women. Most of them were poorly dressed. I did, however~
observe a Parisian fashion which is pfobably too ultra for
Manila, namely, ladies wearing socks that barely came above
their shoe tops, and skirts that scarcely fell below their
knees. There were only a few of these dames but they were
the best dressed ones. The passers-by wore a dull and gloomy
look on their faces, and everywhere there was a notable abo.
I
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sence of laughter. Most of the uniforms we saw -were worn
by Czechoslovak soldiers and Japanese~
At strategic points along the street were stationed beggars, most' of them cripples-and such terribly filthy
wretches! We saw no tramcars and few vehicles. Not many
people, apparently, could afford to ride. 'rhe favorite conveyance was the low, four~wheeled, Qne-seated "drosky."
. The drivers of these were the most picturesque figures in the
city. I tried to get the picture of one of them, a huge fellow, .
with a vast, spade-shaped, gray beard, a rusty cloak of some
kind of dark cloth, and red trousers tucked .into high. boo,ts;
but it was too dark for an exposure.
.:
.
Several times we passed groups of people reading soine
kind of announcement pasted on the walls of the houses, ahd
discussing it with a great deal of excitement. We wer,e ti'ld
that the chief occupation of the people is discussing politi: s.
From all that I have been able to gather from my various Dformants, tqjs is the situation 'politically, a very complex ahd
confusing one, they all admit:
"
It appears that the extreme Reds, the Bolsheviks, w~e .
rapidly getting the upper hand, when, on April' 4th, the J Ip_
anese raised their flag and took possession of the city. N0\ '
while the Japanese seem to have few friends here, except
among their own countrYmen, yet the Americans, both m~ti
tary and civilians, say that but for this act of the Japanese,
the _town would have been drenched in blood, sh~d by the
Reds. It is difficult to discover just what the Japanese are
after. It looks as if they were trying to create a buffer state
between themselves and the Bolsheviks. -At any rate, while
they kept their flag flying, ~or only a ,short tiJIle, and the gbvernment is nominally in the hands of the local Soviet, who
were elected .by the people, that is, some gf the people, y.et the
Japanese are actually in control. They hiave disarmed all the
Russians, except a few militiamen, who: are statione4 at the
principal crossings, armed with the nft.ost ancient~looking
muskets that it has ever been my good f(j)rtune to see outside"
of a museum. And God help the people they guard! for a
A

\1
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, mQre villainous lot of pirates and brigands I never hope to •
lay eyes upon. Again,;while nothing is done without the
knowledge and consent of the Japanese, the situation is
further complicated by the fact that the local government is '
in the hands of the labor unions, who are carrying things'
with,a high hand.
'
Another cause of trouble is the currency, which it is
impossible to stabilize. About a montp ago, the local govern- •
ment made a new issu~, on a basis of twenty rubles to. the
dollar, gold. Today, th¢ exchange rate is eighty to the dol-:
lar, and they continue to fall. I may state,~in passing,'
thougn, that the governor received only seventy froIILthe Y.·
This is one of the causes of complaint agai:~lst the Y, con-·
stantly made by the soldiers, that they never give the current
exchange.
'The whole
, situation looks pretty bad. Where it will end, '
nobody knows. Commerce, trade an4 industry ~eem to be:
at a standstill. The city normally has a populatiOn of fifty
thousand, but it is now congested with more than three hun-,
<Ired thousand, mostly refugees. As there is a great scarcity'
of housing accommodations, the local government has appoin~~d a rooming committee, who requisition houses and~
rooms, and assign them to families, so much space to each.!t
, Some rooms, it is said, house four or five families oo.ch_
. l~ving, cooking, eating, and sleeping in them. You canLfI;llagine the conditions!
'
<l$
Later
You know we take, on a big lot of Czechoslovak soldiers
here, that, in fact, the transport is chartered by. the Czechoslovak government fo!r that purpose. This evening the
Colo~el of the 12th Regjiment, the one we are taking on, with,._"
his lady and the Colon~l-Surgeon, ate at our table. Unfortunately, they don't speak any of my languages, and so, our
interchange of courtes~es was limIted to forma~ bows and
smiles. The Colonel-co~mander is a fine figure of a man, but
what can one do with it person to whom he cannot talk?
.
All the loading of ~he ship is being done by the soldiers
I

.i

.

'.,1
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themselves. Supplies, equipment and go ds-Ioot, maI).Y c~Il
it-have been coming on all day in 'a st ady' stream. Down I
on the docks are great piles of cotton, cr{de rubber and cop- i
per, which the Czechs say they bough but ~to which tHe
Provisional Government has laid claim, ccusing the Cze~hs
of having stolen their property. It's hard to get at the truth
of the matter. The Americans here tellts what they have
heard from the Russians, to wit: that th Czechoslovaks are
the cleverest. thieves in the world, that , ey' have' despoiled
an already poverty-stricken land-and ]i urse them ·accordingly. I shall :get their side...:of the story later on. It seems,
at any rate, ~at they are unable, at pre ent, to remove the
goods on the ~arf. But the ship is bein~ loaded to capacity,
anyhow, with lltrd, automobile grease, a~munition, parts of
railroad cars, etc., things which Czech~lovakia is_ sadly in
need of, and which they claim to have bought with their own
money.
.
.
. .
The soldiers have been embarkin~, too. About two I,
thousand are to come. It should be an int~resting voyage.
i

~i

tJ

Later
We took a walk but' ~verYthing ~as so villainously
muddy that it was no pleasure at all. T~,e few streets that
are paved are covered' with very small and sharp cobblestones, and the sidewalks are of slippe y wood, with, at
intervals, rickety wooden steps that desce d to the next level,
the town being built on hills, you will rem mber.' We saw no
flowers anywhere, while the smells were f .r from suggesting
green fields and meadows-in fact, it is a istinctly malodorous town.
.
,
Aground o~ Scrapeloof Island
Five miles from. Vlady, July ~~s~
The .little god of ill-luck has certainJly perched himself
on our shoulders. The fog which delaye~l our ent;ance i~to
Vladivostock harbor has row' prevented lour 'eXIt. OWIng
partly to the'laudable desire of a young Atmy captain to get
this ship out, without loss of time, partlyl to. the over-confi~.
i

.
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dence of our old sea-dog Captain-surprising in one who
was so careful about going in-and very much to the incompetence of our Russian pilot, we ran ashore this morning' ~t
about seven o'clock. We had left Vlady at about five and
were not yet clear of the outer harbor, :when the accident
occurred. We of the first shift had just gone down to break- :
fast. The grounding w&s done so neatly and noiselessly that i
we did not feel the slightest jar. The gooel old craft just slid'
her nose s'reetly and g~ntly into the bank, like a tired child
siI).king to "est on its mother's breast. From all accounts,
she has beert burrowing: her way in, deeper and deeper, ever
since.
We are on an island, about five miles from Vlady. It.
seems to be only a couple of hundred yards long. The ship is'
lying on a sand bank, back of which rises a somewhat precip- ;
itous,. rockY bluff, perhaps some eighty feet in height, cov-;
.
l
ered with trees at the top. Weare scarcely more thai a. stone's
throw from the foot of this cliff, so that. it was IU~Y'
. I
.1,
for us that the .~hip was moving very slowly at the time, because of, the fog, else we would now be in a very dangerous I
situation. I don't believe the soldiers realized,.what had happeried., for they showed no fear.ar even curiosity, nor was,
there any excitement. Most of them had never seen a ship!
before-they had just been brought into Vlady, shortly before we arrived-'and they may have though~ it some
peculiar manoeuver of these so strange Americans. And
now, that they know the trouble we are in, they still behave
in the most exemplary manner.
Radios were sent to Vl'ady, and by half-past ten, two:.
tugs,.. were on the spot. A huge hawser,' about four inches in:
diameter, was attached to each of these, and then, while our
ship churned up the 'sea with her screws, the tugs strained
mightily. At about noon, as they had not succ~eded in budg-,
ing the ship an inch, orders were given to cease hostilities,.
while reinforcements were sent for. During the afternoon
these arrived, in the shape of a powerful ice-breaker, with
engines of two thousand horse power, and two smaller tugs.,
i

I

I
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These were all hooked on to the ship, nd again the great
fight was on. At almost the first pu made by the icebreaker, the cable snappeq like a piece of packth~ead, and
some time was lost in securing a new ca Ie, this time one of
steel. Again the tugs snorted, the screws thrashed the water,
but the ship refused to move. Like a w estler with his face
to the mat,i she seemed to dig in de er the more they
strained, and so dark found us with ou position unaltered,
or probably worse.
Tomorrow, the cargo in the forwar hatch will be takenout, and several hundred tons of fresh !ater pumped in at
Vlady will have to be pumped out again. lIt looks like several
days on a Siberian sandbank for us. A ~opitious beginning
for a long cruise, is it not?
.,
To make room for the two lad.ies ~f the colonels, the
governor and I have been moved to another table. It is a
pleasant change, for at our new table sit a major in the
Russian Railway Service, a Y secretary-.both of whom are
Americans-and a French lady. There are' also several '
Czech officers, one of them a captain-doctor. The Frenchwoman speaks Czech to the doctor, Ru~~ian to the major,
English to the governor and French to m¢. I don't make her
oot, exactly. She calls herself a "dame delcharite,"
whatever
I
.
that may be, and has been several years with the Czechs.
She has all the volubility of the tradition~1 Frenchwoman of
the novel world, a fine thing for me, as l can thus practice
up on my 'French, and also learn many interestingi things
about her companions. There will be enough and to spare of
time for talks on this voyage, which threatens to stretch out
intermi1)ablY. The governor just came ~n and announced
that he Twas "saturated with disgust"! But why? True we
are on a sandbank, almost on the rocks, rin the land of the
near-Bolsheviki, with several "days in which to examine
thoroughly from the vantage ground of 'the ship's. deck, ..'a
small, lonely-looking islet, ,but, l~ke Robinson Crusoe, we are
true optimists. "Are we down-'earted? No, we'll 'owl in
F"

I

I
I
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their fyces, No!" Meanwhile, awaiting the long tomorrow,
I'll crawl into my cubby hole.
'f
July 22nd.
\ .Our energetic army captain h~d his lighters on the job,
very early this morning, and began the task of removing the
cargo. Noone knows how long it will take, but it looks like a
sizeaQ,le job. This morning, I'm a bit more pessimistic,
tliougll there's no reason for it. The sun is peeping out, for
the first time since we came into Siberian waters; the air is
fresh and cool; the birds are doubtless singing among the
leafy boughs on our island-I have to keep reminding myself of these things, so as not to become an ultra-pessimist.
Meanwhile, we wait.
,

W

[To be continued]

Winging Alone
By

...J

JOSEPH JOEL KEITH

Winging alone and out of sight,
a bird flew slowly through the night,
past the low star and the low full moon.
It went as if it would not come soon
. to the wood where birds were then at rest.
What thing had driven it frOll'1 its nest?
Was it an urge of devil-may-care,
or was it a dark intrusion there, .
~or was'it, perhaps, no thing a~.brief
as fear or hunger? Was it grief?
Was there no nest where a nest had been?
Was the nest hidden and was it seen
and then not se_~n again by her?
And no song therein and no little stir?
What was the thing that made her go
from the green green Heaven that safe birds know?
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By HANIEL LONG

class is 'brought up to serve certain ideals. ".
. It does not grow freely and naturally; perhaps nobody
does, and no class does. But the ruling class is pulled this
way and that, cut and trimmed in a hundred special ways,
to meet the exigencies of its tradition. The traditions of
a class embody its savoir-faire, and the ruling class has to
be guided by these traditions even when they run counter to
the selfish desires of the individual.
It is here that the primary interest lies in Coronadothe way he was cut and trimmed for his job; the pfuern
sixteenth-cehtury Spain thought a man should accept or be
forced into, to serve his God and his Emperor. ' As to what
the pattern was and how it came to be, we have s9urces of
knowledg~the life of the Chevalier Bayard for example;
the mockeries of Cervante~, details in Lope de Vega and
Calder6n~ the somber history of the. Spanish Inquisition.
Despite the centuries we can make out what was done.
to Coronado, can wonder whether it was a good and necessary training for the use of power. It is no idle subject
for speculation. We still have a ruling class, we shtJ,1l always have a.. ruling class. And it. is the comparativ~ value
of traditions, and the comparative value OP the trainings
that fit a man for power, which decide whether the human
beings who compose a society are to suffer, or. be happy.
When we first see him, November, 1535, arriving in
Mexico with the new viceroy, Anton.io de Mendoza, Coronado was already seasoned: a somebody from Salamanca-,
twenty-five years old, the second of four brothers (the third
brother, Juan, was to be first mayor-general of Costa Rica) ;
these four the sons of a Vasquez de Coronado,. Lord of:.
Coquilla and of the Tower of Juan Vasquez in Salamanca,
and of his lady, Dona Isabel de Lujan. A family appar- '
[ 87]
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ently influential and powerful, whether rich or not; in any
event, a home where growing boys could learn dignity,
. decorum, how to speak, how to bow, how to use a rapier.
How also to endure the restraints of a complicated and
settled culture-the madness of avarice, of long evenings
in the leather armchairs playing dominoes, of an existence
lived in relation to the family, the dining table, the clock.
, (Gomez de la Serna has vivid pictures of that life, how the
Castilians full of a lusty appetite for living, were throttled
in their own cold and all,stere manners.)
So Coronado came to the New World, the friend of the
Viceroy, dependable ("one hundred per cent"), a young
man to be counted 'on to stick, to stand by. The Viceroy
could have no fear of being double-crossed, ofa dangerous
personal ambition in his friend. Coronado's ambition was
impersonal, to serve God, Emperor, Viceroy; he was a favorable example of the ruling class of a great empire. So
he was a young man who deserved to be well treated, to be
!J!.3.rried to an heiress, to be given land, to be a pillar of the
viceregal court. These matters were speedily attended to.
His bride was Beatriz de Estrada, daughter of the late
rQyal treasurer. They made a good marriage, loyal to
state and church, and proceeded to have children (the entry
in the minutes of the town council of Mexico City, June 14,
1538: Coronado barely three years in the land, is sw.orn
in as an alderman ':married and with children"). His
mother-in-law had written to the King some years before,
complaining that in Mexico she could discover no suitable
husbands for her daughters. She was happy with this paragon of' a Coronado, gave him a lucrative and enormous
ranch; gave him: too her big house in the city, and behind it
built a humbler__pne lor herself.
, Mendoza appointed the young man inspector for silver
mines. A~; AIriatepeque the negro 'slaves had revolted and
set up a blac~- king of their own. Coronado had been
sharpened for the use of the state; let him quell this revolt.
He qu~l1ed it; he hanged and quartered twenty-five blacks.
III
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Mendoza appointed him his "meastresaIa," that is, his
personal equerry and master of ceremonies. It reqQired
a special kind of man, the young grandee, with everything
the word grandee implies. A man of manners, of savoir
and finesse as Spain understood those terms at the time of
her greatness. A swordsman, a man who cQuld be glacial,
so that even the younger brother of a Duke would,hesitate
to turn a witticism against him. Above all,an exemplar.
That most of all, a model for all the other young nobles in
Mexico, the kind of personal life, the kind of demeanor, the
Viceroy searched for, and was ready and able to honor.
Fo.r, as many of the young men as was humanly possible
must be sharpened for the use of God and Emperor, through
the Viceroy. It was the only way in which a great Empire
can continue to be great.
But for Coronado the Viceroy knew it was -too small
a job to be an equerry. Let him have a province to rule
over. Let him be the governor of New Galicia, one of the
greatest provinces. Only twenty-eight, and. three years in
the country F but he was the man for the tasl.
~)'
Let him make Guadalajara a beautiful city; he \)made it
beautiful: at leas~began the job.
. '
And then the northern enterprise, which l\Jendoza had
fears Qf and an instinct ~gainst, began to talce shape as
inevitable. Mendoza did not swallow 'the stories -of cities
of gold, he dispatched Niza to report, Melchior Diaz to
check Niza.· But the enterprise had to be, as it1turned out;
and he had the man to undertake it, Coronado. It was a
problematical venture from any point of view, anq the, chief
requisite was a man as leader who could cOmmaJnd 200 wild
young bluebloods, keep his distance and their respect;
mould them into useful beings; give them the day-by-day
picture of the Spanish noble, daring, resourceful, God-fearing, courageous, humane but when need be cruel.,
The expedition started out. What happened to it, what
it accomplished the world knows. But a d(taii of which
only the student of human motive can see the siinificance '

'J
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is that Coronado encountered the returning Melchior Diaz
before l;le had marched far, and learned from him there
was nothing to the dream, no gold citIes ahead, only hardship and thirst and hunger. Coronado and his staff talked
the news over, but they kept it from the soldiers. They
decided to go ahead. They had been ordered to explore the
north and they explored it. Coronado did the job Mendoza
sent him out to do" did it thoroughly;, did it amazingly. So
far aS~know there has never been an .eKPl.oring job better
done in the history of the world. And he kept his men
scattere , and therefore safe as an exPedition. .
W have certain further glimpses of the aristocrat, in
his own letters to Mendoza, and in the pages of Castaneda.
He is a human being and a grown man, and at Zuni he sees
the adobe walls, the plaza, the natives passing. Does he
really see them? He writes the Viceroy that the natives
seem of ordinary size and intelligent, yet lack the intelligence they ought to possess "to build such houses" e'for
most of them go naked except for the loin cloth"). He was
shrewder when it came to corn. He praises their corncakes
("the best I have ever seen anywhere") and their way of
grinding corn ("one of these women will grind as much as
four Mexicans"). But it was as close as he ever got to the
secret life of the Pueblo Indian, this passing recognition
that they had a way with the corn.
Elsewhere we see in him nepotism, arbitrariness, indecision, cruelty, all marking not the man so much as the class
he belonged to. The cruelty reaches its height in the massacre at Tiguex, that unnecessary and fateful deed. In
every conquest by force there is bound to come the moment
when the resentment of the conquered flares up. At that
moment th~. conquerer invariably says, ''We will make an
example of him, we will teach him to fear us." When
treachery enters the picture, as it does in the massacre of
Tiguex, the logic of force is complete. (The Indians replied,
"They did not care to trust themselves to people who had no
regard for friendship or for their own pledged word.") We
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can not estimate at its true worth Coronado's general high
excellence of character; it is impossible for us to do so-for
today we judge a man finally by his attitude towards, defenseless people.
.
The rest of the stQry is strange, and the more one thinks
of it the stranger it becomes, until finally,· as in a flash one
may understand, I think, what happened to' Coronado,. and
was to result in the events· that dogged him to h,is death .
twelve years later at the age of forty-four.
It was not the disappointment and disillusion of Quivira
and of Cfbola. He had known before he' left Mexico that he
would find no treasure. He kept his men in good state, sept
his captains in different" directions to spy out the land, took
the giant's task of the endless prairies as his own share.
He accomplished the extraordinary march into Kansas and
came back to Tiguex in autumn in good, time to prepare the
army for winter. He planned perhap's to lead the whole expedition into the prairies the next spring. So It would appear
from Castaneda. Then suddenly this entry in Castaneda:
"It happened that one feast day the general went out
on horseback to amuse himself, as usual, riding with the
Captain Don Rodrigo Mal(lonado. He was on a powerful
horse, and his servants had put on a new girth, which must
have been rotten /~t the time, for it broke during ttlt rac-e
and he fell over on the side where Don Rodrigo was, and
as his horse passed over h~m it hit his head with its hoof,
which laid him at the point of death, and his recovery was
slow and doubtful."
For the first time we begin to think of Coronado as a
person. His history no longer typifies exclusively his tra. ditions and his interests, but pis physiology and psychology
add an element almost" fantastic. Now suddenly the gen- .
eral cnanged his mind. He was all for returning to Mexico
as soon as possible, and he resorted to stratagems unworthy',
a leader to do so. These strategems show a new aspect of
him, and this from Castaneda concerns us further, that
$
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while he lay sick Coron~do '~recollected what a scientific
friend of his in Salama.ca had told him, that he would
become a powerful lord i~ distant lands, and that he would
have a fall from which h~I would never recover."
Where is the man not superstitious? It is a weakness
in us all, but this prophecy remembered at such a time,
preyed on Coronado, and it does not seem the sign of a
healthy mind. A health~ mind throws off chimeras. His
action in the case of "the soldier Truxillo on the journey
north was sensible enougp. This Truxillo, while swimming
in a stream near Culiac~n, had a vision; he saw himself
kill Coronado, then marIfy the general's young widow and
inherit all his goods. l1iza· preached a sermon about it,
and there was so much ~alk among the soldiers that Coronado told Truxillo's cap~ain to' leave him behind. In an
analogous situation probkbly most leaders would have do:pe
the same. For whether :Qe dreamt the dream or not, Truxillo '
was "fresh" to relate it.i He was a fool; or fie was adroit,
wanted to be left behind~ and thought of this way out. In
either case he was useless.
Castaneda complains that on the way back to Mexico
the general kept "pretertding" to be sick, so that he could
keep in secret touch witp certain of his friends and advisers. Perhaps he preten~ed to be sick and perhaps he did
not, perhaps he really W~s sick. Who knows; who will ever
:
know?
In 1542 Coronado returned to his governorship over
New Galicia. We heat of him passing forty' days in
Purificacion, and the citi~ens complain because his servants
or horses consume food at the rate of a gold peso a day.
He spent a great deal'of ihis time in Mexico City. Then we
hear or him standing tr~al in an investigation of his rule
by an official from Spain, one Tejada. 'The thirty-thre~ '
charges against him incljuded general neglect of duty, favoritism, irregularities -ofl, conduct, short accounts, setting a .
bad example by openly d~cing and gambling, the acceptance
of bribes, the cruel treat~ent of Indians (men, women and
1
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children) on his ranches and in his mines. r. These 'are not
the actions ot a man conspicuous for lea ership, "a Itrue
gran<;lee, a pa~gon of Spanish culture. Wh 't had happened
"to our" paragOiSUCh actions show a man in a daze, sud""
denly indiffer
and heedless.
The gener denied the charges broug t against him,
but he made ad issions so damaging that it amounted to
guilt and he was fined 600 gold pesos.
e soon ~(f)st his
governorship~ He appealed to the Counci of thei Indies,
but nothing was done about it. Weare de ling with a different Coronado from the leader" of the d.-eat ex~edition;
the rest of oU): knowledge of him strengtijens
the iimpresI
sion. He spent more and more time in l\!exico C~ty, and
oddly enough in his small duties as aldermdri. He ~ttended
to these duties with enough assiduity to allow the ipference
that he hoped to regain his reputation thr0ugh th~m. His
actions are still those of a man in a daze, but h~ is now
~~~:~hing' at a straw. H~ has no perspectiv~, but ~e ~as
\

I

•

,

When it came Mendoza's turn to be 1 investigated, in
1547, Coronado testified in his behalf, and elped the Vice....
roy wholeheartedly at a time, when his he itation or relUctance would have been damaging. It is a thetic incident;
I infer from it that the friendship of Mend za had not been
lacking even after the collapse of the expe ition.
What makes his testimony. the more strikip.g· is our
knowledge that in the following year, wh n Coronado applied to the King for' an office,' Mendoza, a vised the court ,
" explicitly that he no longer considered C ronado qualified
for the service of government. Appare tly the JHceroy
was aware of a change in his old friend so evastating there
was no way to gloss it over.
llThe aldermen voted that Coronado hould carry the
city banner in a procession on one of the ays of the fiesta
in honor of tne capture of the city from the Aztecs. He
refused heatedly, and held out against treats for fiftythree days. A banner is a heavy thing to arry in the alti-

r '
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tude and terrible sun of Mexico City. One wonders whether
he was physically able tp do it.' It is simply another un~
accountable incident.
Mr. Paul A. Jones, \who has made accessible valuable
new information about Coronado (his own researches in
./ part, and those of Dr. 4rthur S. Aiton of Michigan, and
Senores Joaquin Meade 'and Luis L. de la Barr"a, of Mexico) ,
inquires as to the general's activities as an alderman, "Was
it that he had at last found a position that suited his capabilities?" I can weIll understand that Mr. Jones, an
enthusiastic student of t~e subject, must have been dashed
by these revelations as fp Coronado's later years. But to
me his question gives rise to an untenable supposition. I
cannot help seeing in Co~onado a good soldier, ~who accomplished the task given him even though he knew from the
beginning that it could qnly mean defeat. And then I see,
in hIm a man to whom: a doom came; I see him utterly
changed, and no more like his former self than the moon
is like the sun. And t see further that this doom had nothing to do with the defeat of the expedition for treasure.
Conjectures are only conjectures; we hav,e scant knowledge
at best of the explorer. ~ But I cannot get out of my head
Castaneda's phrase, "it 1hit his head with its hoof, which
laid him at the point of! death, and his recovery was slow
and doubtful." It is ~y feeling that Coronado never
recovered.
I
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Virginia Woods*
(On hearing an American praise a

ictator)

By KATHERINE GARRISON CH

The oak is flamed to darker red.
The ash and maple dry in the frost,
drop twisted leaves in the mounta n grass.
,Autumn, too swiftly co:r;n.e, has w' hered
proud leaf to press a prouder brow
Winter will strip the classic bough
and send dry seeds to a deep bed.
Winter will not defame the dead.
It is not winter, stalking lost

above these hills, it is not frost
that robs the virtue from this eart .
The searing that gives the lie
to you, .Virginia earth, to ,you
wide-browed who walked among th se tr,s,
framing our liberties,Shrivels the land with bleaker dea h
than cold and blackens on this sky
a darker shame.
• Reprinted. with the kind permission of the author and p lishers, from "Writers
Take Sides," a pamphlet of the League of American Writers.

_
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New' Documeptary Materials Bearing
9n Coronado
B'l!

AGAPITO REY

r

HE ASSEMBLING an~

publishing of documents is one of
the objectives of the various organizations fostering,
the commemoration th~ year of the Cuarto Centennial of
the discovery of 'New li~xico. The Coronado Commission is .
sponsoring as :one of itsl activities the publication of a series
of eleven volumes dealitng with the history of t:pis part of '
the country. One volume, Narratives of the Coronado E~
pedition, is now read~ for distribution, and others will
appear in the course of jthis year, as the various collaborati'ng historians complete ltheir works.
Since G.: P. Wins~ip published in 1896 his English
translations of the 'chronicles by Castaneda, Jaramillo and
other members of Coronado's. party, 'hardly any new materials bearing on ~his ~ubject have been brought to light.
In the last few months~ two brief letters by Coronado and'
the muster roll of the etpedition have been brought to light,
by Dr. A. S. Aiton to capitalize on the current interest.
During the 'last two years the "5niversity of New Mexico
has been adding to its rich collection of photostatic copies of
original documents'. Of this vast amount of source ma-'
terial, some twenty thousand sheets are directly related to,
the" Coronado expedition. Most of these documents were
photographed by Profe~sor L. B. Bloom in the Archives of
the Indies located at Seville, Spain. The gathering of th~e '
materials is being don~, by the University of New Mexico,
with the cooperation of the New Mexico Historical SocietY,
the Historical Records Survey and the Coronado Commis.
sion.
Not all of these do~uments ..a re new, as many of the~
have already appeared either in Spanish or in translations.
l}ut by obtaining.' photqstatic copies of the original. docu- ,
[ 96]
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ments already in print, we are able to correct ~errors and.
misreadings .and to present now a text ore .accurate than
has been possible in the past.
By far the most· voluminous docu ents hitherto unpublished, and little or not at all utilized are the court "records in connection with the inquiries in 'Coronado's management of his expedition and his admf .stration as governor of New Galicia. The many thousan sheets of records
comprise two legajos, which are divided i to twelve sections
of several hundred sheets each. The en rmous bulk of the
bundles has se~ved as a deterrent to the s udy of these documents. We have waded through them, ome twenty thousand sheets in all, to see if there were . ew materials that
should be brought out in connection with' ur. Coronado publications.' As a result of this searcn we. re able to present
some documents for the first time. Co onado's! testimony
and that of his chief officer, L6pez de Ca enas, the charges
filed against them, and their final sente' ces are: most important. These depositions clarify man obscure points in
Castaneda's 'chronicle of"'the Coronado e edition. Through
these new do~uments, a more complete pi ure of the undertaking may be obtained.
, At this point, it may be well to exp airi the legal P!Oceedings that gave rise to all these court p pers. It was the
universal practice in sixteenth-century S ain and its colonies to review the administration of all important public
officials, from viceroys to alcaldes, at the d of their incumbency or when they were transferred. Su h an inquiry was
called the residencia.' There were suppos d t2-be two heltrings, one public, the other private. The p bUe hearitig was
announced through the city by the town cri'er. This.was
the method followed in Coronado's case. ~though only one
hearing was held at the judge's quarters.. \On September 7,
1543, the Span~h authorities appointed. ~udge Tejada to
investigat~.
rumored .abuses .against the ~ndians by Coronado's p~ y, and at the same time to rview Coronado's
administra
as governor of New Gali .a. This review

.
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extended to all important ImbIie officials. In the case of the •
conduct of the expeditio~ the investigating judge-was instructed to hold hearings,\ gather testimony and forward it
; ,to the high tribunal at Mexico City for study and final disposjtion of the matter. IF the investigation of public offi'cials the judge had full ~~wers to gather testimony, press
charges, impose and execU/te sentence.
.
Accordingly, Judge Tejada summo;ned fourteen memincluding Coronado himbers of the expedition to ltestify,
I
self. The testimony reve4led that violences had been committed in dealing with thel Indians of New Mexico, for they
had been forced to give fobd and clothing against their will.
,This, with other abuses, blaci led the natives to revolt. Re,sponsibility rested on COltonado, as general of the expedi~'tion, .and his officer, L.6p+ de' Cardenas., The six charges
,.~. lodg;d again.st Coronado bY Fiscal Bena~ente were: .(1) ex,; ceSSIve punIshment of t~e rebel IndIans of 'ChIametla,
',:: (2) failure to name a capable person to rule at St. J~rome,
.:' (3) unnecessary attack on Cibola, (4) waging war Qn the
>~ Indians, (5) secret execution of the' Indian named the Turk,
.' and (6) failure to plant colonies.
"
These charges were pressed as a result of the testimony
obtained by Judge Tejada, who submitted to the witnesses
twenty-five elaborate and carefully prepared questions to
establish whether Coronado allowed' his soldiers to blaspheme and use profanity, if he protected the natives, if he
consulted with the friars, if he summoned the Indians to
peace before waging war, and if he punished his men for
misconduct. Finally the high court at Mexico acquitted him
and cleared him of all charges.
The testimony implicating <Jardenas was forwarded to
Spain where he had returned, injured, from the expedition, after having fallen heir to the family estate at the death of
his oldest brother. The Spanish authorities brought criminal charges against hi~ and clamped him in jail at the
-fortress of Pinto near Madrid. Both the d.·own and Cardenas ~alled for additio~~l testimony'- and ~s a result we
~
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have records of other hearings held in Mex co. For five long
years ~ardenas rem~ined in prison wh e the attorneys
wrangle~ in court. Finally he was senten ed to pay a fine
and to serve at the frontier as a soldier fo one year at his
own expense.
The court records of the Cardenas tri I comprise more
than four thousand sheets. The testimonie given in Mexico
by some thirty former members of the exp dition are quite
prolix but very much alike, whether favora
or adverse to
the leaders of the expedition. The testimo ies of Coronado
and Cardenas add interesting
.. details to the arratives of the
eX:t>edition. From them and from other wi nesses we learn
that in the Rio Grande valley in the neighb. rhood of Bernalillo were some fifteen pueblos, located on b th banks of the
rive~. Of these pueblos, two, .Arenal and~~ohi'. we:e ~t
tack¢d and entered by the SpanIards. Cast· neda, In hIS ~llS
tory]of the expedition, says two hundred In, ians were killed
at Arenal alone. This figure is a gross ex ggeratibn. All
wit~esses agr.ee that the total number of prisone~s taken
was about eighty, and the number sentence to be burned at
the stake, between fifteen and thirty.
ow' mamy were
actually killed is. still not clear. The fae· that the fiscal
. charged Cardenas with the death of thirty I ads -tus to' believe
that no more than fifteen died, in view of the fact that a
prosecutor always inflated his accusation kpowing they
would be reduced by the defense. In defese of Coronado
and his management of the expedition, .ceroy Mendoza
stated that not even twenty members of the expedition,
counting soldiers, servants and Indian ~Ilies had died in the
venture. 'This is indeed a remarkable re ord. We have
checked the dOCfments to verify the viceroy' statement and
we find it subst~ntially correct. It is, not e sy, however~to
estimate how many native Indians were-kille . Our reckoning, based on the testimony giyen at the tri Is, shows that
perhaps one hundred natives may have peri hed as a result
of the coming of the Spaniards. Castaiie 's figures are
altogether unreliable. But his exaggeratIon have been ex-
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by some historians and writers bent on the sensational. J ournalistic writ~rs would make one think that lust
and zest for gold were ~e only incentives of the Spanish.
conquistadors, and that rr.ligious zeal, a spirit of adventure;
;
and all intellectual curiosity counted-for nothing.
Judge Tejada conducted
the two inquiries simultan...
1
eously. In the summer of 1544 we find him in Guadalajara
examining the past record of all the chief public officials. As
a result of his investi~tion he brought charges against
Coronado indicting him ~n thirty-four counts. The indictments comprised accepti~g gifts, which governors were absolutelyforbidden by law: to accept; not paying for the wine
consumed at his home; pl~ying cards for big stakes; failing
to build- bridges; neglectlng duty, showing favoritism, etc.
.., Coronado testified in answer to these charges oli September
i, 1544;: He did not' prope to be a forceful witness ',as did
Cardenas, whose testimo~y far overshadows his in interest.
Judge Tejada dismissed /Some of the charges and imposed
i
fines for others. The total amount of the fines assessed was
a little over 607 gold pe~os. Coronado's immediate appeal
was still being fought o~er nine years later by his various
lawyers, who were tryiItg to regain for their client some
from him~ When he died in
towns that had been ta'ken
,
November of 1544, his appeal was still pending. Not until
fifty years later did Co~onado's grandson say .his grandfather"had been vindicat~d.
. It,is curious that anjlOng the thirty-four charges lodged
against Coronado by Judge Tejada is one to the effect that
he receiv.ed his g~vernot's ;salary illegally for three years.
Another such accusatiotJ., made against Coronado by the
partisans of Cortes, wa~ that his appointment was illegal,
as the \dceroy had had ino authority to appoint a captain
gen.eral. In the court reyords we found Coronado's appointment as captain general Qf the expedition. The appointment
states specifically that ~oronado is to be ,paid the salary
assigned to him as.governor of New Galicia during the time
he is with the expeditiqn to Cibola. in the service of the
<L
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crown. Viceroy Mendoza named Corona 0 to this post by
virtue
royal ~edula dating from 1535 which authorized
him as iTiceroy to appoint as captain geneal someone other
than Cortes if he thought it desirable.
he viceroy held(this cedula in reserve for fi~e years befor~ he had occasion,
to use it.
:
Cristobal de Onate, who had been a ting governor of
New Galicia during the absence of Coron' do, came out of
the inquiry unscathed. In fact, Judge Tejada used the'
occasion to praise his administration and public spirit. Governor Onate was the fat~er of Juan de Ofiate, the founder
of New Mexico in 1598. Other associates: of Coronado did
not fare so well under the scrutiny of :the investigating
judge. Alonso Alvarez, Coronado's page ind guidon, drew
a twenty pesos fine for engaging in a figh, ,inside a church.
The heaviest sentence was-imposed on jail r ~iego de Colio
for striking a prisoner in his -custody. :ije was fined two
hundred pesos and suspended from office fIr two years. In
Spain, where this sentence was for,warde' for review, the
Ii
public prosecutor appealed ~t as too light..
An. Indian chief accused of traffic~i g in slaves was
sent~nced to be exposed at the public squa e of the town to '
the derision of his own people. This pu ishment was extremely effective, as the Indian chiefs fared nothing so
much as humiliation. Judge Tejada's me hod"of"assessing
fines is quite illuminating. Fines imposed and collected for
quarreling in the church were used to buy ,hurch ornaments .
and for the upke~p of the buildings. Ji1ines imposed on .
Cardenas were applied to defray passag , of friars from '-.
Spain to Mexico and to support charitie~ in New Spain.
Money collected from publi~ officials accu~ed of neglecting
• their duties or of other offenses was used ~to build, bridges·
l
and maintain barges.
Coronado's appointment as captain general
to lead th~
I
'-'
expedition to Cibola is important as it ~on~ins the tnstruct!ons of Viceroy Mendoza, who charges COronado with t)1e
proper conduct of the expedition and the gqod treatment of
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the Indians. He was to s~nd back reports of what he found
in the new: country, to take possession of any good land he
might filld fpr his MajestY and hold it until further orders.
This seems to indicate that Viceroy Me~doza was intent on
eoloniz~:tion. While it is tlrue that Coronado's party was not
properly equipped to esta~lishcolonies, reinforcements would J
have been sent from Mexico. In fact, Juan Gallego arrived
with thelp just as Coron~do was about' to return. Nevertheless, failure to est,abl~sh colonies was one of the six
charges lodged against C9ronado after the investigation of
his management of the e:,ipedition. This was also the most
seriou~ charge press¢d ag~fnst Lopez. de Cardenas in Spain.
Fiscal Villalobos asked that Cardenas be sentenced to pay
the crown 500,000' ducat~, the sum he reckoned the crown
had lost by the failur~ to ~stablish colonies.
'That colonization \Va~ in the mind of Viceroy Mendoza
is also shown by his insttuctions to ,Hernando de Alarcon,
who was to sail to the Gulf of California to establish contact
with Coronado and bring him supplies. Alarcon wa'$ to
remain in charge of the :eolony that would be established
.on the Colorado River inj the neighborhood of the present
Yuma, Arizona, which w~s about as far as Alarcon came.
After Alarcon spent: considerable time sailing up the
Colorado Rfver, he decided to return to Mexico when he
learned that he was stillithirty or forty days' travel from
Cibobi. Before leaving, "he distributed Spanish chickens,
hens and cocks, to the Iridians and told them how tQ take
care of them. He distributed also wheat and other seeds and
instructed the Indians how to plant and cultivate them. This
is another indication that) colonizing was one of the aims of
the expedition. Before retkIrning to Mexico, Alarcon planted
many crosses and erected a small shrine by the Colorado
River, which he named Bhena:'Guia River after the emblem '-'
of the viceroy. Alarcon had'been empowered by the viceroy to draw legal proce~ings and take possessio~ of the
land for his Majesty. Solin his report to the viceroy, Alar. con said he brougl\t along1 numerous legal acts of :eossession.
I

I
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While these documents probably were no 'worth much, the
detailed information contained in his r ort is extremely.
valuable.
These court records do riot make ve inte:r:esting -\I"eading. But the' testimony of the variou witnesses often
furnishes details which, when pieced tog ther, give a good
~ composite picture of the whole expedition As each witness
was required to identify himself when he 'was sworn in, we
are able to tell som~thing about many of these men. Thus
we know now there were about a dozen uropeans in the
expedition who were not Spaniards. Mos of tjlese foreigners were. Portuguese, but there were alsoltwo Italians, o~e
FrenchIIl:an, one Scot, and a German, whp was the bugler.
We know likewise that three Spanish sold ers brought their
wives along in the expedition. One of the e women wanted
to remain in New Mexico as a colonizer; another nursed
the soldiers who were ill and mended th ir clothing. The
first one testified against Coronado.
The number of pueblos in the Rio Gr nde valley in the
Bernalillo-Albuquerque area is given by most of theuwitnesses as :fifteen. The pueblos mentioned by the witnesses
in the province of Tiguex are Arenal, AI nfor or Coofor,
Alameda, Cruz, Circo, and Moho or Mohi.
Early in the sixteenth century, decre s were issued in
Spain to the e!fect that conquistadors or . heir descendants
should be" favored in appointments if p perly qualified.
The members 01 Coronado's expedition, w 0 were all classed
as conquistadors, were not slow in tilin applicationf?, for
appointments or rewards. These testim~lnials stating) the
services to the crown by the applicant a his forefathers
are .extremely v~luable in that they give us reliable information about individuals not found elsewhere. We' have photostatic copies of many such te~timoniaIs. thers were pub. lished by Icaza in his biographical "dicti ~ry." From all
these documents cQmbined we were able t add forty-eight
names to the muster roll of Coronado's 1rmyand to tell
something about each one. The muster lontains o:oly the

.
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names of those who were atf, Compostela on February 22,
1540. In it each soldier, in addition to his name, gives the
number of horses and the equip~t he carries. The muster
does not "list those who had gone ahead to escort the friars,
or t~ose who were still o~ their wa~ and who joined the
expedition at various pla~es on the route. It does not include the friars, the women, the servants or the Indian'
allies. From the various records we ·find there were 1300
.Indians and'" some negroes" in the expedition. The total
number of horses and mules
. was about six
. hundred, which,
with the cattle, comprised 1500 head by actual count,
according to Coronado. ItI was one of the best organized
expeditions ever sent afield in New Spain. The human
element was of very high·qhality. Many of Coronado's men
belonged to the nobility ~nd to distinguished families in
Spain., Of more than 'sixU-t witnesses called, only two were
unable to write their names. N 0 cod~ces or graphic descriptions of the land traveled by Coronado's men have survived.,
However, we know that at least 'two chroniclers and two
painters had been purpos~ly sent ,with the expedition to
prepare a picture history of it. Coronado said he sent back
pictorial descriptions of th~ country. Alarcon, too, had an
Indian draw pictures of ihe most notable things of the
country.
i
::rwo petitions addre~s~d to the crown by a grandson of
Francisco Vazquez de Corqnado and by a grandson -of his
oldest brother, Gonzalo,' give us interesting family history
of Coronado. Coronado did not Ie-ave any male heir. His
only son,' Juan, died young. ' On October 14, 1605, Don Francisco Pacheco de Cordoba y Bocanegra, a son of Coronado's
daughter, Dona Marina, presented a detailed testimonial to
the crown asking for 10,000 gold pesos annual income for
life, to be made a marquis or count, to be granted the gown
of the order of St. James,and to be-'properly employed in
Spain or the Indies. He based his petition on the services
of his Paternal and maternal grandfathers. Of Coronado
he claims that as a result 6f wounds and illness contracted
i
.
I
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during the time of his expedition he died rematurelyand
did not build up an adequate estate for his amiIy.
Juan Vazquez de Coronado, grandson f Gonzalo, oldest
of the €oronado brothers, presented, in 1 9'0 a testimonial .
of the services of his forefathers. He sai his ~andfather
Gonzalo Vazquez de Corona~o had three ot er brothers, and
that Francisco was the second born. H shows that the
Coronados were prominent at the court in Spain. This
CoronadO descendant does not ask for an hinge He files
his testimonial only for future r~ference.
While in the celebration of the Cuar Centennial the
emphasis is being placed on Coronado's e edition, it does
not follow that our interests are limited to hIs brief period.
The Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publjcat ons, comprising
eleven volumes, will cover the history of, w Mexico from
the time of Coronado to the end of the ei teenth century.
These volumes will contahl considerable new materials,
only recently acquired. The volume deali \ with the postCoronado period will be based almost entirel on unpublished
materials. The volume on Onate will bem de up mostly of
documents never before published either in nglish or Spanish. The volume devoted to Father Bena -des will contain
in addition to his Memorial of 1634, many ther documents"
photographed at the Vatican Library in R me~ Practically
" all of this material has never h~en publish d hefore. These
are only some of the bare facts pointing ou the value these
photographed documents have for the's holars who!:'are
helping to unravel New Mexico's history.' he value or use
of these materi~ls is not limited to any .ind vidual or ~oup.
Anyone interested in the study of the de elopment of the
Southwest will find these materials valua Ie, if not indispensable.. The University of New Mexic has now some
75,000 sheets of photographed source mate ial on hand. If
the pre~ent rate of acquiring photostatic c pies of original
documents and printed materials continue, despite the inadequate funds available, the University of New' Mexico
,
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will soon become the cen~er of h,istorical research for the
Southwest. With the materials on hand it. is now possible
to study in detail anyph~e of New Mexico's history fr~m
original sources, provided jthe schola~ is competent and willing to use them.
,)
I

I
!

Landscape for Nothing
"Suck astk~ poor in ·California"
~

~

By WrrfIAM PETERSON
1

Nothing like tall gr~1n palms to make a heart
. stand out equal t stars.
.
Nothing like the Ion green lifting of music
and the green hetghts to ascend
and the green horizons
~
laid out before u~ in perfect order.
~
Such as the stuff of ~pring is always with ~~
for us, and a fOI1une that
JH
cannot quit the ung imagination.
J

·l

.

I

yr

And the drowsy day, are just so many leaves,
fan-shaped leaves, fat with caressing
and forgetfulnes~,
And the mild dumb ~ills are green with content.
I

I

Nothing to ask ours~lves about or want to do,
Nothing but the, lon,'&" green poems of the palms
waltzing in a cOQI free sky.
• i

!

i

.'
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Nothing in a Coffin
By GEORGE AMBERG
E IS DEAD.

.

H
TJiere, in three small words, is t~e fhole story. He ('
was alive and now he is dead. He walke , breathed, ate, .
drank, talked, shouted, cried, was happy .was sad, loved
and hated, worked and played, slept, was ~~ck and died. He
was only one of the mob: he ran as frantically as the rest of
them, pursuiitg the elu~ive: happines~ mo*y, contentment,
security, position, prestige, respect of his 'fellow-Men-the
things most of us spend our lives looking ,for. He walked
this earth and.,had a face and a name; the ~ost any man ever·
has, after the husks have been stripped aWlay : a face and a
name. And now he is dead and he walks ljlo mor~, pursues
the elusive no more.
~ "
I worked beside him for a short time during his very
short life. 'Working at "the monotonous, eaningle~s tasks
I wo~ld become bored and petulant; in thiJ he was· betfer
man than I: he was a better office-worker.1They could have
,applied all the adjectives to him, all thoJe high-sounding
words: industrious, frugal, ambitious, mlnnerly, respectful to his eld~rs, and all the. rest of them )And ~ornings \
when I came to work, doped and half-grog from the liquor
of the night before, he would chide me as a slacker~ a fool
with no future.
I to him: "Don't you understand? It s' not the liquor,
or the drinking of it, that's important; it' life in me that's'
important. Life all tangled up with death; and both of them
seeking outlet. I drink to feel life and so ~times I drink to
feel death."
He to me: "'Rummy I"
" And so those days went by, he worki g hard, carvipg a
future for himself, ready to work overti
perform extra
work, all with the op.e thought of progres , pf getting somewhere. I, half-mad with ennui, deriding im all the while: . .
[ 107]
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"You work too daihn hard. Your future, you say'? Well,
what of your future? Ybu want to get somewhere? Where?
Where do you want to ~et ~ .. ? You certainly aren't interested in traveling. .Andl so, your future is the place where:"
you want to get. Well), where will that be? A good job
pe~haps, if you're luck~ enough and you kiss enough cans
to get along; forty, fifty bucks a week, and then-phit!
Don't be a damn fool 1 IGet what you can out of life; feel
excited and -angry and I ecstatic: feel anything you damn .
please; but feel! Why live if it's going to be otherwise? You
might as well he dead if you don't have sensations." :
I am not at all sorrY that I said any of those things.' I
am only sorry that he d~d not get more into his life.
One day he left the ~ob: the beginning of his long journey to somewhere. He 1lhad found something much better: .
more money, more futur~, more .... So he left the office, the
people saying: "There's la boy who's going to get ahead ....
He's got the stuff in him,I all right .•.. He'll
make good in a
'
big way: just watch his ~moke !"
. No,.word of him for months; and then one afternoon,
late, walking along J ohljl Street I saw him ahead of me. I
rushed to him, saying th~ usual things in the usual way. He
was sick. He told me $0; but I knew, before he told me. :
Death was in his face: ihI the beaten expression of his eyes; ;
in the pulpy skin of hisl face; in the tired set of his shoulders. I kidded him. Wha,t
else could I do? And he,"kidding I'
I
me: "You don't look so 'fell yourself, you old rumpot. What
,are you talking about: n?t looking well? Why, I'll bet you've
been doing more boozing ~nd more whoring I"
That night I mentibned
to one of my intimates that I
I
,had seen my ex-co-work¢r. Speaking: "He doesn't look well
'at all; you should see him and you'd realize. He should rest;
get out of this stinking pity. But he wouldn't think of getting away: there is worlr to be done . . . . His ambition, you
-know."
And then there was no word of him for some weeks.
I had forgotten ,my gloomy predictions for him. And then
I

I

I

.
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a telephone call and a voice: low, thro ty with sorrow:
"Williams ... 1 I want to speak to Bob illiams ..... Oh,
Williams, this is Bob Mallon: Jim's brot er, you know ...
I ... I called up to tell you that . .. that . .. he-died last
4
night!"
I, holding the phone- stupidly, stun ed, unable to be
coherent; muttering something about c min~ to pay respects; offeri~g useless words of condole .c~; .realizing the'
ineptness of my remarks: wanting only ne thing: to end
the conversation. Then it was over and I turned to some of
my fellow-workers: "Mallon's dead; died I J~t night." But no,
reaction on those faces, nothing, except hlilmor at this latest
stupid joke of the office jester: "Ho ho hd. Now Wll us an- .
. ' r .
~
.
other one."
Anger rose up in me, anger at the~e people, at' this ·
stupid, repetitive life we were leading, dt their smugness, .
t.heir seJf-satisfaction, at my oWn timid jears of losing the .
skein of security that held me to three meals a day and
spending-money. Anger, anger: "Oh, y u goddam dopes, .
stop' that stupid laughing! Stop !" FaceJ molded into sur-.J
prise. "Jim Mallon's dead and I'm not jolting about it a bit..
'.: He's dead. You know,You brilliant ap : devoid of life: ~
heart stopped beating: doesn't breathe i y more. You get
it now: dead-like a doornail!"
The people: "What a shame . . . acing shame . .. a
pity :and he so young ... so very.: ambi iOllS ••• so sudden'
too
terrible . . . shocking . . . oh, a co ection: the whole
office must give: flowers ... give ... ve L• ~ awful, but
that's the way it 'goes: that's life, all ri ht ',.;. . here today
here today and go e today ... oh, .of
and gone tomorrow
after all, that's t least 'hny of ,us
course, a collection
... what about a mass ... 1"
Nothing! Nothing!
Then night-time and the wake: on four out of the
office to see Jim Mallon, lying still, cold, marble-like in his
satin-lined coffin. Outside the dark backd op of a city night":
heavy and oppressive, like a thick curta n over the world;
,;
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and inside veiled lights~ sorrow, bereavement. One of the
four knocking for adm'ission:' one light rap in deference to .
the dead; and I feeling an intruder, an impostor, among
these people and those who would be in the house, some of .
whom loved him; for I did not love him: I never would have
loved him: he was just another human being to me.
At the door we were met by the funeral director: pro.fessional mou:r,'ners of America, incorporated: sorrow and .
sympathy at so much an hour. Resplendently attired in a
morning coat ~nd striped trousers, he had the air of a doleful master of ceremonies, officiating in lieu of some almighty .
power. He ushered us':into the parlor, smoothly, suavely,
I thinking: jeez, this ~y ought to hand out programs.
All around the long room there were campchairs for
the mourners: red...eyed women sat uncomfortably
,. on a few
of them, interrupting tJileir sorrow long enough to take inventory of the newcomers: grief on tap. In one corner the
men of the party lounged, hair slicked back, and red necks,
protrudi.ng from the stiff white collars: murmur,' murmur,
,murmUr: talk-but respectful talk. At the front of the
room, banked with flowers, was the coffin; and In the coffin,
dressed in an oversize tuxedo, was the corpse. A tuxedo:
pleasure suit: the final ~nd ultimate irony!
For some moments I looked down at the body, knowing'
that I was not seeing Jim Mallon, nor even an approximation
of Jim Mallon. I saw corpse: made up, hair fluffed, lips
sewn, looking. as only a ': corpse can look: empty and. uninhabited. !I stood for sortie time looking at nothing: nothing
dressed in a t~xedo, hol9ing ros£ry beads in its hand, nothing nicely embalmed, nothing with rouge on its cheeks. My
companions got down on their knees and said nothing to
nothing for nothing.
. And ithen the inevitable and awful respects': pale, sorrow-stricken younger brother, muttering something, anything; and we joining in the travesty: "Sorry as hell, old
man ... terrible thing to happen .•.. What was it, may I
ask?"

a
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The stout mother, dazed with sorrow wanting yet nlt
wanting the people about her; annoyed y t grateful of or;
presence. All of us feeling superfluous, useless: for 'o*r
sorrow (what little there was of it) was thing in the face
of hers: sad, sad woman: "My boy is gon ... gone ...gone·
... Why did God have to take him? Wh couldn't He have
let him stay with me a little while longer?
y ... ? Why ... ?
But God's will be done: he is, perhaps, ha pier in that other
world."
The stout, affable father: life goes . n in the face of
"sorrow:, the stoic. The man's man obey ng the punctilio:
personally thanking each visitor : "Yes, t certainlY. was- a
shock to us . . .. Didn't expect it at all, ou know; though
Jim hadn't been well of late. . .. Well, at's Hfefol- you,
all right. . .. And I want to thank you or· coming over. I
don't know you, of course, except from. "hat I heard from
Jim-yes, he mentioned you' a couple 0 times-but I do
appreciate it .... Thanks again." Han shakes and condolences.
~
And then Jim's girl friend, wanderi about, stealthily
obvious in brushing tears from her mas. ra-Iustered eyes;
paying little attention to anyone but in,'idiously: diverting
attention to herself: she being, of course the gh~l Jim left·
behind him.
Words and more words: farewells t the living. And
finally, with a last look, farewell to Jim' allon: ~othing.in
a coffin.
J

I

I
.'
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Tal~ with Manuel

T

By

:KijNNETH SPAULDING
.1
I

You, Manuel, with all your yesterdals:
What is it from your eyes like flakes of flintThe stone your hate has chipped against these years?

Only the gone time when that land.
Loped on forever arid forever sky
Was waitinl! th~re b1yond the pra~rie's edge.
I was wolf-free on tk(I,t reach of land:
Underneath my thigh the rifle's throat
My living: the~e and in my hand
'My eye like arrows tdI the prairie's rim.
I

..

One time in the' grey Jf not-yet-sun .
-They shook the war Y~U like a feathered lance;
I once through willo~s watched a summer wind
Flutter bonnet feathers for a mile.
I

N~w the .land is t~roJ,n. Roped .tight and thrown
W1,th lanats of W1,re: jthe rawhide loop
Is rotted as the yeste days I keep. ',.
AruJ,no tomorrow.

[ 112]
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The American No-vet-Carl Van Doren-The
New York, 1940-"....$3.00.

Company,

Carl Van Doren, the well-known aut or of the chapters
on fictiQn ,iIi The Cambridge History of American Litera.ture, has for many years been the leadin authority on the
American novel. For some time his know edge of ~erican
fiction has been available in two distinct olumes;' but 'now,
in the revised edition of The AmeriCa N o'Vel, : Mr. Van
Doren has for the first time brought t e whole story of 1
American" fiction within the covers of a si gle book..
. . \
'.
It is indeed fortunate that the first complete account "I
of the American novel is written by am' of. discernment,
i
for the extraordinary growth of prose fict· n in recent years
has tended to ·obscure the main outline of ts national. development.· The author performs yeoman se vice both. for the
general reader and for the specialist. II clears a~ay the
underbrush which has almost. obliterated t e highroad lead-..
ing to the chief literary monuments of ou past, and blazes
distinct trail through the byways and ore remote areas
of our letters.
In the development of the American . ovel James Fenimore Cooper and Nathaniel Hawthorne a e set: forth' as the
. most important figures. Irving in the ske h and Poe in the
short story are hailed for their contribu ion to techni<lue.
Throughout the book the amount of discu sion given to the
works of each author is almost directly proportionat~ to
the estimate which Mr. Van Doren makes fthe artistic significance of each in American prose. Hen James leads the
list with twe~ty-seven .pages. Nathanie Hawthorne ~nd
Mark Twain, tie for a close second with enty-six.. James
Fenimore Cooper follows with twenty-two The three great~ American novels are unmistakably proclaimed: The
Scarlet Letter, Moby Dick" and Hucklebe
Finn.

a
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Mr. Van' Doren is i perhaps a little too generous to i
Cabell, who in the revie~er's opinion suffers from his artificial mythology, over-Iu*riant rhetoric, and an atmosphere
that is sexually unwhol¢some. And our historian errs in
the other direction in Itis estimate of The Last Puritan,
which he dismisses mer~1y as the rounding out and completion of George Santayan~'s philosophical works. Yet in the
main, Mr. Van Doren's jddgment is as sound as his interprEptations are illuminating. I
This revised and ehlarged edition of The American
.". Novel, ending with The Grapes of Wrath, clarifies the relationships and groupings of American writers of fiction. It
corrects certain miscon eptions about authors, books, and
characters. Many of Mr. Van Doren's observations and pronouncements are as cre ive and as gratifying'to the intellect and the senses as ar some of the great passages that he
quotes. No other' writer on American literature has his
fineness .,:of perception, \ accuracy 01 discrimination, or
subtlety of style; and t~ough a great history of American
literature as a whole is yet to be written, Mr. Van Doren has
giv~n us the definitive s~ory of o:Q.e of its most important",
divisions.
I

•

Q

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH

Univbsity of New Mexieo
Albuquerque
!

~

Historian and Scientist-Gi;l.etano Salvemini-Harvard University
Press, Cambridge,Mass.~ 1939-$1.75.
l

I

Of great interest tOi most historians is an analysis of
the many factors and problems that confront them. So it is
with considerable pleasu~e that we turn to this most delightful volume by the eminent exiled Italian historian, Gaetano
Salvemini.
The text is four lec11Ures delivered at the -University of
Chicago, and as the au~or says, "The printed form preserves the informal and icolloquial style." These lectures, a
summing up of experie es in historical research, reflect a
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sage, humorous, tolerant, and keenlyan~lytical mind. At
the outset the definitions of terms clearl I expounded place
the historians as scientists who endeav to "reconstruct
past events" 'from the "remnants" and tr ces left in human
~emory. On the other hand the social scientists de~ote
attention to "detecting uniformities and deducting laws" for
human behavior. "Intellectual hybrids" ate the crossbreeds
s~rin~ing fro~ his~orical a~d other. acti~ties; the resuU is
hIstorICal fictIon, lIterary bIOgraphIes, a~d propaganda of
various kinds. The historian strives to ascertain the facts,
and through these to lay down a backgro*nd ~or the conditions under which we live. ,He works with the hope that
laws "to which social phenomena confo~ wi~l be discovL
_
ered."
Working with "fragments of th~ past'~ loften poorly iPreserved and records that have- all the in~lCc\lracies of the
human recorder, the historian and social sbientist
must ~recL
.
ogni.ze his own biases, must be aware of the problem of selection of materials, must have imagination. ,With these limitations he may project his hypotheses and draw his conclusions, which of necessity change with the ch.anging events
of the centuries.
A delightful humanness is apparent throughout the
essay. When Mr. Salvemini speaks of philosophers of our
day he says, "I understand not one single thing," and again
he refers to Benedetto Croce as "a contemp~raryphilosopher
whom I sometimes manage to understand."
Humor also is ever present. It may be a remark relati~g
to the confusion of terms and the need for definition, which
he says is like "the case of ~the lady librarian
who was
.
puzzled whether to catalog a book on the Immaculate Conception under theology or embryology." Again he states,
"Nobody would expect Shakespeare to produce Hamlet's
birth certificate, or would investigate exactIiy how rotten was
the state of 'Denmark in Hamlet's day."
The essay evidences sagacity and real tolerance which
are the results, perhaps, of the author's bitter
, experiences in

-r-

,

.;

~

,
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his exile from his homeland. He concludes "that our civilization will break down if the school fails to teach the incoming
.generation that there are some things that are not done."
This may, perchance, explain a part of Europe's present
disaster.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Alb1ltquerque

.

.Elizabethan and Jacobean Playwrights-Henry W~ Wells-Columbia
University Press, New York, 1939--$2.75.·

8

,

..

L '

.(

Seventy-five years of the English theatre are surveyed in
this volume and the plays of thirty-three dramatists with
references to the interaction of the times upon the theatre
and the theatre upon the times. Professor Wells says that he
does not pretend to offer "a radically new interpretation of
the entire movement," but does attempt a "fresh picture." ..
This new viewpoint is chiefly that of the changed temper of
the Elizabethan years as opposed to ~he Jacobean (the reign
0] th,e first James), a change the author traces in the audiences to which the stage made its appeaL The playhouse in
Shakespe.are's time was· one of the last broadly democratic
expressions of art E~gland was to know. It was built on the
wide appeal to the common people of the miracle and morality plays. Court and ·college playwrights brought outlines of
form and taste, but they accepte4 in large the spectacle,
clowning, ribaldry, and. solemn sentent~ousness which fed
popu;lar taste. The Cavalier theatre patronized by the aristoct:.atic socie~y of Jacobean London shut out this motley of
the' Elizabethan world, ~nd turned to the wit, grace, and
absurdity of its own upper class society. Fashionable Hyde
Park is the setting for one of Shirley's best comedies, and
conversational comedies in London drawing rooms are provided by Middleton, Fletcher, and Heywood. Ben Jonson's
sardonic genius bridges· the two eras, carrying in all his
vehicles, from Everyman in His Humor (1596) to The Mag-
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netic Lady, or Humors Reconciled (1632), a conception of
the theatre as a social agency that no other dramatist felt.
.Dr. 'Wells has an amazing range of information about
the plays of this fecund perIod in stag.e hi~to~ There is a
challenging statement on every page, andl frMuently a debatable one. Packed with so much information and so Ip.uch
opinion, the book cannot fail to be valuab~e to student and
instructor alike both for'details on· a wide~list of plays and
for interpretations based upon the letter !without ignoring the spirit of those times.
; '.
. i
A Treatise of Melancholie-T. Bright. Reproduced from the 1586
edition, with an introduction by Hardin Craig. Published for the
Facsimile Text Soc;iety. Columbia University Press, New York,
1940-$2.60.
'"

This famous little book has been ·familiar to ,~any
through the well-written interpretation 'given it by G. B.
Harrison's "Essay on Elizabethan Melancholy," published in
1929 with the reprinting of Nicholas Breton's Melancholike
Humours. ·Now in the first modern printing, a much wider
group of students-will find available at first hand the manual
which Ben Jonson, Marlowe, Shakespeare, Marston, Nashe,
and practically all litera~e Elizabethans consulted as an
explanation of "that tired feeling" and how to account for
the strange behavior of their friends.
When one considers the quack nostr,ums to which vast
audiences are exposed today through -visual and sound channels, an earnest little inquiry like Dr. 'Bright's with its concern for soul and body seems particularly commendable.
Striving to cure a friend of ''heaviness and uncomfortable
plaints," Timothy Bright discusses the nature of melancholy
in forty-one chapters, proceeding from the meaning and
causes of the word, to its bearing on the harmonies within '
the body" as the instrument of the soul. oneile.arns how affections are altered by the moist and cold qUfllities of a black
substance in the blood, and how kindn'ess, courtesy, and
grace from others can do ~ost to amelior~e this distemper.
rI

t·
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of melancholy. Diet, of course, is a fundamental concern of
Dr. Bright, and to all appearance in his Chapter VI, .he removed pretty carefully almost everything choice from the
Elizabethan larder, such as pork, beef, mutton (ram), goat,
venison, boar's flesh; water foul, oysters, crayfish, crab,
lobster;' milk and things made from it; eggs? red wine and
"whatsoever liquor, beare" ale or cider, is not cleere, and well
fined: as also if it be tart and sower." There is notlling to
be said for Robert Greene, who in 1591 died of a surfeit of
Rhenish wine and red herring. Six years before, he had
been warned against this very combination as capable of the
most serious disturbances. In fact, every Elizabethan could
have been, as Ben Jonson boasted of himself, "a ,creature of
most divine temper . . . in whom the humors are peaceably met" if only he had allowed Dr. Bright to be his guide.
There is an interesting chapter in which the reader
learns why when weeping he puts his finger in his ey~, and
another chapter in which people addicted to blushing and
bashfulness discoverthe seat of the trouble to be melancholy.
Christopher Marlowe seems to have read Chapter 19
in order to furnish TamDurlaine with the senses of the soul
which will glut themseltes after his body's death, and for
Jacques as well as Hamlet·~hakespearemay have found'prescription in Dr. Bright. -,'
Congratulations to the Facsimile Text Society for continuing to 'diminish the list of unavailable source materials in
English literature, and thanks to the editor,' Professor
Hardin Craig, for his
. brief but learned critical introduction.
.
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
I

Hardy of Wessex-Carl J. Weber-Columbia University Press-New
York, 1940-$3.00.

It is proper that the centennial of Thomas Hardy's birth

should re-direct attention to his work. The Southern Review devotes an entire. issue (Summer, 1940) to Hardy.
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Carl J. Weber's study, although not essehtially a critical
work, r~lates Hardy's personal life to his~a+eras writer and
puts under one cover much valuable mat Jfial for furtheJ."l
study of the English novelist and poet. rofessor Weber
re-emphasizes two facts about Hardy th t cannot be too
often repeated. The first is that Hardy's-' rimary love was~
poetry; cons~quently, his abandonment 0 the novel after
the harsh reception given Jude the Obscu e in the closing.
years of the nineteenth century was not s much the petulant withdrawal it has often been said to b . A ,second fact
which Mr. Weber properly stresses is that ardy's profound
pessimism was accompanied by a distinctl melioristic philosophy, which kept Hardy largely free of any sickly self-,
pity, although he was too good an artist a d too blunt and
direct'a m,an to relax in his Writings from.~ln.y of the rigors
of his pessimism.
\
Hardy
some f the encomiums
. perhaps floes not deserve
.
heaped up,on him by such a critic as profes~or William Lyon
Phelps. Neither in lyrical power, imagj, ative sympathy,
nor breadth of interest was Hardy a Shp. .espear.e of anything. Ne'\tertheless, Hardy's novels are infllmtely more than
the melodrama, coincidence, and rhetoric ~hat any sophomore can certainly detect in them. Virgi1.ia Woolf's complaint that Hardy sometimes
wrote atrocippsly, and Edwin
,
Muir's charge that his plots often lack the munded contours
of life are justifiable criticisms~ but no
damning in the
long run perhaps than the Classicists' charge that Shakespeare was full of ~onceits. Hardy was c'ohsi~tent in his view .
of life, with the terrible consistency of hi intuitions. Despite the ironic banter of Hardy himself about how· "the
President of the Immortals, in: Aeschyl an phrase, had
finished his sport with Tess," there is, impl cit in the structure of Tess of the D'Urbervilles and oth Hardy novels,
a terrifying justice and balance. Hardy ill perhaps live
even longer as a poet of painstaking cra tsmanship who
achieved through his art some of that d tachment from
,

~
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personal feeling which he and many contemporaries thought
destiny or fate had achieved in its attitude toward mortals.
Professor Weber's well-documented study sets the record straight on many facts about Hardy, and in its appendices indicates where further profitable study may be pursued. One wishes sometimes that Mr. Weber were less interested in trackil1g down the specific individuals who sat for
their portraits in the novels, and were more interested in
studying the springs of creation. But at least the author
sticks to what' he can prove and attempts nothing that he
does not do well.

r

DUDLEY WYNN

University nf New Mexico
Albuquerque

Lullaby-Eor a Distraught Adult
By
~

HAROLD

W. HAWK

Sleep, tired eyes and tired heart I love,
Sleep and rest!
Escape the pain that is not thine aloneForget the long day's irritation and the night's unending
dragThou wert born for a better world than this-or worse!
Sleep, tired eyes and tired heart;
Sleep and rest.

0',

Sleep,
heavy sleepless ey.es and tortur.ed, restless mind
I love,
.
.
Sleep and rest!
Be sure that once asleep as thou wouldst be
There'll be no more waking with a cryThere'll be no waking through a timeless timeSleep, oh, weary burned-:out eyes and emptied heart,
Sleep and rest!.
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Our Southwe8t--Erna Fergusson.l Alfred A. Knopf, New York and'
London t. 1940-$3.50. .
f
i

Besides its inherent and ever-present res urces of uniqeness, the Southwest has in'this year another claim upon the
nation's attention. The celebration of a fo r-hundred-year
history is a feat in which few re¢ons of th United States
can indulge themselves. The: Southwest is oth the oldest
and the newest region in the 'United States; it has been inhabited by· Europeans the longest of all re ·ons, but it has '
been dominated by Anglo influences only bd fly. To the historian and anthropologist, the Southwe.st is old, almost
static.; to the ordinary American it is still a ind of frontier;
to everybody who observes it, it is a region of almost oyerwhelming physical beauty upon which hum ' life will probably never make more than a dent. 1t is untameable in
the large but lovely in those spots where hu an beings live
with it and do not try to'drive it. The Squth est may be the
chosen region to teach Americans humility. For it is a land
that will not ,submit to rape or large-scale xploitation.
Nobody knows these things better thJl Erna Fergusson, native New Mexican, whose sense of istory extends
down to and through the present, whose 10 e of uniqueness
does not blind her to the inevitability of ch nge. Miss Fergusson is the kind of pers$ who, admiring the ruggedness
of a Charles Goodnight or a Colonel Donip an, can never.:.
theless see that the future of the Southwest ay depend upon.
some opposites of Anglo individualism: ooperativeness,
community sense, the land above profits, life bove glib progress. She sees the glamor of the Southwes rn past at the
same time that she knows that many of i traditions are
not now usable. Her best scorn is reserv d, however, fQr
those things' that relate to no 'Worthy past: alIas' aping of
Fifth Avenue, Prescott's desire to be nam d ~iggest, best,
and even oldest in everything, Santa Fe's ansient bohem~
ians, Tucson's dude ranches. And het" "dmirations are
I
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catholic: San Antonio and its mayor, Sharlot Hall's museum in Prescott, Taos and its artists~ Fred Harvey's civilizing influence, the willingness of the people of the Llano
Estacado to learn frompitter experience. Our Southwest,
then, product of a civilized mind, neither gloats- nor damns
undiscriminatingly, although it keeps its love of its region
quite intact.
A· few chapters are not entirely satisfying. The author
often jumps from an almost a~ademic recital of the facts
of the past to a cataloging of certain modern superficialities,
notably in the cliapte:r: on Tucson. At the other extreme is
the chapter on .Taos, in which Taos' vivid and strange past
is made to relate to its present ominousness and unpredict. ability. This chapter is right; the one on Tucson very nearly
becomes mere reporting. Excellent in their choice of detail
and their summarizing power are the chapters on the
archaeologists, the Indians, and the folk customs of the
Southwest.
On the whole', Our Southwest is the kind of book that
no mere ~istorian, on the one hand,~ anChIO ll~e reporter,
on the other, could write. It has clarity, well-directed
scorn, the occasional warmth of a justifiable infatuation.
The Southwestern reader will find that it clarifies his impressions. The reader who does not know the Southwest
could not find a better place to begin his reading.
The jacket drawing by Miguel Covarrubias and the
numerous photographs by Ruth Frank and others add
further distinction to a fine book. Certain New Mexicans
will perhaps find some comfort in the old map which is ex- .
cellently reproduced on theena sl].eets of Our Southwest,
'showing Floride, Nouveau Me xique, Canada, ou Nouvelle
France-and no Texas! And Texans will perhaps feel that
Miss Fergusson has taken a bit too literally her ,cue frQlll
the old cosmographer, whoever he was.
•

., DurJLEY WYNN

University of New Mexico!
Albuquerque
\.
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The Beloved House--Thomas Matthews Pearce-Th Caxton Printers,

Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho, 1940-$3.60.

.

New Mexico has had, and still has, h r share of the
geniuses of the world, Bandelier, Lummi's,
wrence, Mary
Austin, around whom have grown cults with resultant
opinions and. controversies. More or less sti ulating books
are written explaining them to the average m n of the street,
or appraising their genius. .The Beloved Ho e is outstanding among these. Dr. Helen M. Doyle of alifornia wrote
the first one, and there are two others now in preparation,
which will have difficulty in reaching the nigh stapda~d
achieved by Dr. Pearce.
~
"
The Beloved House will be accepted w th gratitude by
Mary Austin's admirers because Dr. Pearce presents her 'as
her friends Iffie-W her. He has succeeded in i';ing an impersonal, u~eD,lotional evaluation of Dr. Aust' . and .her individual outlook upon life, an approach wh' h, were she to
name it, she would call, the "masculine" a proach, the approach through the intellect, resulting in a scholarly work.
Having known Mrs. Austin for a numb r of years prior:
to her death~ Dr. Pearce is eminently quali ed for the work·
which he undertook. The public demands erfection in an
idol ano when this is not readily found pr ceeds ruthlessly
to push it off its pedestal and erect anothe one to worship.
Among those who knew Mary Austin were those on the one
side who could see only the imperfections, he eccentricities
which seem always to accompany genius." n the other side
were those who could see beyond these to th creative personality that she was.
"
In The Beloved House Dr.. Pearce r.e eals an amazing
understanding. of the complex character of his ~ubject,
presenting in a scholarly and at the same ime illuminating
and convincing manner the many facets of Dr. Austin's'
genius. He shows us the Small-Town W0 ;;tn, Dt. Mary'as
neighbor and friend, as housewife with her garden and
jellies and preserves, and as citizen; I-M ry, the Medicine
Woman, the mystic who puzzles her audi nce with her in-

u
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sight; the Prophetess amazing with her divinations; the .
Feminist, where she points the way for a stronger, less emotionalized womanhood. There is also portrayed Mary Austin I
the Naturist, of whom Dr. Pearce says: "Emerson loved
nature as a backgrounQ. to his thoughts, Mary Austin loved
nature as part of herself." Dr. Pearce could well have gone
farther and said that Mary Austin saw herself as nature, so
closely did she. live to that great Mother. This she discloses i
in her Land of Journey's Ending. He writes of her as
Naturist: "Erect, calm, self-consistent," drawing deftly,
accurately the portrait of Dr. Austin whom he puts properly
-with those other great naturists, Thoreau, Burroughs, Muir,
a true portrait to the few who could see her real nature
beyond the personality, for Mary Austin's pers.onality was
to most people,. perhaps to all who knew her but casually, so
complex, that they were unable to discern the greatness of
the individual that she was. This is true of 'all who. depart .
from the accepted norm. The White Buffalo is ever suspect. '
Dr. Pearce shows us the Poetess of the American
Rhythm, who recognized that America possessed a rhythm
of its own, peculiar to itself and distinct from that of
Europe; the Story Teller of One Smoke Stories, the- entertainer, the humorist; the colors combined in the Woman of
Genius, the facet which set her apart from the other women
of her time; her SYmpathy with and helpfulness to the less
gifted, or to beginners struggling for expression in the arts; .
her leadership in many important movements, such as that·
of the renascence of the handicrafts of the peoples of the
Southwest.
. When the antagonisms aroused by her aggressively
complex nature have had time to soften and recede into the
shadows where they rightfully belong, Dr. Pearce's evaluation of the genius of Dr. Mary will be understood and appreciated more fully .than in the immediate present, and The
Beloved House will prove to be an important contribution to
~he literature of our time. Those who have l?elieved in Mary'.
.,Austin as a Woman. of Genius will be grateful to Dr. Pearce'
!

"
f.
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for his unemotional search into and pres ntation of that
genius. He did a great q.eal of research be ore commencing
his work, visiting Dr. Mary's childhood ho e in Illinois, ipterviewing her friends and neighbors, to ga n first-hand impressions of the surroundings which helped to mold her
character. He personally visited her last r~sting place atop
Atalaya for personal impressions of her las monument, and
has with great restraint told of her interm nt there; recording dispassionately the events leading up 0 it. Casa Querida as a sheil still stands on the Camino, ut its heart lies
buried with Dr. Mary's ashes at the su mit of Atalaya .
Peak, a shrine to a pioneer, a Woman of G nius.
The book has -unusually beautiful for at, and is well
illustrated from photographs taken, in mos cases, especially
for the purpose. That of Casa Querida, 0 the front cover
in gold, very appropriately shows in the d tance the studio
of Frank Applegate, her co-worker in th arts and crafts
movement.
.
The Beloved House will ljve as a weI-painted portrait
of the life and the passing of a great but co plex personality
whose influence upon the life about her w 11 prove with the
passing of time to have been important an' constructive.
INA S ER CASSIDY
Santa Fe

j

hl )
i

Christopher Columbus, Being the Life of the VI
Magnificent Lord
Don Cris,to'bal Col6nr-Salvador de Madari~ga-The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1940-$4.00.
:.

Senor Salvador de Madariaga writesl.a clear, forceful,
interesting, and scholarly biography in his presentation of
Christopher Columbus. Dividing the work into six parts,
the author first takes up disputed problems of the early life
and ancestry of the discoverer of America. With clarity of
reasoning and an understanding interpretation of the records, Mr. :M:adariaga establishes the facts tl,lat Columbus
was a Genoese of Spanish Jewish descent, born into a
weaver's family, and turned sailor. These conditions coincid.e with materials that show the youth
not too loyal to
,

..
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Genoa, with a knowledge of Spanish Latin, and familiar
with the environment of Catalan Jewish cosmographers.
Coming to Portugal at a time when Prince Henry the
Navigator's sea-crusades and discoveries made Lisbon seethe
with the lures of Western navigation, Columbus read widely,
dreamed, and learned. Convinced of his destiny and failing
to carry weight in Portugal, he went to Spain. Throughout
these experiences, Jewish tendencies, the Converso reac- .
tions, and the sincere Christianity of Columbus are brought
out. To the monarchs of the Spanish court "he related ...
his imagination to which they did not give much credit."
Contrasting Col~mbus with Talavera, .Madariaga interprets the psychology of the two men and relates other
incidents which show up errors in earlier works and ·demonstrate the keen understanding the author brings to his
task. Many stories of the hero are dismissed as sentimental "twaddle." Cutting through the obscurity of older .works,
Madariaga vividly brings to life a picture of Columbus as
dreamer, scientific navigator, and man of action and ambition:'
,.
! Parts IV and V deal with the American adventure and
the subsequent glory of the adventurer, while the final sec- .
tibn most sympathetically presents "Fall, Death and Trans- .
figuration."
.
The book is excellent in style although sometimes there
is an annoying repetition of descriptive words and phrases
and over-IQng sentence~. The bibliography contains only
the records used in the study. The notes are comprehensive,
clear, and compensating although the arrangement at the
end of the volume is not-convenient. On the whole the work
merits praise for its keen insight into the chaDacter of
Columbus, the scholarly knowledge and interpretation of
the records, and the fine English of the distinguished Spanish historian.'

Un~versity of Nlw Mexico

Albuquerque

DOROTHY WOODWARD

.

I
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Figures in a Landscape-Paul Horgan-Harper and Brothers, New
y ork, 194o-~2.50.
,

Figures iJ a Landscape, Paul Horgan's latest book, is
particularly appropriate for New Mexico's Cuarto Centennial
celebration, since it is of this state particularly and it covers
in a series of stories, bound together by an account of the
land and its traditions, the three still familiar races which
have contributed to its heritage. But it is a~book which will
be read long after the celebration of New Mexico's exploration by Coronado has passed into memory"for -in this 'work,
t~alled a novel and yet comprised of stru<;turally independent- stories, will be found some of the author's best achievements
.
within the frame of the tale. '
Beginning with the landscape of the regio~ of the 10'1er Pecos Valley, and in time with the Spanish conquest, the
book discovers the quality of ,man's heritage there and sees
through that heritage the labor, the heattach~, the complexity-the mind, of its representative people, and their
emotions. Dramatically separate, the tales are linked together by the bonds.of land and its inheritance, wit~ such
links related in the form of brief essays: and between these
. the stories burgeon, their essence being dramatic sympathy
and imaginative realization.
Undoubtedly theread.er of any -collection of tales will
have his favorites; mine are "TO the Mountains," "The Captain'sWa~)l,"
"The Surgeon alid the Nun,"
"A Castle in
,
,
New Spain," and "In Summer's Name/'-.yet there are
others almost as appealing. "To the Mountains" is the ac-,
count of two little muchachos who find themse]ves suddenly
acting the.paIis of men: with their father aivay, and a baby'
coming, they must provide the warm skins which will.assqre '
the infant comfort. How they fare is dramatic enough, but
how they think-how their child li¥es are realized by the
author-is what gives the- story its great ch~rm.
.
"The Captain's Watch;'l'is wri~en a~ound the ,clashes
between Indian and Army man, but here is an ext~emely'
original . tale, and within its brief twenty pag~s there
!

I

"

J
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emerges a memorable moment of 'understanding between the
brave and the lieutenant.
"The Surgeon and the Nun" discloses the temporary
merging of two distinctive kinds of discipline in a moment
of crisis, when a railroad section hand falls desperately
ill; at their par;ting, the' two discover their appreciation of
each other's ways, unsentimentally, but profoundly.
In "A Castle in New Spain," the reader of Southwestern
lore will discover a delightful freshness, not only of character and incident, but of tradition as well, since it introduces a German settler from the Fatherland, divulges his
dreams, 'and discloses the inheritance which he leaves to his
famifY.
In "In Summer's Name," a contemporary high-school
girl goes from her home town to ,Hollywood and fame, but
not before she discloses her emotional and impressionable
nature fully, and not before she brings out in her adventures
the cheapness of her chief companion, the sound sense of a
physician, the amazing emotional antics 'of a revival circuit.
There is always much in Paul Horgan's prose that is
precisely and delicately-poetically-wrought, and there is
much in this book that is so; it is frequently offset by stark
prose, sharply vulgar c4aracters, and hard, ringing details.
The pattern of the book is so flexible that to discover
a rigid principle beneath it is impossible, but I should like to
have found two sketches of characters-"The Captain" ard
~'The Tularosa Bobcat"--done as fully' as the stories of which
I have spoken with enthusiasm. These two, scarcely more
than notes for full characterization, seem slighted: they
would fit better in a volume of sketches such as Somerset
Maugham's On a Chinese Screen.
But no one will quarrel over the achievement of Figures
in a Landscape, which is substantial; it is a book which
deserves a wide, appreciative audience.
(

ALFRED CARTER

New Mexico Military Institute
Roswell.,
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The Old Santa Fe Trail-Stanley Vestal-Houghton Mi1IUn Co., Boston, 1939--$3.00.

Given a fascinating subject and the avowed purpose ,of,
attempting "to recapture the experiences of. men of ~he
-Santa Fe Trail," Stanley Vestal writes a book that falls far
short of his goal. Often he mixes the vernacular of-those
days with approved English. For example, he inserts "Californy'r with no explanation OJ;". quotes int~ ~ :explanatory
paragfaph. This tends to giv~ one a confused approa.~h to
the subject being discussed, and there is certainly little
'j
.
feeling of the day of the trail follower.
Although the original narta~ives have lQ.een ~sed and the
"typical historical r:vents have been given'the <renter of the ~
stage," 0lle finds· inaccuraci~s that make one skepticaLof the'
use of the historical meth,od. ,Footnotes are without uni-~
formity and frequently lack exactness, the bilUiographical
data are not complete, and occasional ,comments
are not
,
impressive.
.
Some implications and conclusions' are rather hastily
drawn and are not well enough authenticated' in previous
works to permit the simple statements !here' to carry weight.
For example, the Comanches are s~id to have acq:uired
"repulsive traits" after centuries 9f contact with Spanish
outposts. F. W. Hodge in his: Handbook of American I~
dians speaks of the Comanches-as having been pushed~ south.
from 'Wyoming" "comparatively recently." I Also attributing
the atrocities of these Indians even partly to their "racial
stock" is a statement quite difficult to prove. Affirming that
torture is transferred to the Plains Indians from the Southwest because of the Pawnee hUman sac:ritice is also ,a conclusion that can be easily challenged. There is use of linguistic names in the discu~ionof some points that seems to
'
indicate that the author ,is in confusion.
'Yithout furt~er example it may be said tha~ Mr. Vestal
has a fine subject, is quite aware of the exten~ive sources
available, but has mixed facts a:pd hypotheses and has thus
obscured his purpose. It gives one the feeling oJ haphazard
I

,

. i

' .

,~,
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juggling to put the story together so that it is not accurate
and fails to give the conviction that one is experiencing, the
reactions of the men who followed the Santa Fe trail.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
Collected Poems, 1917-19{J9-.Edward Davison-Harper and Brothers,
New York, 1940-$2.00.
$

EdwajI'd Davison's poetry represents a tragically van-·
ishingera~ and it is with a peculiar sense of unreality that
one examines his Collected Poems, 1917-1939. An Englishman of the First 'World War generation, Mr. Davison is now
an American citizen, professor of English at the University
of Colorado. The poems of these twenty years are reflections
of a fip.e and sensitive inner life, with few revelations of the
impact of this life on the world in which the poet has had so
active a part.
The volume begins with a group of poems diverse in
tone and content. The lovely "At Tyne Dock" and "The
Unabsolved" are representative of dominant nostalgic and
personal notes; one or two, are vivid'lyrics of social protest
like "Cobbett's Ride"; "Two Encounters" and the betterknown "Ninth Witch" exhibit trenchant narrative skill.
Notable in the collection are two groups, "Eight VariatiQns
on an Old Theme, and Some Swans" and "The Bitter Year/'
The "old them'e" of the former is the poet's sense of persopal
frustration, voiced most concretely, perhaps, in "The
Sirens." _The four Sirens, Truth, Music, Poetry, and Nature,
have p~rsued him in, his youth, planted
Forever in his breast
The thorntree of unrest,
and now desert him "who "knows them his no longer" for
the- pursuit of younger poets. There is in this poem harmonious fusion of abstract idea and concrete symbol not
found in some of his more traditional work. "The Bitter
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Year," a sequence of rove poems, is a highly personal
record
,
u
in a more conventional vein.
This poetry has a "between two worlds" quali~ to a
generation hungry, in 'some measure, for poetry to illumine
, the problems of its time and tp fulfill the mission M,atthew
Arnold once proposed, that poetry must offer pold guidance
and consolation to men in time, of turbulence a~d despair. It
is perhaps unfair to lament Mf. Davison's abstraction from
this mission, but his own ~ast stanza in "Cobbett's Rid,e"
And there asleep falling like Piers the PIO'~man
I dreamed on the hillside, lost to the sun,'
A troublous and dark dream, vision of ruin
And dereliction, the end of Albion.

,I

spggests that this citizen of the old world and the new, master of a fine poetic technique, must have more to say to this
~
generation than has yet appeared.
·
'tyo·f LV.:f3W
1\.Ti
M exwo
.
Un~ver8~

KATHERINE SIMONS

A~~~~

j
Q

Pagans Praying-Roy A. Keech-The Clarendon Press, Clarendon,
Texas, 1940-$2.00.

Pagans Praying is a collection of poems based on the ,
religious life of the Pueblo Indians, by anethnologi~t, Mr.
Roy Keech. Mr. Keech has approached his subject sympatheticallyand understandingly. Vividly he draws realistic
pictures of the Indian' rituals' and dances, evofing the feel
and color of Indian worship.
e is student en~Ugh to catch
the almost childlike simplicity of Indian son and poems
and to record this through the repetition of houghts and
words. In such a manner he evokes the feelihg gf Indian
. rhythm, something that has been difficult fo:r: ~ white man.
The value of the book is enhanced by the vr,ry fine illustrations by Pop Chalee, the Indian artist, and by an intro"
ductory essay by Acee' Blue Eagle.
H.

Albuquerque
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Marble-Dorothy B. Hughe&-Duell. Sloan and Pearce,
N w York, 1940--$2.00•

.selda Cameron, ~ollywood designer on vacation in
New York, is returning from a concert ~t Carnegie Hall
when two gentlemen in evening clothes call ~er by her first
name, take hold of each elbow, and escort her to her apartment with the ease and familiarity of lifelong friends. But
they aren't lifeleng ,friends. They are utter strangers, but
~harniing, and they mention the name of Griselda's divorced
husband, who, magnanimously, has offered his apartment
for her stay. True, Con hadn't written about them, but he
named another friend in the apartment across the hall, Professor Gigland. Griselda does not protest; after all, they
have in no way harmed her. In her apartment they make ~
thel!lselves at home, ask" for a cocktail, and refer casually to
a blue marble for which they have come. Danny and Davia,
the Twins, are the guests, and as David mentions the blue
marble his eyes are "jewels, not real, oblong black stones."
You couldn't see into them or beneath them.
. This is the beginning of the search for the marble which
holds the secrets of a lost civilization with untold tiches of
gems and gold and of a day when the sun was harnessed,
when gravitation was controlled, when there was Utopia ·
on earth. Griselda is caught in an international plot to find
the key to world power. She discovers the superintendent of
the building dead in her apartment. The Twins are there,
smiling, apologetic. "A sad accident. Heart failure."
Griselda's husband returns to explain that he is working for·
the Bureau of Investigation in a plan to trap the dangerous
Montefierrow brothers. The innocent-looking walking sticks '
they carry are lethal weapons in fact, with a stilleto in the
end and tear gas in.the center. Murder in a bank, murder of '
a beautiful Hollywood actress, murder of an accomplice who
might reveal evidence all occur un4er circumstances out- '
wardly so casual that sensation of horror piles on horror
while the reader dances and dines and sparkles in the polite
society of cafes, hotels, and resorts. The dialogue is always
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bright and streamlined: But the ruthless search for the blue
marble proceeds.
If you don't wake up w~ndering whe~h~r the Twins
haven't come through the wall or up under the floor, holding
their elegant canes, and smiling urbanely whilf. their steely
eyes ask "the question, "Where is the marbl~?" then you
aren't the reader for this ~ook. Furtherm re, the blue
marble isn't' a silly thing to look' for. Con' r veals, at the
last that the marble is an imit~tion made in th, late Renais-'"
sance. The real marble still e~ists, but stilettqs and' poison
gas will fail to find it, here or anywhere else. 1 1
Mrs. Hughes has written a. corking mystery here with a
touch' of SYmbolism unusual i~ the mystery ~e. I .,predict
further novels of distinction form this sparkltng first.
I
I T . M. PEAR.CE
,

.

1

University of New Me~ico
Albuqu~rque

(

.

'

Mother of the Smiths-Lorraine CaTr-The Macmillan Company, New
y ork, 194o.=..$2~,50.
1

In Mother or the Smiths by Lorraine Carr the readei~: .
finds a story of eonflicts known only to the poor: first and
always, those U1~tJiccompany the activities: of m~i:Qt,aining
existence, of bein I pluck[ when assailed by the natural !
inertia of the underfed, of securing the greatest good out of
the most meager. opportunities, of looking beyond the barriers of present 4aYI realities to a·better time; then there are ;
, those conflicts that result from the clash between person-" '! alities not under~tood by more fortunate people. "
Though prinjlarily a story of Sabe Smith, who gives' herself unselfishly tb her family and even to her antagonistic
neighbors, Nug Nolan and his Mexican wife, it is also a story
of Sabe's pathetibally weak and worthless ~usband, Si, 3Jld
her six sons who ~h~ve the greatest faith in their mother. It
is a good story, :antl it is tragic story.' Its tragedy and
• pathos are reliev~d sometimes by amusing incidents, by the
little details of reality" somewhat shocking at times, and by - .
r

a
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the realization that·the very existence and hope of a community often lie in the good heart of a simple, uneducated, uncouth member of that community. The story reminds the
reader of the divine gift of seeing beyond the outward
appearance into the heart of a sincere soul.
The story is' true to the spirit of its setting though not
minutely accurate in descriptive details, for it is a story of
purely fictitious c.haracters and might be imagined as happening in any similar mountainous district of New Mexico.
The reader feels that the author chose Taos County as the
setting of her story because she loved the place and, therefore, wanted it, with all its naturalness and beauty, as the
background for Sabe. What the background gave to the
soul of Sabe was given by her to all her neighb.ars regardless
of race or creed.
The author apparently loved the characters she created
and felt she understood their suffering and their' ambitions
as well as the motives of their actions, but like many other
authors, she faced the problem of writing a dialect of people
who have ~o dialect except that of misplaced pronouns and
different evaluation of vowels. She was writing a dialect for
people who in real life speak their own language or remain'
silent, hence develop no true dialect.
Forget the problem of dialect and the fact that you
cannot say, "J~st this or that about the story is true of
Taos" ; forget the unsavory bits of reality; think of the story ;
as one of simple, out genuine, souls working out the problems of a temporary existence amid the perplexities of a
difficult world, and you'll find this a good story.
BARBARA E. PHILLIPS
Albuquerque

I

I

/

I

The Trees-Conrad Richter-Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1940-$2.50.

To dwellers of the Southwest, where the wispiest tree
is cherished as a potential blessing, the concept of the forest
as a force hostile to man carries the impact of the extraordinary.
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol10/iss2/1
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It is the oppressive effect of giant trees that blotted out
the sky" with tlileit ''heavy-raftered, leaf-thatched roof"
. that sets the
in Conrad Richter's newest, and, I think,
.
most powerfql biok, The Trees.
This is the story of the Luckett family who followed
the game westw~rd out of Pennsylvania In the late eighteenth century atId built their log home in the "dark country" of southeastern Ohio. In the eerie, dim loneliness of
that land where I nothing moved and even "the green daylight stood still,"1 J ary, mother of the five Luckett children,
died; and Ward, 1their restless hunter-father,,,left t6 grave,
self-contained SaYWard the responsibility,· of seeing her
young' sisters an~ her brother through tragic and moving
events.
i
'
Mr. Richter~s almost 'uncanny understanding of the.
pio~eer charact~r permit~ occasional tenderness, but no
sentimentality, a~ he re-creates with his ~~ti-al authenticity, ~
an era which en1ed as Sayward began htr war against the
wild woods I"foll a little -Icabin patch planted with tame
seeds." Only a. masterfql/ restraint 'tem*ers the appalling
clarity of scenes ~If E1PiC h*d~h.. ip and the· icious cruelties Of. ('men whose spiri utatche,tl too closely t
savagery of the
Indians about th m
I
J
By telling the S~ory consistently from the viewpoint and
in the langUage of his characters, the a thor. achieves not
only strength and uhity of form, but a pose of rich beauty
and vitality. Indeed, The Trees may weI serve to perpetuate a language whibh has all but vanish d;' for under Mr.
the old pioneer qialect _with all its
Richter's sensitiye
economy, power, an~ graphic beauty glov{rs with the quality
of a rugged; virile poetry. '
i

J!ll0r

pen

,

,I

University of N~w Mexico
AlbuquerqUe
I r
I

I

!.

I

1'UCILE WELCH

. ' .

.<

.

I

I
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Figures of Transition-Granville Hicks-The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1939-$2.50.

Mr. Granville Hicks' latest critical study deals with the
transition from Victorianism and the accompanying social
and economic order to whatever it is that the twentieth century is going to bring forth. The figures are William
M.orris, Thomas Hardy, Samuel Butier, George Gissing and
George Moore, Oscar Wilde, and Rudyard Kipling-a Marxian socialist, aft pessimist, a "cautious rebel," two naturalists, an aesthetic poser, and a big Empire man, respectively. Without holding that his way is the only way to study
literary men, Mr. Hicks proposes to use history as an aid .
to understanding literature and literature as an aid to understanding history. This tolerance towards other methods
of" study is perh~ps the author's reply to some criticism of
his earlier critical study of American literature, The Great'
Tradition, which was. charged with subduing all literary
values and criteria to the search for social awareness in the
authors discussed. In Figures ~f Transition, Mr. Hicks is :
slightly more deferential towards purely ~esthetic criteria;
,he rides his thesis a little less hard, and he generalizes with
.considerably more caution.
'
.
The six writers stu'died are thrown against the back.. ·
ground of Victorianism. The first chapter, "Victorian
Flood and Ebb," is masterful if not highly original synthesis. Utilitarianism and evangelicalism are treated as the
two keys to an understanding of the mid~le class and its·
phenomenal rise, opposed only by the Coleridgean, slightly
mystical doctrine pf tlie supremacy of-the state and its insti-'
tutions over the individual and his greed. In reducing nin¢teenth-century ideology to a struggle between Benthamites
amPColeridgeans, Mr. Hicks has produced a useful simpli-;
fication.
The author warms to his subject in discussing William]
Morris, perhaps' the only staunch Marxian among literary
men in nineteenth-century England. Nobody else in Morris'!
time had a better concept of the proper uses of the machine
1

i

I

)

"
I
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or of the reid dignity of·human labor.
orris is shown to
have been the "idle singer of an empty d " because his imagination could dwell only in the past nd in the future,
however active he was as man and citiz ni~ his everyday
life.
There is little of originality, of cour e, in the interpre~tation of Hardy as the-man of his time w 0 took most deeply'
to heart the picture of the universe as nmoral-the view
which· science was emphasizing. Hardy, Mr. Hicks write~,
was also a meliorist who, under slightl different circum-r
stances, might have joined such men as eslie Stephen and .
John Morley in some fight against man's' humanity to man.
Tess of the D'Urbervilles andj Jude the bscure, the author
. insists, are social indictments as well s pessimistic com- ~
plaints about a dehumanized. universe. ut Mr. Hicks ad- I'
mits that Hardy was the greater artist for doing .what he
could do, that is, express his pessimism instead of engaging in reform movements.
Samuel Butler, it is admitted, is a difficult case. "We
scarcely know what to make of an icono fast who convinces
himself, and tries to convince others, th he is the savior of ,
religion. It is ,not a qu~stion of sincerit ; it is.a probleD! of (7
temperament and a difficult one." Butle is interpreted as a
cautious 'rebel who kept intact the Victo ian codes and only
asked that theories be made to square itn practice. Gissing, despite his later defection, showed u the way to respect·
the modern "saturation in the commonpl ceo" George Moore !
is disposed of as a lesser realist than e en 'Gissing, both of
whom refused to learn from Zola.Mr - Hicks has , little to
offer on Wilde; he presents him as simp y the neurotic, indi-·
vidualistic, romantic decadent whom a b urgeois society had
no place .for. And Kipling is interpre d as the perpetual adolescent which a corrupt society cas up after becoming
naive in its dotage.
Hicks_ uses: abhndap.t materials and lways reasons well, '
but his conclusions often' come out abo 't where conclusions
have been coming ut for some time. H still "class angles".
I

"

,i
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his materials but not with his former steady conviction/.
There is a gain in urbanity but some loss in penetratioti.
Nevertheless, the work is entirely commendable in its' at
tempt to see writers as'their age shaped them and in its
avoiding of easy cliches.
DUDLEY WYNN

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
The Patient's

Dilemm~Hugh

Cabot, l\!.D.-Reynal and

Hitchcoc~,

New York, 1940-$2.50.

In these days of economic, stress with millions une~
ployed and large numbers on relief, the problem of medicaJI
economics is crying for solution along with the many other
nightmares that beset society. Hugh Cabot, in The Patient's
Dilemma, does not attempt a scientific treatise upon a complicated economic, social and professional problem, but
rather offers a philosophy which is the product of a variea
experience and tempered by a long and profitable contact
with all kinds and conditions of men and women.
The criticism made by so many physicians of the conservative school, that all books on social medicine are writte*
by men who never saw a patient but who have held salarie~
positions as teachers of medicine, c~nnot be directed again~t
Dr. Cabot. For twenty years he did a private practice o~
medicine but later left the field because he felt he could dp
better work in a salaried position where the almighty dollair
did not stand between physician and patient..·
:
Dr. Cabot first discusses what scientific discoveries ha~e
done to modern medicine. The horse and buggy.doctor anp
the medical service he provided are sharply contrasted Wi$.
modern diagnosis and treatment; and one realizes just hoW
far the medical profession has gone in the last fifty yeaIts
toward prevention and cure of the many ills that affeqt
mankind.
To give good medical care tlie general physician mu~t
have prompt and
immediate
access to specialists, laboratoli-I
,
•
I
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ies and hospitals. Unless this be true he cannot offer to his
patient good modern medical care except with great loss of
time and prob~blei loss of efficiency.
This mak~s the cost prohibitive to all but,persons in the
higher bracketS of income, and the tendency on the part of
both PhYSiCian~and patient is to cut the cost by lowering the
type of medica c're. In other words, thie general physi~ian
does not call' c nsultation or avail himself of laboratory or
hospital faciliij.es~ fearing that his own fee will suffer; and ., JV
the patient dors not, desire the increased services because,
he knows he cannot meet the added expense.
. Ie '
What"is tb be done about it? Dr. Cabot believes that group medicink provides as near a solution as one can expect ~
in our present ~nomic set-up. Nor is ir.ouP medicine new.
It began more Ithan fifty years ago in the great charity hospitals. The mfving forces were both the promotion of scientific study and,the promotion of economi. ' Under these conditions was ;Iilt up a most satisfactonrdemonstration of
the value of ouping physicians skill~lin the various subI .
divisions' of m dicine.
There fol owed private groups sue' :as the Mayo Clinic
based on afeJ fOil" service principle w th a sliding scale of
fees and a consultlant physician relatio '.i Other ~oups have
been formed on a prepayment basis, both by physicians
and by laymen. The physicians' group ffers medical care by .
a fixed payment fee per year, while the 'y_groups hire, physicians on a salary basis. Both are atte pting to deliver good
medical care at a low cost.
Dr. Cabot feels that these types f practice alone are
not the answ,er to future medicine, bu that in a period not
too far distant, &,overnment will assu e the distribution of
medical care to 1jhe indigent and to t e medically indigent,
. and direct it: fot those persons in te somewhat higher
brackets of in)co~e through some for of taxation. .
He discusses the machinery ne essary to maintain
standards in; order to give the pub ic . the best possible
medical care. i Hle is still optimistic e ough to feel tha, it
Q

j

I

'1
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can be done in a democracy such as ours, but he realizes that
'the way is beset with many vicissitu~es.
The book is well written, very readable, and the discussion is set forth in nontechnical language that should recommend it to laYmen as well as physicians. It should be
read by all conservative physicians so that they may see the
handwriting on the wall and give their aid in shaping future
,
,medicine rather than attempt to obstruct a change that is
rapidly on the way. It should be read· also by the pubiic so
that they may not demand hasty legislation and thereby
defeat the many reforms that are so urgently needed.
LERoy S. PETERS
Alb1Zquerque
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SALUDO A TODO~ LOS PAISANOS:

Most Ne~ Mexico writers will remain at home this
summer, accor~ing to the latest poll. Those who are not
taking an actir.e part in the Coronado Cuarto Centennial
activities will Ibe on the side-lines to welcome tl'l.e guests,'
among whom Will be nationally known poets, novelists, historians, and dramatists.
.
The first folume in the Publications of the Coronado
Cuarto Centenjnial 'Commission will be lissued by the Un- ~
iversity of Net Mexico Press on May 29, according to Dr.
George P. Hanpnond, editor of the series. The initial book
will be N arra~ives of the Coronado Expedition, by G. P.
Hammond an~ Agapito .Rey. The- following ten volumes
~
included in the Coronado series will be b;sued from time to
time by the U iversity Press: Coronado. and the Turquoise
Trail, by Herb~rt E. Bolton of the University of Cali~ornia; '"
New Spain af~er Coronado, by ArthurS. Aiton and Benjamin W. Whe~ler' of the University' of Michigan; The PostCoronado peri?d'ibY Lansing B. Bloom O.•f the University of
New Mexico; The Benavides Memorial, a document of 1634
dealing with N.:e~ Spain, to be edited by Frederick W. ,
Hodge and Agap~to Rey; Onate, First, Colonizer of New
Mexico, by G.-,P. ammond and AgaPi~ Rey; New Mexico
in the Later'Seve teenth Century, by ance, V. Scholes of
the Carnegie Ins ·tution of Washington 'The Pueblo Revolt
of 1680, by CharI s W. Hackett 'of the University of Texas;
Re-Entry of ihlJ Spaniards into New Mexico, by Jose M.,
Espinosa of . Louis
University; The Plains Indians and
I
New Mexico, 751-1778, by 4.lfred B. Thomas of the lTn..
iversity of All bama; and'Fhe Doming'/!Jez-Escalante' Trail,
1776, by Herpert E. Bolton. The University Press also
announces as Ia' companion work to the Coronado serie~,
yo

I
I
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White, in the Bandelier Centennial series. This two-volume
work will contain the letters of Adolph Bandelier to Lewis
H. Morgan.
Word comes from New York that the Oxford UniversitY Press will publish shortly another children's book by
Dorothy Childs Hogner which will be illustrated by seven
"spots" by her painter-husband, Nils Hogner. Don't
13lame the Puffins and Lady Bird, recently pubiished by the
sazhe company, make a total of seven children's books written by Dorothy since she left here four years ago. In additio~ to these, she has published three full-length travel...
books, South to Padre, Westward High Low and Dry, and'
~ Summer Roads to Gaspe, all of which have been illustrated
by her husband. In the winter the Hogners paint and write
at a Greenwich Village studio in New York City, where
Nils' pictures have been attracting considerable attention.
For summer work they have built a charming studio in
Litchfield, Connecticut; murals reminiscent 0:(, New Mexico,
of the Gaspe country, and of the New York scene cover the
walls. Their greatest pride and joy last summer was an
old~fashioned New England garden. One felt that Sarah
Orn.e Jewett's "herb-lady" from The Country of the Pointed
Firs would have cast an envious eye at the thyme and rosemary flourishing by the guest-room window.
New Mexico Triptych, by Frfty Angelico Chavez, which
the St. Anthony Guild of Paterson, New Jersey, will publish shortly, is a slender volume containing three stories:
"Angels' New Wings," "A Penitente Thief," and "The
Hunchback Madonna:" The book will be illustrated by the
author's own pen and ink sketches.
Jean Pendleton, University of New Mexico sophomore,
.is the niece of Lorraine Carr of Taos, au11hor -of the recently
; published Mother of the Smiths. Jean is very proud of the
•
fact that she typed the manuscript of the book for her aunt.
Mrs. Carr has received so many requests fbr a continuation
-of the story that she is considering writing a sequel.
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Jay Waite. winner a prize award bf $10& for "Beau- !'
tiful River," the outstanding play of the Betkeley' Play- )
makers' sixteenth annual one-act play-writing contest, is '
a former, student of the University of New ~XiCO . . . .
Oliver La Farge's recent book As Long as the Grass ShaJ,l
Grow has some stunning photographs by He n M. Post,
who traveled over ten thousand miles in her q4est for subject In;aterial for this third" volume in the se~i, called The
Face of America. . .. Anyone interested in theI heraldry of
the range will find Hot Irons, by Oren Arnold p,nd· John P.
Hale, full of lore, and anyone interested in Indian depredations will find Border Captives by Carl Coke ~ister of the
University of Oklahoma a spell-binder ~ ... rrhe IRydal Press
of Santa Fe is bringing out a new edition of Erna Fer:
gosson's Mexican Cook Book, which will have ~ bright new
binding and gay jacket decorations by Valentin Vic;latirreta.
Dorothy B. Hughes,author of the mysterY novel, The
So Blue Marble, which· was published by Duell, Sloan and
Pearce in March, has just sent off another manuscript to
her publishers. The new book will be called TIle CrossEyed Bear. Dorothy says that she gets most of her writing
done when her ~ree children are taking their naps. We
take great pleasure in nominating her for our hall of fame.
r Santa Fe reports that Witter Bynnerhas returned from
Chapala, Mexico, where he spent the winter, and that Knopf
will shortly publish his 'new volume of poems, Agains't the '" '
Cord.! Three poems by' Mr. Bynner appear in the current
number of the Atlantic Monthly.. .. LYnn Rfgts, who spent
the winter at La Jolla, California, has finished two ,plays.
Mr. Riggs recently direct~d one of his plays in S~n Diego....
Ida Rauk, well-known p'ay adviser and ahtres~, is in S~nta
Fe for an extended stay, and Elizabeth Delluff, lecturer
ana author, is busy on a new children's sto~y. !
Dr. George St. Clair, Dean Emeritus of t~e University
of NewMexico, who spent the winter in FloHda, was on
the campus for a wee]r recently. Dr. St. CI~ir gave two ,',
lectures. One, on Shakespeare, closed the E~glish Club's :' !
"
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highly successful series of literary teas, and drew a record
crowd,. of friends and admirers. His second lecture, on
EdwiIi Arlington Robinson, given in Rodey Hall, was accompanied by· a dramatization of Dr. Saint's "The Man
from Tilbury Town" by members of the Dramatic Club.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHER

,

.
"

Some writers of the Southwest will perhaps be interested in the following' announcement. 'The Virginia Quar,terly Review and E. P. Dutton and Company announce the
Thomas Jefferson Southern Award"for the best book manuscript submitted by a Southern author. The award is $2,500.
.r
Competition is open to authors born in the South, regardless
of present residence, and to those now living in the South
who have resided there for at least five years, regardless of
})lace of birth. Authors of previously published books are ~.
eligible. Manuscripts need not be Sputhern in setting' or
subject, and should not be less than 50,000 words in length.
Closing date is April 13, 1941. Further details and application blanks can b~ supplied by the Virginia Quarterly Review, One West Range, Charlottesville, Virginia.
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ERNA FERGussON, native New Mexican, staunch regionalist, won her spurs as interpreter
of the Southwest in Dalricing Gods. Then she turned her attention to Latin America
in GuiLtemala and Venezuela. Recently she explored again her native region in
Our SouthweBt. She has been a frequent contnoDtor to, and a good friend of, the
NEW MExIco QUARTERLY.
.
ALLBN DRURY. who studied journalism at Stanford University and contributed to
school publications, is now editOr of the weekly Tulare, Californb!, Bee.
DR. GEORGE ST. CLAm, Professor Emeritus of English and Dean Emeritus of the College of Fine Arts, University
New Mexico, taught for fourteen years in the University. Before that, he taught for a number of years in the Philippines. His
travels have taken him over practieally the entire world. He has contributed
.J,-~etehes, poems, articles, and reviews to the NEW :MExIco QUARTERLY. His bestknown published work is a volume of poems, Young Hean.

ot

JOSEPH JOEL KEITH lives in Los Angeles, California, and helps edit ComPCUJ8, a magazine of verse. He has contributed poems to numerous joumals, including Podru,
Christian Science MO'nitor, Saturda1l Review of Literature, New York Times,
Poetru Review (London), and Prairie SchoO'ner.
~

I

HANIEL LONG, ox Santa Fe, New Mexico, is an editor for Writers' Editions, Santa Fe,
a highly successful regional publishing venture. His better-known books include
Noles for a New M1Itholog1l and Pittsburgh Memora'TIda. He was at one time. literary
editor of the New Mezico Sentinel. His poems and articles have appeared in num-·
erous prominent magazines. Mr. Long's article in this number of the QUARTERLY
probes Coronado's personality somewhat as his delightful and original Malinch6
sought the motivation of Cortez' woman helper and companion.
KATHERINE GARRISON CHAPIN has contributed poems to Yale Review, Saturda1l
Review of Literature, Harper'8, Scribner'8, North American Review, Poetry, and
many other magazines. Perhaps her best-known published volume is Time HCUJ No
Sluulow. She is especially interested in poetry for choruses and for radio presentation. Her "Lament for the Stolen" served as lyric to music played by the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Eugene Ormandy. "And They
Lynched Him on a Tree" has been set to music for chorus and orchestra by William
Grant Still, the Negro composer, and will be presented at the Lewisohn Stadium in
New York this summer.
r

.

AGAPITO }my, who teaches Spanish at Indiana University, is at present engaged in research at the Library of the University of New Mexico. Professor Rey is .interested
in Southwestern history and is the author or co-author of several volumes which
'are to appear in the Co;ronado Centennial publications series•
'

WILLIAM PETERSON, of Los Angeles, California, calls himself a "twenty-five-year-old
clerical slave who is..a word mechanic in spare time." Poems by him have appeared
in Rock1l Mountain Review, New Anvil, We8tminster, Phoeniz, American Prefaces,
~and other magazines:
GEORGE AMBERG is a young Albuquerque writer. Other stories by him have appeared
in .the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
KENNETH SPAULDING has taught English in high school in Montana and is now engaged
in graduate work in .4mericanliterature and c?eative writing at the University of
Iowa. He has 'previously contributed to American Preface8, FrO'ntier aM Midlafld,
Ver8 Libre, and the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
HARoLD W. HAWK, who lives at San Cristobal, New Mexico, c8lIs himself "rancher-

writer:' The Universit1l Review (University of Kansas CitY) has published several" of his essays.
...
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HE CORONADO CUARTO CENTENNIAL, first suggested .as
a single celebration in honor of .the first white'man who
crossed New Mexico four hundred years ago, has evolved
into a widespread, many-faceted affair such as was ,quite
unforeseen. Many schemes, dear to members of the Coll1,mission according to their various temperaments and interests, have been lost or minimized in the working out. New
plans have had to be made to meet changing!cpnditions. Yet
-givep. a commission composEtd' of peoplecof diverse back" .,'; grounds and fairly representative of the state's population,
hampered by lack of money, beset by critic~, faced with the
need at last to conform to regulations laid idown in Washington, getting off to a slow start and finall~ having to r~sh
through at the end; given also New Mexicor and the strong ,
pull of its vivid human pattern and scenic magnific-enqe;
with this backgrqund, these people, these limitations, and
these advantages-a far-sighted prophet m'ight have fore- '
cast just about what the Coronado Cuarto ICentennial has
turned out to be.
. ' 1 ; \
The first problem was how to make ~he uninformed "
aware o{'Coronado and of his importance.' dne of hundreds ;
of explorers whom Spain sent out from her ,first American
capital at Mexico, he is not well known even there. And the
United States, growing westward on a lengthening English
apron string, has just begun to appreci~te that some
Americans are of Spanish blood.. Coronado~ can be rightly
judged only in the light of the splendid bla~e of sixteenthcentury Spain, and of the powerful impulse which carried
its men, its faith, its language, and its pride of race through
all the Americas and into the Orient. While its appearance
in our Southwest was only one slender filament nearing the
end of its reach, Coronado's young army, full of dash and
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courage, of faith in their religion and their civilization,
staged one of the great adventurous exploits of history.
And they were followed, through three centuries, by other
conquero,rs and colonizers; brave men and women who
spread the Spanish folk, their faith and their language so
widely and rooted them .so deeply that they modify the life
of the entire Southwest even today.
How to make all this convincing, true, and alive to the
senses of an audience moist of whom would find it altogether
new/? It could, of course, be told in print. This has been' <l~llle
so effectively that. most magazines of national circulation
"and hundreds of newspapers have noticed the Coronado
Cuarto Centennial. But to attract people to N ~w Mexicp, to
present the story as a living thing, some sort of dramatic
presentation seemed the best way. Hence the Co{onado.
Entradas. Nothing makeshift would do. The drama ~t be
written with distinction, with truth to the high spirit HI the
Spanish conquerors; it must be presented on a scale large
enough to suggest the enormous country Coronado covered,
the number of men involved, the difficulties they overcame;
and it must be staged with technical skill equal to the best.
Only a few people in the United States could qualify for
such a job. One of them, happily, is a citizen of New Mexico.
Thomas Wood Stevens, acknowledged master of pageantry,
wrote the script which is presented by a cast of hundreds,
many mounted, all costumed, armored, and accoutr.ed with
absolute historical aceuracy.
'
Such a spectacl~ could be presented many times in one
place. But because t;his was an all-New Mexico celebration
it seemed best to give flll New Mexico a chance to see it.
Other states became interested. Eventually the Coronado
Entrada has developed into a movable affair 'to be struck and
set up ag'~in not only in several New 'Mexico towns but
througho.ut1 the CbrO,nado country. It promises to run over
also in 1941,. the a~p.iversary of Coronado's disappointing
search for the Gr~n Quivira over on the Kansas plains.
But New Mexico, in spite of its splendid introduction,
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has its sim:pler phases too. Most of us live in small towns,
m~king a living from 'farms or herds or unimportant jobs;
most of our towns did not care for anything as elaborate or
as costly as the Co~onado Entrada. Many of our people can
claim no descent f~om the conquerors. New Mexico ;has been _
made, too, by later comers of many-stocks with a history anCL
traditions quite as interesting if not quite as,picthresque as
the story of the conquerors. A Ch~rto Centennial which did t
not take account of all this would fail of its intent to be an
all-New Mexican fiesta. Every town, however small, should
have a chance to present its history, to stage_ its typical
show-rodeo, fair, reIi¢ous feast, or celebration pf legendary hero. Folk festivals were proposed as the second phase
of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial. New Mexico lleople accepted the idea with almost perfect unanimity; for we have
a habit of making and enjoying our own fiestas. Hundreds'
of club, school, and church affairs have taken on a·\Coronado
tinge. More-than fifty small towns have r;eived aid from
the Cuarto Centennial Commission in putt ng on\·Coronad,o
fiestas which yary from old Spanish moralit play·s to ballad
contests, old fiddlers' tournaments, and reviyals of ·forgotten
dances. Generally these,folk festivals are "'that has always
been done. The effort has been to assist t e townsfolk in
making them better, in r'evivi;ng old custom, and in advertising them for the benefit of visitors to New Mexico~
A curious problem was presented by our Indians. Of
all the original Americans the Indians of New Mexico and
Arizona have best retained their primitive customs; their
ceremonies are of unexcelled beauty and of the impre&siveness that comes of ancient forms reverently preserved.
Nothing white men might suggest to Indians could be as
worthy a contribution to aNew Mexico program as what
Indians do every year at their own time and· in their own
. way. To list such dances 'as Indians are willing for visitors
to see, to point visito:rs the way to see them, and to indicate
the manners which make visitors welcome' seemed all that
the Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission might do. In
I
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only one case-the dedication of the Coronado Museum at
Kuaua, near if ~ot the actual place where Coronado wintered in 1540-41-h~ve Indians been asked to do something
in the white man's way. QEven there the unveiling of copies
of the original kiva murals will be done by Indians according
. to a ceremonial worked out by the I:pter-Pueblo Coun~il.
The Coronado Museum. and others which have been
given aid will stand as permanent contributions of the four~
hundredth anniversary. They, also stand as evidences
New Mexico's growing awareness of her past. This year is
as good a time as any to~look back over· the way we have
come, to see ourselves in our many complications and conflictS, in the ways we are working out in~o a unified people
proud of a long and difficult'history. The evaluation of New
Mexico's present in the light of her past takes several forms
~ in the Cuarto Cen.,tenniaI. Not only relics of our past, Qut
~ pictures of our present will be shown. An exhibition of
, paintings in the state museum at Santa Fe reflects the history of painting from the early 'nineties to the most modern
schools. One at Gallu.p is limited to Ipdians: both pictures of'
Indians and about Indians. One atjAlbuquerque is a wellselected collection of the work of contemporary Southwestern artists. The unity of this show is that the paintings are
of Southwestern scenes and tYpes; its diversity is in the
number of schools represented.
.
More ephemeral than museums and art shows, perhaps
more ~nduring in their final importance, are the conferences
hf students and writers planned for August. Archaeologists,
amthropologists, and historians; students of Hispanic letters
and of the fine arts ; amfwriters from the most serious to the
most frivolous will meet to air their views, to hear and discuss each other's ideas, to demonstrate again that the most
interesting international relations are ",on the intellectual
fronts. Students and scholars from six Latin American
'countries-Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Guatemala,
and Mexico-will meet here with others from many parts of
'the United States to discuss in Spanish and in English the

of
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many problems common to all the America~. Among these
conferences will be one to honor Adolph Bandelier, the Swiss
who knew all America so well and wrote of it so well and
whose centennial coincides' with the fourt4 centennial of
Coronado. '.
-,
~I
'
The Coronado Cuarto Centennial will be ongest remembered, perhaps, for its publications:' eleven sc' olarly,volumes
which cover the whole period of Spain in New Mexieo. Distinguished authorities from half a dozen universiti~s have
'written new. books, re-edited and translateq old ones, and
presented new material recently found in.,the archives of
Rome and of Seville. Students will find th~m invaluable.
And the casual observer will find there answers to the many
questions that will occur to him after witnessing the Coro- nado Entrada.
Altogether this Coronado Cuarto Centennial, which no, body planned in its entirety, which has grown in that old.
human w~y through disappointment and adjustment, has
come out as a celebr~tion truly typical of New Mexico. One
could not conceive of just this done anywhere else. Perhaps
it will prove to be something that New Mexico can be proud
of after all.

'"
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Your years are gone; they will not come again.
Whatever you have known of pleasure or of pain,
Nothing can change it now. The record stands,
Formed by a hundred hearts, traced by a thousand hands.
Look back for a moment, then. You walked
These pleasant ways but yesterday. Here you have talked,
Here been for some brief moment gay.
Look back, savor it well, before you turn away.
•

See that some calm perfection lies upon the past:
This day. The day before. The firSt. The las~.
Here where no guns destroy, no bay.onets dismember,
They were good to have. They are good to remember.
Yet linger not too long upon this ~cene.
Know that it is you, not time, who keep it green.
Know that when these hearts, which must be brave,
Are gone, it too will crumble to the grave.
Face tomorrow, since you must; be undismayed.
There is no place for him who is afraid.
Take to yourself the iron of your time. Learn to hate.
You will not die too soon. 'Pray God it be not too late.
0

Find in this savage hour your epitaph,
Note here another world. Men do not laugh:
Hand does not meet hand with old, .,familiar ease.
You have known peace. It is not known to these.
This is another world. Here you will meet
Anger in the air, the sound· of marching fee~,
Dr~ams destroyed, no castles left in Spain.
Your years are gone. Th~y will not come again.
[72 ]
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FROM MANILA TO VLADIVOSTOCK

Shinyu Hotel, Unzen, Ja~an, May, 1~20
My dear niece:
Joe-you remember him-the soft-voiced, tireless, combination runner, head waiter; and manager o~ Unzen's finest
hotel, tiptoed softly to my door this morning, and awaking
me· with infinite care and caution, handed me, Wtt~ every
indication of curious and friendly interest,! a c~e from
Vice-Governor Yeater. The Secretary of War ha~ authorized his return to the States, On an American .transp6rt, via
the Suez, with' one companion, and he wants me to go with
him. It was too good a chance to be missed, and so I cabled
him I would go.
As we sail sometime in the latter part of J une,You may
expect me soon. This is probably the last time I shall ever
see this picturesque village, so full of pleasant memories.
On board the transjport, July 11th !:
My last recollections of Manila will always be linked
with the sweetly ·pathetic '.'0 Sole ~Mio," as played by the
Constabulary Band, with you and friend N ~ble standing in
tha4ierce glare of that tropical sun and waving us -a final'
adfeu, as theet big white ship drew slowly
out tfrom the dock.
'
"'
I felt melancholy, not alone from the natural sadness at
leaving my friends, but also, at leaving uncompleted, or
rather, seeing still unfinished, the educational work to
which I have devoted nineteen years of my lif~my youth,

i

Ir

*Between July, 1920, and April, 1921, Dr. George St. Clair traveled from Manila
to Madrid by way of Japan, Vladivostock, ,. Singapore, Colombo, S~ez, Port Said, Egypt,
the Holy Land, Greece, Italy, Southern France, and Spain. The letters r.emain much
as they were then written, fleeting impressions of countries where great changes and
readiustments are constantly going on. Further selected poftions of this travel record
~ll appear from time to time.

[ 73]
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hopes, enthusiasm-all. Shall I ever see it again, our Perla
del Oriente? And if I do, under what conditions will it be?
Will the peopJe, by that time, have achieved that independence for which they-or is it perhaps their leaders-have
so long sighed ?~l
. .
The farewell reception given me. by the Dramatic Club
was splendid and touching but rather trying. It was another
proof of their loyalty and friendship and one that was
almost too much for my fortitude. I was afraid to say anything; but just stood there, with my lips twisted into a painful smile, swallowing hard all the while at a lump which
would not down. .They are fine peOple. If all the Filipinos
were like them, there would be no question 'of their ability to
establish and maintain their own government. Some day,
perhaps, ·the majority will be. Then, the Filipino nation
will come into its own.
I am writing this on deck, for, .though the wind keeps
blowing my pap~r and my scanty locks into constant dis~
order, still it is preferable to the hot, stuffy cabin. Not
that I am sea-sick, you understand, but I pr~fer to play safe;
one of my characteristics, you know. That is one of the
sane lessons life has taught me, and, though I undoubtedly
it, there are compensations. .,.
miss a lot of fun through
.
I can feel my valor oozing out, like Falstaff's, through
my palms. I'm afraid I shall have tq give it up-I mean, my
writing, not my dinner".. Though it would not take much tQ
drag that up, too. The wind is freshening and the old tub
is beginning to pitch a bit.
July 14th
We are now just opposite Nagasaki and shou~dbe in
Karatsu,. which is about seventy miles northwest, by six
tomorrow morning. As you know, most boats stop at Nagasaki for coal; but it appears that the Czechoslovak Government agent in Japan contracted for his coal in Karatsu.
Cheaper, I presume.. Jl'l
~
We have adopted the usual aboard-ship routine, except
for poker and bridge, neither of which' games the governor

.
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indulges in. There is only o~e other first class passenger,a
captain in the-Navy. He is on his way to Vladivostock, to
take command of a cruiser there. He is big, burly, and slow,
with a weather-beaten seaman's face, and withal, a very
pleasant and interesting man. He spent last year in Charleston-the home of my boyhoOd, you remembe~-and gives it.
a fine reputation for slowness. I had thought that, during
the twenty odd years since I was there, it woul(l hav~ speeded up a little. Not at all, he says~
.
I
'He told us a good story that shows the u~changeability
of life there. A Northerner, who had gone Ito Charleston
when quite young, di~d after about sixty years of residence,
and in the obituary notice which appeared in a local paper,
reference was made to "this stranger in our midst/'
. You know how slowly the days pass on a ship. We read
a little, talk a great deal, exercise some-throwing the medicine ball, and running around the deck-and spend' the r~st
of the time in eating and sleeping. The fare is somewhat
coarse, but substantial and abundant-washed (lqwn, of
course, with plain water, for we sail 'under the flag, therefore under the -dry dispensation. Not that it bothers me
much, but the governor admits that he has little objection to
a bottle of tinto with his corn beef and cabbage.
Now that we are out of the tropics, the weather is more
pleasant, the nights, especial~y,being glorious. We generally
sit out on the deck after dinner and watch the slow stars
come lazily out. The governor knows a sur~rising amount
about astronolIlY and is fond of pointing out "the different
stars and constellations. He can always find ~e North star,
a _remarkable feat, we all think. In fact, the governor has a
great fund of information. We have long discussions and
sometime& disputes and arguments, which we have agreed to
settle with a bet of one franc. He wins most of them, and if
I don't watch out, I shall, as friend Cass used to say, "never
see anothe,r rich day.".
, He has done a vast amount of reading but much of it is
of an older day. He remarked yesterday that many of our

<
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great poems nad been written by men who had done nothing
else, that is, who had written nothing else. I challenged him
to prove his statement, and he had to fall back on "Bingen
on the Rhine." Do you remember the days when that was a
favorite declamation 1 He was a bit vexed when I did not
agree with him as to its literary merits.
The quartermaster in charge of the ship, and the medico, often join us at night, on the deck. We cnat and yarn,
and sometimes wake the echoes with our barber shop melodies. The captain is a naturalized American .and has
entered the army as a profession. He'is a good fellow, though
a bit stiff and pompous. The sawbones is young, fond of
joking, something of a roughneck, and perhaps a bluffer.
This is his second trip on one of these chartered transports.
I believe we shall form a fairly congenial company. The captain of the ship is an old sea dog, bluff and hea~ty, and rather
irascible. He had invited us to come up on the bridge at any
time, so I went up at about noon the other day, wishing to
see him take his observations. But he was so gruff and short
with me that I' quickly sneaked down.
He was rolling'up and down his bridge-I mean, he was
pacing with a rolling gait, when I approached him. This was
our conversation:
"Going to take an observation, captain1"
"Uh 1"
"Going to take an observation1"
"Uh-huh."
"Mind if I watch you 1"
"Uh 1"
"I should like to look on, if you don't mind."
:
".
"Uh-huh," never stopping in his·· roUe I began to feel
that I was not. particularly welcome. Hence, my rapid exit.
Fortunately, we are not obliged to have much discourse with
him. One wonders, though, at such men! Of course, he
wdllld ne\1"er have talked that way to the governor~ Shakespeare painted them once for all-"drest in a little brief
authority."..
I
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July 15th
We are in. the harbor of ~aratsu, swinging idly at
anchor. There is a small town at ~ome distanee, but it does
not look .very promising. The -harbor is a lovely one, landlocked and backed by tree-clad, terraced hills. I h3ve conceived a distaste for these terraced hills th<mgh. In some
way they have come to stand, in my mind, for the Japanese,
and you know what I think of them. There are a few among
them that I cal.l friends, but who can be .sur~ their friendship? I distrust it. Shall we have trouble w~th them some
day? The governor is calling me
. to get ready, to go ashore.

-1

~

Later
The ~nager of the Mitsui Bussan Kai~h~ came aboard,
inquired for the governor, and with many bows ana sharp
in-takings of breath, invited us to go ashore :with him. 'He
took us in a motor launch. First, we visit~d the custom
house officials, why,. I kno_w not. As none ~f the~ spok~
English, the ceremonies were brief, consistilng largely of
repeated bows and nandshakes. '
.
Leaving the 'custom house, we rode, in a made-over
American car, out into the"country to a little Japanese inn,
set in the midst of a fine pine grove that extended along the
seashore for about four miles. You remember how fond they
are of pine tre~s? One rarely sees a landscape painting that
does not show at least one, and their poetry is full of praise
of its beauty.
We squatted on mats on the floor, in true Japanes'e style,
in sight and ·sound of the sea, and drank lukewarm, pallid
tea, from infinitesimal cups, and acquired a stomach ache
from eating green peaches. Our. host then took us~~ck to
town to a famous restau:r:ant, where we were served a'
seven course Japanese dinner-raw fish, soy sauce, fried
lobster, baked eels, and so on. Each of us-the Navy captain was with us-had two geisha girls to 'Wait on: us, but
none of them possessed that piquant attractive~ess for which
their class are so famous. As the. meal was ~ rather silent
r
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one, partly owing to our host's limite<! command of English,
we tried to enlive~ it by imbibing thin Japanese beer. This,
combined with green' peaches, had a particularly happy
effect. I am now paying for my indiscretion. One always
pays, doesn't he?
Karatsu itself is like any other small, smelly Japanese
town. I shall not be sorry to leave it. Good night.
At sea, July 17th
With a spanking breeze to leeward, under a clear blue
sky, we steam steadily towards Vladivostock, over as smooth
a sea as poet ever sung of or seasick man wished. We did
not get away until late in the evening, owing to the slowness
with which the coolies cQaled. They get five yen a day now
and are much less efficient than when they were pulling
down thirty cents a day. I must say of them, though, that
they were a .much finer and cleaner looking lot than the
Nagasaki coolies. As usual, the women were in the majority
and worked harder than the men. .
. A Czechoslovak officer got on at Karatsu. He is a dispatch bearer..Besides his own tongue and its connected dialects, he speaks Russian, German, and Serbian, _all barbarous, uncouth, and useless languages, so far .as we are
concerned since we speak none of them. So, we are unable to
converse with him. I am anxious to meet some of them who
speak French or Ital~an, as I wish to hear their story.
July 18~h
We are barely. crawling along now, smothered by 'a
cold, blinding fog, which, as we learn from the wireless,
fills. VIadivostock harbor also. So we shall not be able
to ente;r this evening. Today has been a long and dull one,'
varied and punctuated at intervals by the nerv~racking
booming of the fog-horn. There is something ghastly about
a fog at sea. We are now just coming to anchor-where,
no one knows-lost in a white, myst~rious sea. The f(!)g
.is even beginning to poke its thin, ghostly fingers into our
staterooms.
,..
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Have you read. Merideth Nicholson's· House of a
Thousand CaruUes? An old book, which I h~d read before,
but just. suited for this kind of weather, witl a pretty love
tale, plenty of incident, :figliting of the kindl my p~aceable·
soul thrills over, mysterious tunnels, ghostly foot~teps behind panelled walls-all that excitement and adventure
which I can enjoy only vicariously.
:.
The thermometer has had a decided drop and the air is
raw and keen. The governor just came in and announced
that he was going to put on a heavy suit over his whites. .
Residence in the tropics does not :fit one to en~ure cold, does
it?
I
July 19th
The fog still hems us in, though we have crawled a few
miles closer to shore. There is land on both ~ides. Our old
sea dog is ~ery cautious-a trait that appeal~ to me greatly
JOust now, for the breakers on both sides 100;cold and for-~ _
bidding, and we might easily have been pH d up on some
hidden rocks. Unless the sun vanquishes t is fog, I am .
afraid we shall not enjoy this port very muc~. .
Vladivostock. At anqhor, July 20th
We are at anchor almost at the end of'l the bay. You
remember how the town is 'built on low hills, which extend,
back from.a long, narrow bay shaped like a horn, somewhat
resembling the Bospp.orus' at ConstantinopleJ It looked .very
beautiful as' we steamed slowly to our anchorage, the hillsides green ds would be the Berkeley hills in April.
In fact,
c,
the weather here, in midsummer, is very much like a spring .
day at home.
from
The whole made a handsome
panorama, as viewed
L
the water, the cathedral especially looming up with,Jts gorgeous gilt dome, but a nearer view was rather disippginting.
A Y. M. C. A. man came on board and invited us to.,gb"lshore
with him. First, he took us to the Y building, which we
reached through a lot of dirty, muddy, and ill-smelling
streets, or roads rather, for they were unpaved.
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The Y occupies a large brick bui~ding which very much
resembles a prison-fortress. We met all the secretaries and
other workers, inspected the different departments, attended
a noon prayer meeting, and then went to lunch. There were
some German prisoners at the song service, whether con~
strained by zeal or fear, I know not. One of the secretaries
made a talk about faith, a very prosaic and unimpressive dis~
course. You know what criticisms have been made of the
Y. I could not help thinking of them as he droned along~
There was very little in it all to help a struggling doubter"
The lunch was served at long, rough tables, in a stifling
room. The least~aid< about it the better, for it made' me
think, by contras , of the plain transport food. I was glad
enough, though, t put up with it, so ,that I might have the
chance to talk with th,em, and get a line on the situation in
the city.
After lunch, our host took us out in a car, that is, the car
was going out, and someone invited us to go along. We drove
up the main street for about three miles and there we were
left, near the railroad station where General Gaida, the
Czechoslovak free l~nce, made his abortive attempt to get
control of the city. ~arks of machine gun bullets are abundant on the building,grim reminders of a bloody tragedy.
We walked down the Svetloffski, the main street, mak~
ing a detour to visit the cathedral, which was unfortunately
closed. I minded it the less, as I have little admiration fot
.Russian ecclesiastical architecture. Although it was about
two o'clock, the stores were all closed. The streets, though,
were full, of people, among them a surprising number of
women. Most of them were poorly dressed. I did, however~
observe a Parisian fashion which is pfobably too ultra for
Manila, namely, ladies wearing socks that barely came above
their shoe tops, and skirts that scarcely fell below their
knees. There were only a few of these dames but they were
the best dressed ones. The passers-by wore a dull and gloomy
look on their faces, and everywhere there was a notable abo.
I
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sence of laughter. Most of the uniforms we saw -were worn
by Czechoslovak soldiers and Japanese~
At strategic points along the street were stationed beggars, most' of them cripples-and such terribly filthy
wretches! We saw no tramcars and few vehicles. Not many
people, apparently, could afford to ride. 'rhe favorite conveyance was the low, four~wheeled, Qne-seated "drosky."
. The drivers of these were the most picturesque figures in the
city. I tried to get the picture of one of them, a huge fellow, .
with a vast, spade-shaped, gray beard, a rusty cloak of some
kind of dark cloth, and red trousers tucked .into high. boo,ts;
but it was too dark for an exposure.
.:
.
Several times we passed groups of people reading soine
kind of announcement pasted on the walls of the houses, ahd
discussing it with a great deal of excitement. We wer,e ti'ld
that the chief occupation of the people is discussing politi: s.
From all that I have been able to gather from my various Dformants, tqjs is the situation 'politically, a very complex ahd
confusing one, they all admit:
"
It appears that the extreme Reds, the Bolsheviks, w~e .
rapidly getting the upper hand, when, on April' 4th, the J Ip_
anese raised their flag and took possession of the city. N0\ '
while the Japanese seem to have few friends here, except
among their own countrYmen, yet the Americans, both m~ti
tary and civilians, say that but for this act of the Japanese,
the _town would have been drenched in blood, sh~d by the
Reds. It is difficult to discover just what the Japanese are
after. It looks as if they were trying to create a buffer state
between themselves and the Bolsheviks. -At any rate, while
they kept their flag flying, ~or only a ,short tiJIle, and the gOvernment is nominally in the hands of the local Soviet, who
were elected .by the people, that is, some gf the people, y.et the
Japanese are actually in control. They hiave disarmed all the
Russians, except a few militiamen, who: are statione4 at the
principal crossings, armed with the nft.ost ancient~looking
muskets that it has ever been my good f(j)rtune to see outside"
of a museum. And God help the people they guard! for a
A
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, mQre villainous lot of pirates and brigands I never hope to •
lay eyes upon. Again,;while nothing is done without the
knowledge and consent of the Japanese, the situation is
further complicated by the fact that the local government is '
in the hands of the labor unions, who are carrying things'
with,a high hand.
'
Another cause of trouble is the currency, which it is
impossible to stabilize. About a montp ago, the local govern- •
ment made a new issu~, on a basis of twenty rubles to. the
dollar, gold. Today, th¢ exchange rate is eighty to the dol-:
lar, and they continue to fall. I may state,~in passing,'
thougn, that the governor received only seventy froIILthe Y.·
This is one of the causes of complaint agai:~lst the Y, con-·
stantly made by the soldiers, that they never give the current
exchange.
'The whole
, situation looks pretty bad. Where it will end, '
nobody knows. Commerce, trade an4 industry ~eem to be:
at a standstill. The city normally has a populatiOn of fifty
thousand, but it is now congested with more than three hun-,
<Ired thousand, mostly refugees. As there is a great scarcity'
of housing accommodations, the local government has appoin~~d a rooming committee, who requisition houses and~
rooms, and assign them to families, so much space to each.!t
, Some rooms, it is said, house four or five families oo.ch_
. l~ving, cooking, eating, and sleeping in them. You canLfI;llagine the conditions!
'
<l$
Later
You know we take, on a big lot of Czechoslovak soldiers
here, that, in fact, the transport is chartered by. the Czechoslovak government fo!r that purpose. This evening the
Colo~el of the 12th Regjiment, the one we are taking on, with,._"
his lady and the Colon~l-Surgeon, ate at our table. Unfortunately, they don't speak any of my languages, and so, our
interchange of courtes~es was limIted to forma~ bows and
smiles. The Colonel-co~mander is a fine figure of a man, but
what can one do with it person to whom he cannot talk?
.
All the loading of ~he ship is being done by the soldiers
I

.i

.

'.,1
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themselves. Supplies, equipment and go ds-Ioot, maI).Y c~Il
it-have been coming on all day in 'a st ady' stream. Down I
on the docks are great piles of cotton, cr{de rubber and cop- i
per, which the Czechs say they bough but ~to which tHe
Provisional Government has laid claim, ccusing the Cze~hs
of having stolen their property. It's hard to get at the truth
of the matter. The Americans here tellts what they have
heard from the Russians, to wit: that th Czechoslovaks are
the cleverest. thieves in the world, that , ey' have' despoiled
an already poverty-stricken land-and ]i urse them ·accordingly. I shall :get their side...:of the story later on. It seems,
at any rate, ~at they are unable, at pre ent, to remove the
goods on the ~arf. But the ship is bein~ loaded to capacity,
anyhow, with lltrd, automobile grease, a~munition, parts of
railroad cars, etc., things which Czech~lovakia is_ sadly in
need of, and which they claim to have bought with their own
money.
.
.
. .
The soldiers have been embarkin~, too. About two I,
thousand are to come. It should be an int~resting voyage.
i

~i

tJ

Later
We took a walk but' ~verYthing ~as so villainously
muddy that it was no pleasure at all. T~,e few streets that
are paved are covered' with very small and sharp cobblestones, and the sidewalks are of slippe y wood, with, at
intervals, rickety wooden steps that desce d to the next level,
the town being built on hills, you will rem mber.' We saw no
flowers anywhere, while the smells were f .r from suggesting
green fields and meadows-in fact, it is a istinctly malodorous town.
.
,
Aground o~ Scrapeloof Island
Five miles from. Vlady, July ~~s~
The .little god of ill-luck has certainJly perched himself
on our shoulders. The fog which delaye~l our ent;ance i~to
Vladivostock harbor has row' prevented lour 'eXIt. OWIng
partly to the'laudable desire of a young Atmy captain to get
this ship out, without loss of time, partlyl to. the over-confi~.
i

.
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dence of our old sea-dog Captain-surprising in one who
was so careful about going in-and very much to the incompetence of our Russian pilot, we ran ashore this morning' ~t
about seven o'clock. We had left Vlady at about five and
were not yet clear of the outer harbor, :when the accident
occurred. We of the first shift had just gone down to break- :
fast. The grounding w&s done so neatly and noiselessly that i
we did not feel the slightest jar. The gooel old craft just slid'
her nose s'reetly and g~ntly into the bank, like a tired child
siI).king to "est on its mother's breast. From all accounts,
she has beert burrowing: her way in, deeper and deeper, ever
since.
We are on an island, about five miles from Vlady. It.
seems to be only a couple of hundred yards long. The ship is'
lying on a sand bank, back of which rises a somewhat precip- ;
itous,. rockY bluff, perhaps some eighty feet in height, cov-;
.
l
ered with trees at the top. Weare scarcely more thai a. stone's
throw from the foot of this cliff, so that. it was IU~Y'
. I
.1,
for us that the .~hip was moving very slowly at the time, because of, the fog, else we would now be in a very dangerous I
situation. I don't believe the soldiers realized,.what had happeried., for they showed no fear.ar even curiosity, nor was,
there any excitement. Most of them had never seen a ship!
before-they had just been brought into Vlady, shortly before we arrived-'and they may have though~ it some
peculiar manoeuver of these so strange Americans. And
now, that they know the trouble we are in, they still behave
in the most exemplary manner.
Radios were sent to Vl'ady, and by half-past ten, two:.
tugs,.. were on the spot. A huge hawser,' about four inches in:
diameter, was attached to each of these, and then, while our
ship churned up the 'sea with her screws, the tugs strained
mightily. At about noon, as they had not succ~eded in budg-,
ing the ship an inch, orders were given to cease hostilities,.
while reinforcements were sent for. During the afternoon
these arrived, in the shape of a powerful ice-breaker, with
engines of two thousand horse power, and two smaller tugs.,
i

I

I
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These were all hooked on to the ship, nd again the great
fight was on. At almost the first pu made by the icebreaker, the cable snappeq like a piece of packth~ead, and
some time was lost in securing a new ca Ie, this time one of
steel. Again the tugs snorted, the screws thrashed the water,
but the ship refused to move. Like a w estler with his face
to the mat,i she seemed to dig in de er the more they
strained, and so dark found us with ou position unaltered,
or probably worse.
Tomorrow, the cargo in the forwar hatch will be takenout, and several hundred tons of fresh !ater pumped in at
Vlady will have to be pumped out again. lIt looks like several
days on a Siberian sandbank for us. A ~opitious beginning
for a long cruise, is it not?
.,
To make room for the two lad.ies ~f the colonels, the
governor and I have been moved to another table. It is a
pleasant change, for at our new table sit a major in the
Russian Railway Service, a Y secretary-.both of whom are
Americans-and a French lady. There are' also several '
Czech officers, one of them a captain-doctor. The Frenchwoman speaks Czech to the doctor, Ru~~ian to the major,
English to the governor and French to m¢. I don't make her
oot, exactly. She calls herself a "dame delcharite,"
whatever
I
.
that may be, and has been several years with the Czechs.
She has all the volubility of the tradition~1 Frenchwoman of
the novel world, a fine thing for me, as l can thus practice
up on my 'French, and also learn many interestingi things
about her companions. There will be enough and to spare of
time for talks on this voyage, which threatens to stretch out
intermi1)ablY. The governor just came ~n and announced
that he Twas "saturated with disgust"! But why? True we
are on a sandbank, almost on the rocks, rin the land of the
near-Bolsheviki, with several "days in which to examine
thoroughly from the vantage ground of 'the ship's. deck, ..'a
small, lonely-looking islet, ,but, l~ke Robinson Crusoe, we are
true optimists. "Are we down-'earted? No, we'll 'owl in
F"

I

I
I
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their fyces, No!" Meanwhile, awaiting the long tomorrow,
I'll crawl into my cubby hole.
'f
July 22nd.
\ .Our energetic army captain h~d his lighters on the job,
very early this morning, and began the task of removing the
cargo. Noone knows how long it will take, but it looks like a
sizeaQ,le job. This morning, I'm a bit more pessimistic,
tliougll there's no reason for it. The sun is peeping out, for
the first time since we came into Siberian waters; the air is
fresh and cool; the birds are doubtless singing among the
leafy boughs on our island-I have to keep reminding myself of these things, so as not to become an ultra-pessimist.
Meanwhile, we wait.
,

W

[To be continued]

Winging Alone
By

...J

JOSEPH JOEL KEITH

Winging alone and out of sight,
a bird flew slowly through the night,
past the low star and the low full moon.
It went as if it would not come soon
. to the wood where birds were then at rest.
What thing had driven it frOll'1 its nest?
Was it an urge of devil-may-care,
or was it a dark intrusion there, .
~or was'it, perhaps, no thing a~.brief
as fear or hunger? Was it grief?
Was there no nest where a nest had been?
Was the nest hidden and was it seen
and then not se_~n again by her?
And no song therein and no little stir?
What was the thing that made her go
from the green green Heaven that safe birds know?
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The Man Coronado
By HANIEL LONG

class is 'brought up to serve certain ideals. ".
. It does not grow freely and naturally; perhaps nobody
does, and no class does. But the ruling class is pulled this
way and that, cut and trimmed in a hundred special ways,
to meet the exigencies of its tradition. The traditions of
a class embody its savoir-faire, and the ruling class has to
be guided by these traditions even when they run counter to
the selfish desires of the individual.
It is here that the primary interest lies in Coronadothe way he was cut and trimmed for his job; the pfuern
sixteenth-cehtury Spain thought a man should accept or be
forced into, to serve his God and his Emperor. ' As to what
the pattern was and how it came to be, we have s9urces of
knowledg~the life of the Chevalier Bayard for example;
the mockeries of Cervante~, details in Lope de Vega and
Calder6n~ the somber history of the. Spanish Inquisition.
Despite the centuries we can make out what was done.
to Coronado, can wonder whether it was a good and necessary training for the use of power. It is no idle subject
for speculation. We still have a ruling class, we shtJ,1l always have a.. ruling class. And it. is the comparativ~ value
of traditions, and the comparative value OP the trainings
that fit a man for power, which decide whether the human
beings who compose a society are to suffer, or. be happy.
When we first see him, November, 1535, arriving in
Mexico with the new viceroy, Anton.io de Mendoza, Coronado was already seasoned: a somebody from Salamanca-,
twenty-five years old, the second of four brothers (the third
brother, Juan, was to be first mayor-general of Costa Rica) ;
these four the sons of a Vasquez de Coronado,. Lord of:.
Coquilla and of the Tower of Juan Vasquez in Salamanca,
and of his lady, Dona Isabel de Lujan. A family appar- '
[ 87]
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ently influential and powerful, whether rich or not; in any
event, a home where growing boys could learn dignity,
. decorum, how to speak, how to bow, how to use a rapier.
How also to endure the restraints of a complicated and
settled culture-the madness of avarice, of long evenings
in the leather armchairs playing dominoes, of an existence
lived in relation to the family, the dining table, the clock.
, (Gomez de la Serna has vivid pictures of that life, how the
Castilians full of a lusty appetite for living, were throttled
in their own cold and aQstere manners.)
So Coronado came to the New World, the friend of the
Viceroy, dependable ("one hundred per cent"), a young
man to be counted 'on to stick, to stand by. The Viceroy
could have no fear of being double-crossed, ofa dangerous
personal ambition in his friend. Coronado's ambition was
impersonal, to serve God, Emperor, Viceroy; he was a favorable example of the ruling class of a great empire. So
he was a young man who deserved to be well treated, to be
!J!.3.rried to an heiress, to be given land, to be a pillar of the
viceregal court. These matters were speedily attended to.
His bride was Beatriz de Estrada, daughter of the late
rQyal treasurer. They made a good marriage, loyal to
state and church, and proceeded to have children (the entry
in the minutes of the town council of Mexico City, June 14,
1538: Coronado barely three years in the land, is sw.orn
in as an alderman ':married and with children"). His
mother-in-law had written to the King some years before,
complaining that in Mexico she could discover no suitable
husbands for her daughters. She was happy with this paragon of' a Coronado, gave him a lucrative and enormous
ranch; gave him: too her big house in the city, and behind it
built a humbler__pne lor herself.
, Mendoza appointed the young man inspector for silver
mines. A~; AIriatepeque the negro 'slaves had revolted and
set up a blac~- king of their own. Coronado had been
sharpened for the use of the state; let him quell this revolt.
He qu~l1ed it; he hanged and quartered twenty-five blacks.
III
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Mendoza appointed him his "meastresaIa," that is, his
personal equerry and master of ceremonies. It reqQired
a special kind of man, the young grandee, with everything
the word grandee implies. A man of manners, of savoir
and finesse as Spain understood those terms at the time of
her greatness. A swordsman, a man who cQuld be glacial,
so that even the younger brother of a Duke would,hesitate
to turn a witticism against him. Above all,an exemplar.
That most of all, a model for all the other young nobles in
Mexico, the kind of personal life, the kind of demeanor, the
Viceroy searched for, and was ready and able to honor.
Fo.r, as many of the young men as was humanly possible
must be sharpened for the use of God and Emperor, through
the Viceroy. It was the only way in which a great Empire
can continue to be great.
But for Coronado the Viceroy knew it was -too small
a job to be an equerry. Let him have a province to rule
over. Let him be the governor of New Galicia, one of the
greatest provinces. Only twenty-eight, and. three years in
the country F but he was the man for the tasl.
~)'
Let him make Guadalajara a beautiful city; he \)made it
beautiful: at leas~began the job.
. '
And then the northern enterprise, which l\Jendoza had
fears Qf and an instinct ~gainst, began to talce shape as
inevitable. Mendoza did not swallow 'the stories -of cities
of gold, he dispatched Niza to report, Melchior Diaz to
check Niza.· But the enterprise had to be, as it1turned out;
and he had the man to undertake it, Coronado. It was a
problematical venture from any point of view, anq the, chief
requisite was a man as leader who could cOmmaJnd 200 wild
young bluebloods, keep his distance and their respect;
mould them into useful beings; give them the day-by-day
picture of the Spanish noble, daring, resourceful, God-fearing, courageous, humane but when need be cruel.,
The expedition started out. What happened to it, what
it accomplished the world knows. But a d(taii of which
only the student of human motive can see the siinificance '

'J
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is that Coronado encountered the returning Melchior Diaz
before l;le had marched far, and learned from him there
was nothing to the dream, no gold citIes ahead, only hardship and thirst and hunger. Coronado and his staff talked
the news over, but they kept it from the soldiers. They
decided to go ahead. They had been ordered to explore the
north and they explored it. Coronado did the job Mendoza
sent him out to do" did it thoroughly;, did it amazingly. So
far aS~know there has never been an .eKPl.oring job better
done in the history of the world. And he kept his men
scattere , and therefore safe as an exPedition. .
W have certain further glimpses of the aristocrat, in
his own letters to Mendoza, and in the pages of Castaneda.
He is a human being and a grown man, and at Zuni he sees
the adobe walls, the plaza, the natives passing. Does he
really see them? He writes the Viceroy that the natives
seem of ordinary size and intelligent, yet lack the intelligence they ought to possess "to build such houses" e'for
most of them go naked except for the loin cloth"). He was
shrewder when it came to corn. He praises their corncakes
("the best I have ever seen anywhere") and their way of
grinding corn ("one of these women will grind as much as
four Mexicans"). But it was as close as he ever got to the
secret life of the Pueblo Indian, this passing recognition
that they had a way with the corn.
Elsewhere we see in him nepotism, arbitrariness, indecision, cruelty, all marking not the man so much as the class
he belonged to. The cruelty reaches its height in the massacre at Tiguex, that unnecessary and fateful deed. In
every conquest by force there is bound to come the moment
when the resentment of the conquered flares up. At that
moment th~. conquerer invariably says, ''We will make an
example of him, we will teach him to fear us." When
treachery enters the picture, as it does in the massacre of
Tiguex, the logic of force is complete. (The Indians replied,
"They did not care to trust themselves to people who had no
regard for friendship or for their own pledged word.") We
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can not estimate at its true worth Coronado's general high
excellence of character; it is impossible for us to do so-for
today we judge a man finally by his attitude towards, defenseless people.
.
The rest of the stQry is strange, and the more one thinks
of it the stranger it becomes, until finally,· as in a flash one
may understand, I think, what happened to' Coronado,. and
was to result in the events· that dogged him to h,is death .
twelve years later at the age of forty-four.
It was not the disappointment and disillusion of Quivira
and of Cfbola. He had known before he' left Mexico that he
would find no treasure. He kept his men in good state, sept
his captains in different" directions to spy out the land, took
the giant's task of the endless prairies as his own share.
He accomplished the extraordinary march into Kansas and
came back to Tiguex in autumn in good, time to prepare the
army for winter. He planned perhap's to lead the whole expedition into the prairies the next spring. So It would appear
from Castaneda. Then suddenly this entry in Castaneda:
"It happened that one feast day the general went out
on horseback to amuse himself, as usual, riding with the
Captain Don Rodrigo Mal(lonado. He was on a powerful
horse, and his servants had put on a new girth, which must
have been rotten /~t the time, for it broke during ttlt rac-e
and he fell over on the side where Don Rodrigo was, and
as his horse passed over h~m it hit his head with its hoof,
which laid him at the point of death, and his recovery was
slow and doubtful."
For the first time we begin to think of Coronado as a
person. His history no longer typifies exclusively his tra. ditions and his interests, but pis physiology and psychology
add an element almost" fantastic. Now suddenly the gen- .
eral cnanged his mind. He was all for returning to Mexico
as soon as possible, and he resorted to stratagems unworthy',
a leader to do so. These strategems show a new aspect of
him, and this from Castaneda concerns us further, that
$
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while he lay sick Coron~do '~recollected what a scientific
friend of his in Salama.ca had told him, that he would
become a powerful lord i~ distant lands, and that he would
have a fall from which h~I would never recover."
Where is the man not superstitious? It is a weakness
in us all, but this prophecy remembered at such a time,
preyed on Coronado, and it does not seem the sign of a
healthy mind. A health~ mind throws off chimeras. His
action in the case of "the soldier Truxillo on the journey
north was sensible enougp. This Truxillo, while swimming
in a stream near Culiac~n, had a vision; he saw himself
kill Coronado, then marIfy the general's young widow and
inherit all his goods. l1iza· preached a sermon about it,
and there was so much ~alk among the soldiers that Coronado told Truxillo's cap~ain to' leave him behind. In an
analogous situation probkbly most leaders would have do:pe
the same. For whether :Qe dreamt the dream or not, Truxillo '
was "fresh" to relate it.i He was a fool; or fie was adroit,
wanted to be left behind~ and thought of this way out. In
either case he was useless.
Castaneda complains that on the way back to Mexico
the general kept "pretertding" to be sick, so that he could
keep in secret touch witp certain of his friends and advisers. Perhaps he preten~ed to be sick and perhaps he did
not, perhaps he really W~s sick. Who knows; who will ever
:
know?
In 1542 Coronado returned to his governorship over
New Galicia. We heat of him passing forty' days in
Purificacion, and the citi~ens complain because his servants
or horses consume food at the rate of a gold peso a day.
He spent a great deal'of ihis time in Mexico City. Then we
hear or him standing tr~al in an investigation of his rule
by an official from Spain, one Tejada. 'The thirty-thre~ ,
charges against him incljuded general neglect of duty, favoritism, irregularities -ofl, conduct, short accounts, setting a .
bad example by openly d~cing and gambling, the acceptance
of bribes, the cruel treat~ent of Indians (men, women and
1

,.
!
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children) on his ranches and in his mines. r. These 'are not
the actions ot a man conspicuous for lea ership, "a Itrue
gran<;lee, a pa~gon of Spanish culture. Wh 't had happened
"to our" paragOiSUCh actions show a man in a daze, sud""
denly indiffer
and heedless.
The gener denied the charges broug t against him,
but he made ad issions so damaging that it amounted to
guilt and he was fined 600 gold pesos.
e soon ~(f)st his
governorship~ He appealed to the Counci of thei Indies,
but nothing was done about it. Weare de ling with a different Coronado from the leader" of the d.-eat ex~edition;
the rest of oU): knowledge of him strengtijens
the iimpresI
sion. He spent more and more time in l\!exico C~ty, and
oddly enough in his small duties as aldermdri. He ~ttended
to these duties with enough assiduity to allow the ipference
that he hoped to regain his reputation thr0ugh th~m. His
actions are still those of a man in a daze, but h~ is now
~~~:~hing' at a straw. H~ has no perspectiv~, but ~e ~as
\

I

•

,

When it came Mendoza's turn to be 1 investigated, in
1547, Coronado testified in his behalf, and elped the Vice....
roy wholeheartedly at a time, when his he itation or relUctance would have been damaging. It is a thetic incident;
I infer from it that the friendship of Mend za had not been
lacking even after the collapse of the expe ition.
What makes his testimony. the more strikip.g· is our
knowledge that in the following year, wh n Coronado applied to the King for' an office,' Mendoza, a vised the court ,
" explicitly that he no longer considered C ronado qualified
for the service of government. Appare tly the JHceroy
was aware of a change in his old friend so evastating there
was no way to gloss it over.
llThe aldermen voted that Coronado hould carry the
city banner in a procession on one of the ays of the fiesta
in honor of tne capture of the city from the Aztecs. He
refused heatedly, and held out against treats for fiftythree days. A banner is a heavy thing to arry in the alti-
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tude and terrible sun of Mexico City. One wonders whether
he was physically able tp do it.' It is simply another un~
accountable incident.
Mr. Paul A. Jones, \who has made accessible valuable
new information about Coronado (his own researches in
./ part, and those of Dr. 4rthur S. Aiton of Michigan, and
Senores Joaquin Meade 'and Luis L. de la Barr"a, of Mexico) ,
inquires as to the general's activities as an alderman, "Was
it that he had at last found a position that suited his capabilities?" I can weIll understand that Mr. Jones, an
enthusiastic student of t~e subject, must have been dashed
by these revelations as fp Coronado's later years. But to
me his question gives rise to an untenable supposition. I
cannot help seeing in Co~onado a good soldier, ~who accomplished the task given him even though he knew from the
beginning that it could qnly mean defeat. And then I see,
in hIm a man to whom: a doom came; I see him utterly
changed, and no more like his former self than the moon
is like the sun. And t see further that this doom had nothing to do with the defeat of the expedition for treasure.
Conjectures are only conjectures; we hav,e scant knowledge
at best of the explorer. ~ But I cannot get out of my head
Castaneda's phrase, "it 1hit his head with its hoof, which
laid him at the point of! death, and his recovery was slow
and doubtful." It is ~y feeling that Coronado never
recovered.
I
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Virginia Woods*
(On hearing an American praise a

ictator)

By KATHERINE GARRISON CH

The oak is flamed to darker red.
The ash and maple dry in the frost,
drop twisted leaves in the mounta n grass.
,Autumn, too swiftly co:r;n.e, has w' hered
proud leaf to press a prouder brow
Winter will strip the classic bough
and send dry seeds to a deep bed.
Winter will not defame the dead.
It is not winter, stalking lost

above these hills, it is not frost
that robs the virtue from this eart .
The searing that gives the lie
to you, -Virginia earth, to ,you
wide-browed who walked among th se tr,s,
framing our liberties,Shrivels the land with bleaker dea h
than cold and blackens on this sky
a darker shame.
• Reprinted. with the kind permission of the author and p lishers, from "Writers
Take Sides," a pamphlet of the League of American Writers.

_
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New' Documeptary Materials Bearing
9n Coronado
B'l!

AGAPITO REY

r

HE ASSEMBLING an~

publishing of documents is one of
the objectives of the various organizations fostering,
the commemoration th~ year of the Cuarto Centennial of
the discovery of 'New li~xico. The Coronado Commission is .
sponsoring as :one of itsl activities the publication of a series
of eleven volumes dealitng with the history of t:pis part of '
the country. One volume, Narratives of the Coronado E~
pedition, is now read~ for distribution, and others will
appear in the course of jthis year, as the various collaborati'ng historians complete ltheir works.
Since G.: P. Wins~ip published in 1896 his English
translations of the 'chronicles by Castaneda, Jaramillo and
other members of Coronado's. party, 'hardly any new materials bearing on ~his ~ubject have been brought to light.
In the last few months~ two brief letters by Coronado and'
the muster roll of the etpedition have been brought to light,
by Dr. A. S. Aiton to capitalize on the current interest.
During the 'last two years the "5niversity of New Mexico
has been adding to its rich collection of photostatic copies of
original documents'. Of this vast amount of source ma-'
terial, some twenty thousand sheets are directly related to,
the" Coronado expedition. Most of these documents were
photographed by Profe~sor L. B. Bloom in the Archives of
the Indies located at Seville, Spain. The gathering of th~e '
materials is being don~, by the University of New Mexico,
with the cooperation of the New Mexico Historical SocietY,
the Historical Records Survey and the Coronado Commis.
sion.
Not all of these do~uments ..a re new, as many of the~
have already appeared either in Spanish or in translations.
l}ut by obtaining.' photqstatic copies of the original. docu- ,
[ 96]
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ments already in print, we are able to correct ~errors and.
misreadings .and to present now a text ore .accurate than
has been possible in the past.
By far the most· voluminous docu ents hitherto unpublished, and little or not at all utilized are the court "records in connection with the inquiries in 'Coronado's management of his expedition and his admf .stration as governor of New Galicia. The many thousan sheets of records
comprise two legajos, which are divided i to twelve sections
of several hundred sheets each. The en rmous bulk of the
bundles has se~ved as a deterrent to the s udy of these documents. We have waded through them, ome twenty thousand sheets in all, to see if there were . ew materials that
should be brought out in connection with' ur. Coronado publications.' As a result of this searcn we. re able to present
some documents for the first time. Co onado's! testimony
and that of his chief officer, L6pez de Ca enas, the charges
filed against them, and their final sente' ces are: most important. These depositions clarify man obscure points in
Castaneda's 'chronicle of"'the Coronado e edition. Through
these new do~uments, a more complete pi ure of the undertaking may be obtained.
, At this point, it may be well to exp airi the legal P!Oceedings that gave rise to all these court p pers. It was the
universal practice in sixteenth-century S ain and its colonies to review the administration of all important public
officials, from viceroys to alcaldes, at the d of their incumbency or when they were transferred. Su h an inquiry was
called the residencia.' There were suppos d t2-be two heltrings, one public, the other private. The p bUe hearitig was
announced through the city by the town cri'er. This.was
the method followed in Coronado's case. ~though only one
hearing was held at the judge's quarters.. \On September 7,
1543, the Span~h authorities appointed. ~udge Tejada to
investigat~.
rumored .abuses .against the ~ndians by Coronado's p~ y, and at the same time to rview Coronado's
administra
as governor of New Gali .a. This review
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extended to all important ImbIie officials. In the case of the •
conduct of the expeditio~ the investigating judge-was instructed to hold hearings,\ gather testimony and forward it
; ,to the high tribunal at Mexico City for study and final disposjtion of the matter. IF the investigation of public offi'cials the judge had full ~~wers to gather testimony, press
charges, impose and execU/te sentence.
.
Accordingly, Judge Tejada summo;ned fourteen memincluding Coronado himbers of the expedition to ltestify,
I
self. The testimony reve4led that violences had been committed in dealing with thel Indians of New Mexico, for they
had been forced to give fobd and clothing against their will.
,This, with other abuses, blaci led the natives to revolt. Re,sponsibility rested on COltonado, as general of the expedi~'tion, .and his officer, L.6p+ de' Cardenas., The six charges
,.~. lodg;d again.st Coronado bY Fiscal Bena~ente were: .(1) ex,; ceSSIve punIshment of t~e rebel IndIans of 'ChIametla,
',:: (2) failure to name a capable person to rule at St. J~rome,
.:' (3) unnecessary attack on Cibola, (4) waging war Qn the
>~ Indians, (5) secret execution of the' Indian named the Turk,
.' and (6) failure to plant colonies.
"
These charges were pressed as a result of the testimony
obtained by Judge Tejada, who submitted to the witnesses
twenty-five elaborate and carefully prepared questions to
establish whether Coronado allowed' his soldiers to blaspheme and use profanity, if he protected the natives, if he
consulted with the friars, if he summoned the Indians to
peace before waging war, and if he punished his men for
misconduct. Finally the high court at Mexico acquitted him
and cleared him of all charges.
The testimony implicating <Jardenas was forwarded to
Spain where he had returned, injured, from the expedition, after having fallen heir to the family estate at the death of
his oldest brother. The Spanish authorities brought criminal charges against hi~ and clamped him in jail at the
-fortress of Pinto near Madrid. Both the d.·own and Cardenas ~alled for additio~~l testimony'- and ~s a result we
~
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have records of other hearings held in Mex co. For five long
years ~ardenas rem~ined in prison wh e the attorneys
wrangle~ in court. Finally he was senten ed to pay a fine
and to serve at the frontier as a soldier fo one year at his
own expense.
The court records of the Cardenas tri I comprise more
than four thousand sheets. The testimonie given in Mexico
by some thirty former members of the exp dition are quite
prolix but very much alike, whether favora
or adverse to
the leaders of the expedition. The testimo ies of Coronado
and Cardenas add interesting
.. details to the arratives of the
eX:t>edition. From them and from other wi nesses we learn
that in the Rio Grande valley in the neighb. rhood of Bernalillo were some fifteen pueblos, located on b th banks of the
rive~. Of these pueblos, two, .Arenal and~~ohi'. we:e ~t
tack¢d and entered by the SpanIards. Cast· neda, In hIS ~llS
tory]of the expedition, says two hundred In, ians were killed
at Arenal alone. This figure is a gross ex ggeratibn. All
wit~esses agr.ee that the total number of prisone~s taken
was about eighty, and the number sentence to be burned at
the stake, between fifteen and thirty.
ow' mamy were
actually killed is. still not clear. The fae· that the fiscal
. charged Cardenas with the death of thirty I ads -tus to' believe
that no more than fifteen died, in view of the fact that a
prosecutor always inflated his accusation kpowing they
would be reduced by the defense. In defese of Coronado
and his management of the expedition, .ceroy Mendoza
stated that not even twenty members of the expedition,
counting soldiers, servants and Indian ~Ilies had died in the
venture. 'This is indeed a remarkable re ord. We have
checked the dOCfments to verify the viceroy' statement and
we find it subst~ntially correct. It is, not e sy, however~to
estimate how many native Indians were-kille . Our reckoning, based on the testimony giyen at the tri Is, shows that
perhaps one hundred natives may have peri hed as a result
of the coming of the Spaniards. Castaiie 's figures are
altogether unreliable. But his exaggeratIon have been ex-
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by some historians and writers bent on the sensational. J ournalistic writ~rs would make one think that lust
and zest for gold were ~e only incentives of the Spanish.
conquistadors, and that rr.ligious zeal, a spirit of adventure;
;
and all intellectual curiosity counted-for nothing.
Judge Tejada conducted
the two inquiries simultan...
1
eously. In the summer of 1544 we find him in Guadalajara
examining the past record of all the chief public officials. As
a result of his investi~tion he brought charges against
Coronado indicting him ~n thirty-four counts. The indictments comprised accepti~g gifts, which governors were absolutelyforbidden by law: to accept; not paying for the wine
consumed at his home; pl~ying cards for big stakes; failing
to build- bridges; neglectlng duty, showing favoritism, etc.
.., Coronado testified in answer to these charges oli September
i, 1544;: He did not' prope to be a forceful witness ',as did
Cardenas, whose testimo~y far overshadows his in interest.
Judge Tejada dismissed /Some of the charges and imposed
i
fines for others. The total amount of the fines assessed was
a little over 607 gold pe~os. Coronado's immediate appeal
was still being fought o~er nine years later by his various
lawyers, who were tryiItg to regain for their client some
from him~ When he died in
towns that had been ta'ken
,
November of 1544, his appeal was still pending. Not until
fifty years later did Co~onado's grandson say .his grandfather"had been vindicat~d.
. It,is curious that anjlOng the thirty-four charges lodged
against Coronado by Judge Tejada is one to the effect that
he receiv.ed his g~vernot's ;salary illegally for three years.
Another such accusatiotJ., made against Coronado by the
partisans of Cortes, wa~ that his appointment was illegal,
as the \dceroy had had ino authority to appoint a captain
gen.eral. In the court reyords we found Coronado's appointment as captain general Qf the expedition. The appointment
states specifically that ~oronado is to be ,paid the salary
assigned to him as.governor of New Galicia during the time
he is with the expeditiqn to Cibola. in the service of the
<L
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crown. Viceroy Mendoza named Corona 0 to this post by
virtue
royal ~edula dating from 1535 which authorized
him as iTiceroy to appoint as captain geneal someone other
than Cortes if he thought it desirable.
he viceroy held(this cedula in reserve for fi~e years befor~ he had occasion,
to use it.
:
Cristobal de Onate, who had been a ting governor of
New Galicia during the absence of Coron' do, came out of
the inquiry unscathed. In fact, Judge Tejada used the'
occasion to praise his administration and public spirit. Governor Onate was the fat~er of Juan de Oliate, the founder
of New Mexico in 1598. Other associates: of Coronado did
not fare so well under the scrutiny of :the investigating
judge. Alonso Alvarez, Coronado's page ind guidon, drew
a twenty pesos fine for engaging in a figh, ,inside a church.
The heaviest sentence was-imposed on jail r ~iego de Colio
for striking a prisoner in his -custody. :ije was fined two
hundred pesos and suspended from office fIr two years. In
Spain, where this sentence was for,warde' for review, the
Ii
public prosecutor appealed ~t as too light..
An. Indian chief accused of traffic~i g in slaves was
sent~nced to be exposed at the public squa e of the town to '
the derision of his own people. This pu ishment was extremely effective, as the Indian chiefs fared nothing so
much as humiliation. Judge Tejada's me hod"of,'assessing
fines is quite illuminating. Fines imposed and collected for
quarreling in the church were used to buy ,hurch ornaments .
and for the upke~p of the buildings. Ji1ines imposed on .
Cardenas were applied to defray passag , of friars from '-.
Spain to Mexico and to support charitie~ in New Spain.
Money collected from publi~ officials accu~ed of neglecting
• their duties or of other offenses was used ~to build, bridges·
l
and maintain barges.
Coronado's appointment as captain general
to lead th~
I
'-'
expedition to Cibola is important as it ~on~ins the tnstruct!ons of Viceroy Mendoza, who charges COronado with t)1e
proper conduct of the expedition and the gqod treatment of
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the Indians. He was to s~nd back reports of what he found
in the new: country, to take possession of any good land he
might filld fpr his MajestY and hold it until further orders.
This seems to indicate that Viceroy Me~doza was intent on
eoloniz~:tion. While it is tlrue that Coronado's party was not
properly equipped to esta~lishcolonies, reinforcements would J
have been sent from Mexico. In fact, Juan Gallego arrived
with thelp just as Coron~do was about' to return. Nevertheless, failure to est,abl~sh colonies was one of the six
charges lodged against C(>ronado after the investigation of
his management of the e:,ipedition. This was also the most
seriou~ charge press¢d ag~fnst Lopez. de Cardenas in Spain.
Fiscal Villalobos asked that Cardenas be sentenced to pay
the crown 500,000' ducat~, the sum he reckoned the crown
had lost by the failur~ to ~stablish colonies.
'That colonization \Va~ in the mind of Viceroy Mendoza
is also shown by his insttuctions to ,Hernando de Alarcon,
who was to sail to the Gulf of California to establish contact
with Coronado and bring hirnsupplies. Alarcon wa'$ to
remain in charge of the :eolony that would be established
.on the Colorado River inj the neighborhood of the present
Yuma, Arizona, which w~s about as far as Alarcon came.
After Alarcon spent: considerable time sailing up the
Colorado Rfver, he decided to return to Mexico when he
learned that he was stillithirty or forty days' travel from
Cibobi. Before leaving, "he distributed Spanish chickens,
hens and cocks, to the Iridians and told them how tQ take
care of them. He distributed also wheat and other seeds and
instructed the Indians how to plant and cultivate them. This
is another indication that) colonizing was one of the aims of
the expedition. Before retkIrning to Mexico, Alarcon planted
many crosses and erected a small shrine by the Colorado
River, which he named Bhena:'Guia River after the emblem '-'
of the viceroy. Alarcon had'been empowered by the viceroy to draw legal proce~ings and take possessio~ of the
land for his Majesty. Solin his report to the viceroy, Alar. con said he brougl\t along1 numerous legal acts of :eossession.
I

I
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While these documents probably were no 'worth much, the
detailed information contained in his r ort is extremely.
valuable.
These court records do riot make ve inte:r:esting -\I"eading. But the' testimony of the variou witnesses often
furnishes details which, when pieced tog ther, give a good
~ composite picture of the whole expedition As each witness
was required to identify himself when he 'was sworn in, we
are able to tell som~thing about many of these men. Thus
we know now there were about a dozen uropeans in the
expedition who were not Spaniards. Mos of tjlese foreigners were. Portuguese, but there were alsoltwo Italians, o~e
FrenchIIl:an, one Scot, and a German, whp was the bugler.
We know likewise that three Spanish sold ers brought their
wives along in the expedition. One of the e women wanted
to remain in New Mexico as a colonizer; another nursed
the soldiers who were ill and mended th ir clothing. The
first one testified against Coronado.
The number of pueblos in the Rio Gr nde valley in the
Bernalillo-Albuquerque area is given by most of theuwitnesses as :fifteen. The pueblos mentioned by the witnesses
in the province of Tiguex are Arenal, AI nfor or Coofor,
Alameda, Cruz, Circo, and Moho or Mohi.
Early in the sixteenth century, decre s were issued in
Spain to the e!fect that conquistadors or . heir descendants
should be" favored in appointments if p perly qualified.
The members 01 Coronado's expedition, w 0 were all classed
as conquistadors, were not slow in tilin applicationf?, for
appointments or rewards. These testim~lnials stating) the
services to the crown by the applicant a his forefathers
are .extremely v~luable in that they give us reliable information about individuals not found elsewhere. We' have photostatic copies of many such te~timoniaIs. thers were pub. lished by Icaza in his biographical "dicti ~ry." From all
these documents cQmbined we were able t add forty-eight
names to the muster roll of Coronado's 1rmyand to tell
something about each one. The muster lontains o:oly the

.
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names of those who were atf, Compostela on February 22,
1540. In it each soldier, in addition to his name, gives the
number of horses and the equip~t he carries. The muster
does not "list those who had gone ahead to escort the friars,
or t~ose who were still o~ their wa~ and who joined the
expedition at various pla~es on the route. It does not include the friars, the women, the servants or the Indian'
allies. From the various records we ·find there were 1300
.Indians and'" some negroes" in the expedition. The total
number of horses and mules
. was about six
. hundred, which,
with the cattle, comprised 1500 head by actual count,
according to Coronado. ItI was one of the best organized
expeditions ever sent afield in New Spain. The human
element was of very high·qhality. Many of Coronado's men
belonged to the nobility ~nd to distinguished families in
Spain., Of more than 'sixU-t witnesses called, only two were
unable to write their names. N 0 cod~ces or graphic descriptions of the land traveled by Coronado's men have survived.,
However, we know that at least 'two chroniclers and two
painters had been purpos~ly sent ,with the expedition to
prepare a picture history of it. Coronado said he sent back
pictorial descriptions of th~ country. Alarcon, too, had an
Indian draw pictures of ihe most notable things of the
country.
i
::rwo petitions addre~s~d to the crown by a grandson of
Francisco Vazquez de Corqnado and by a grandson -of his
oldest brother, Gonzalo,' give us interesting family history
of Coronado. Coronado did not Ie-ave any male heir. His
only son,' Juan, died young. ' On October 14, 1605, Don Francisco Pacheco de Cordoba y Bocanegra, a son of Coronado's
daughter, Dona Marina, presented a detailed testimonial to
the crown asking for 10,000 gold pesos annual income for
life, to be made a marquis or count, to be granted the gown
of the order of St. James,and to be-'properly employed in
Spain or the Indies. He based his petition on the services
of his Paternal and maternal grandfathers. Of Coronado
he claims that as a result 6f wounds and illness contracted
i
.
I
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during the time of his expedition he died rematurelyand
did not build up an adequate estate for his amiIy.
Juan Vazquez de Coronado, grandson f Gonzalo, oldest
of the €oronado brothers, presented, in 1 9'0 a testimonial .
of the services of his forefathers. He sai his ~andfather
Gonzalo Vazquez de Corona~o had three ot er brothers, and
that Francisco was the second born. H shows that the
Coronados were prominent at the court in Spain. This
CoronadO descendant does not ask for an hinge He files
his testimonial only for future r~ference.
While in the celebration of the Cuar Centennial the
emphasis is being placed on Coronado's e edition, it does
not follow that our interests are limited to hIs brief period.
The Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publjcat ons, comprising
eleven volumes, will cover the history of, w Mexico from
the time of Coronado to the end of the ei teenth century.
These volumes will contahl considerable new materials,
only recently acquired. The volume deali \ with the postCoronado period will be based almost entirel on unpublished
materials. The volume on Onate will bem de up mostly of
documents never before published either in nglish or Spanish. The volume devoted to Father Bena -des will contain
in addition to his Memorial of 1634, many ther documents"
photographed at the Vatican Library in R me~ Practically
" all of this material has never h~en publish d hefore. These
are only some of the bare facts pointing ou the value these
photographed documents have for the's holars who!:'are
helping to unravel New Mexico's history.' he value or use
of these materi~ls is not limited to any .ind vidual or ~oup.
Anyone interested in the study of the de elopment of the
Southwest will find these materials valua Ie, if not indispensable.. The University of New Mexic has now some
75,000 sheets of photographed source mate ial on hand. If
the pre~ent rate of acquiring photostatic c pies of original
documents and printed materials continue, despite the inadequate funds available, the University of New' Mexico
,
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will soon become the cen~er of h,istorical research for the
Southwest. With the materials on hand it. is now possible
to study in detail anyph~e of New Mexico's history fr~m
original sources, provided jthe schola~ is competent and willing to use them.
')
I
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Landscape for Nothing
"Suck astk~ poor in ·California"
~

~

By WrrfIAM PETERSON
1

Nothing like tall gr~1n palms to make a heart
. stand out equal t stars.
.
Nothing like the Ion green lifting of music
and the green hetghts to ascend
and the green horizons
~
laid out before u~ in perfect order.
~
Such as the stuff of ~pring is always with ~~
for us, and a fOI1une that
JH
cannot quit the ung imagination.
J

·l

.

I

yr

And the drowsy day, are just so many leaves,
fan-shaped leaves, fat with caressing
and forgetfulnes~,
And the mild dumb ~ills are green with content.
I

I

Nothing to ask ours~lves about or want to do,
Nothing but the, lon,'&" green poems of the palms
waltzing in a cOQI free sky.
• i

!

i

.'
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Nothing in a Coffin
By GEORGE AMBERG
E IS DEAD.

.

H
TJiere, in three small words, is t~e fhole story. He ('
was alive and now he is dead. He walke , breathed, ate, .
drank, talked, shouted, cried, was happy .was sad, loved
and hated, worked and played, slept, was ~~ck and died. He
was only one of the mob: he ran as frantically as the rest of
them, pursui'itg the elu~ive: happines~ mo*y, contentment,
security, position, prestige, respect of his 'fellow-Men-the
things most of us spend our lives looking ,for. He walked
this earth and.,had a face and a name; the ~ost any man ever·
has, after the husks have been stripped aWlay : a face and a
name. And now he is dead and he walks ljlo mor~, pursues
the elusive no more.
~ "
I worked beside him for a short time during his very
short life. 'Working at "the monotonous, eaningle~s tasks
I wo~ld become bored and petulant; in thiJ he was· betfer
man than I: he was a better office-worker.1They could have
,applied all the adjectives to him, all thoJe high-sounding
words: industrious, frugal, ambitious, mlnnerly, respectful to his eld~rs, and all the. rest of them )And ~ornings \
when I came to work, doped and half-grog from the liquor
of the night before, he would chide me as a slacker~ a fool
with no future.
I to him: "Don't you understand? It s' not the liquor,
or the drinking of it, that's important; it' life in me that's'
important. Life all tangled up with death; and both of them
seeking outlet. I drink to feel life and so ~times I drink to
feel death."
He to me: "'Rummy I"
" And so those days went by, he worki g hard, carvipg a
future for himself, ready to work overti
perform extra
work, all with the op.e thought of progres , pf getting somewhere. I, half-mad with ennui, deriding im all the while: . .
[ 107]
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"You work too daihn hard. Your future, you say'? Well,
what of your future? Ybu want to get somewhere? Where?
Where do you want to ~et ~ .. ? You certainly aren't interested in traveling. .Andl so, your future is the place where:"
you want to get. Well), where will that be? A good job
pe~haps, if you're luck~ enough and you kiss enough cans
to get along; forty, fifty bucks a week, and then-phit!
Don't be a damn fool 1 IGet what you can out of life; feel
excited and -angry and I ecstatic: feel anything you damn .
please; but feel! Why live if it's going to be otherwise? You
might as well he dead if you don't have sensations." :
I am not at all sorrY that I said any of those things.' I
am only sorry that he d~d not get more into his life.
One day he left the ~ob: the beginning of his long journey to somewhere. He 1lhad found something much better: .
more money, more futur~, more .... So he left the office, the
people saying: "There's la boy who's going to get ahead ....
He's got the stuff in him,I all right .•.. He'll
make good in a
'
big way: just watch his ~moke !"
. No,.word of him for months; and then one afternoon,
late, walking along J ohljl Street I saw him ahead of me. I
rushed to him, saying th~ usual things in the usual way. He
was sick. He told me $0; but I knew, before he told me. :
Death was in his face: ihI the beaten expression of his eyes; ;
in the pulpy skin of hisl face; in the tired set of his shoulders. I kidded him. Wha,t
else could I do? And he,"kidding I'
I
me: "You don't look so 'fell yourself, you old rumpot. What
,are you talking about: n?t looking well? Why, I'll bet you've
been doing more boozing ~nd more whoring I"
That night I mentibned
to one of my intimates that I
I
,had seen my ex-co-work¢r. Speaking: "He doesn't look well
'at all; you should see him and you'd realize. He should rest;
get out of this stinking pity. But he wouldn't think of getting away: there is worlr to be done . . . . His ambition, you
-know."
And then there was no word of him for some weeks.
I had forgotten ,my gloomy predictions for him. And then
I

I

I

.

-
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a telephone call and a voice: low, thro ty with sorrow:
"Williams ... 1 I want to speak to Bob illiams ..... Oh,
Williams, this is Bob Mallon: Jim's brot er, you know ...
I ... I called up to tell you that . .. that . .. he-died last
4
night!"
I, holding the phone- stupidly, stun ed, unable to be
coherent; muttering something about c min~ to pay respects; offeri~g useless words of condole .c~; .realizing the'
ineptness of my remarks: wanting only ne thing: to end
the conversation. Then it was over and I turned to some of
my fellow-workers: "Mallon's dead; died I J~t night." But no,
reaction on those faces, nothing, except hlilmor at this latest
stupid joke of the office jester: "Ho ho hd. Now Wll us an- .
. ' r .
~
.
other one."
Anger rose up in me, anger at the~e people, at' this ·
stupid, repetitive life we were leading, dt their smugness, .
t.heir seJf-satisfaction, at my oWn timid jears of losing the .
skein of security that held me to three meals a day and
spending-money. Anger, anger: "Oh, y u goddam dopes, .
stop' that stupid laughing! Stop !" FaceJ molded into sur-.J
prise. "Jim Mallon's dead and I'm not jolting about it a bit..
'.: He's dead. You know,You brilliant ap : devoid of life: ~
heart stopped beating: doesn't breathe i y more. You get
it now: dead-like a doornail!"
The people: "What a shame . . . acing shame . .. a
pity :and he so young ... so very.: ambi iOllS ••• so sudden'
too
terrible . . . shocking . . . oh, a co ection: the whole
office must give: flowers ... give ... ve L• ~ awful, but
that's the way it 'goes: that's life, all ri ht ',.;. . here today
here today and go e today ... oh, .of
and gone tomorrow
after all, that's t least 'hny of ,us
course, a collection
... what about a mass ... 1"
Nothing! Nothing!
Then night-time and the wake: on four out of the
office to see Jim Mallon, lying still, cold, marble-like in his
satin-lined coffin. Outside the dark backd op of a city night":
heavy and oppressive, like a thick curta n over the world;
,;
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and inside veiled lights~ sorrow, bereavement. One of the
four knocking for adm'ission:' one light rap in deference to .
the dead; and I feeling an intruder, an impostor, among
these people and those who would be in the house, some of .
whom loved him; for I did not love him: I never would have
loved him: he was just another human being to me.
At the door we were met by the funeral director: pro.fessional mou:r,'ners of America, incorporated: sorrow and .
sympathy at so much an hour. Resplendently attired in a
morning coat ~nd striped trousers, he had the air of a doleful master of ceremonies, officiating in lieu of some almighty .
power. He ushered us':into the parlor, smoothly, suavely,
I thinking: jeez, this ~y ought to hand out programs.
All around the long room there were campchairs for
the mourners: red...eyed women sat uncomfortably
,. on a few
of them, interrupting tJileir sorrow long enough to take inventory of the newcomers: grief on tap. In one corner the
men of the party lounged, hair slicked back, and red necks,
protrudi.ng from the stiff white collars: murmur,' murmur,
,murmUr: talk-but respectful talk. At the front of the
room, banked with flowers, was the coffin; and In the coffin,
dressed in an oversize tuxedo, was the corpse. A tuxedo:
pleasure suit: the final ~nd ultimate irony!
For some moments I looked down at the body, knowing'
that I was not seeing Jim Mallon, nor even an approximation
of Jim Mallon. I saw corpse: made up, hair fluffed, lips
sewn, looking. as only a ': corpse can look: empty and. uninhabited. !I stood for sortie time looking at nothing: nothing
dressed in a t~xedo, hol9ing ros£ry beads in its hand, nothing nicely embalmed, nothing with rouge on its cheeks. My
companions got down on their knees and said nothing to
nothing for nothing.
. And ithen the inevitable and awful respects': pale, sorrow-stricken younger brother, muttering something, anything; and we joining in the travesty: "Sorry as hell, old
man ... terrible thing to happen .•.. What was it, may I
ask?"

a
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The stout mother, dazed with sorrow wanting yet nlt
wanting the people about her; annoyed y t grateful of or;
presence. All of us feeling superfluous, useless: for 'o*r
sorrow (what little there was of it) was thing in the face
of hers: sad, sad woman: "My boy is gon ... gone ...gone·
... Why did God have to take him? Wh couldn't He have
let him stay with me a little while longer?
y ... ? Why ... ?
But God's will be done: he is, perhaps, ha pier in that other
world."
The stout, affable father: life goes . n in the face of
"sorrow:, the stoic. The man's man obey ng the punctilio:
personally thanking each visitor : "Yes, t certainlY. was- a
shock to us . . .. Didn't expect it at all, ou know; though
Jim hadn't been well of late. . .. Well, at's Hfefol- you,
all right. . .. And I want to thank you or· coming over. I
don't know you, of course, except from. "hat I heard from
Jim-yes, he mentioned you' a couple 0 times-but I do
appreciate it .... Thanks again." Han shakes and condolences.
~
And then Jim's girl friend, wanderi about, stealthily
obvious in brushing tears from her mas. ra-Iustered eyes;
paying little attention to anyone but in,'idiously: diverting
attention to herself: she being, of course the gh~l Jim left·
behind him.
Words and more words: farewells t the living. And
finally, with a last look, farewell to Jim' allon: ~othing.in
a coffin.
J

I

I
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Tal~ with Manuel

T

By

:KijNNETH SPAULDING
.1
I

You, Manuel, with all your yesterdals:
What is it from your eyes like flakes of flintThe stone your hate has chipped against these years?

Only the gone time when that land.
Loped on forever arid forever sky
Was waitinl! th~re b1yond the pra~rie's edge.
I was wolf-free on tk(I,t reach of land:
Underneath my thigh, the rifle's throat
My living: the~e and in my hand
'My eye like arrows tdI the prairie's rim.
I

..

One time in the' grey Jf not-yet-sun .
-They shook the war Y~U like a feathered lance;
I once through willo~s watched a summer wind
Flutter bonnet feathers for a mile.
I

N~w the .land is t~roJ,n. Roped .tight and thrown
W1,th lanats of W1,re: jthe rawhide loop
Is rotted as the yeste days I keep. ',.
AruJ,no tomorrow.

[ 112]
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I,

The American No-vet-Carl Van Doren-The
New York, 1940-"....$3.00.

Company,

Carl Van Doren, the well-known aut or of the chapters
on fictiQn ,iIi The Cambridge History of American Litera.ture, has for many years been the leadin authority on the
American novel. For some time his know edge of ~erican
fiction has been available in two distinct olumes;' but 'now,
in the revised edition of The AmeriCa N o'Vel, : Mr. Van
Doren has for the first time brought t e whole story of 1
American" fiction within the covers of a si gle book..
. . \
'.
It is indeed fortunate that the first complete account "I
of the American novel is written by am' of. discernment,
i
for the extraordinary growth of prose fict· n in recent years
has tended to ·obscure the main outline of ts national. development.· The author performs yeoman se vice both. for the
general reader and for the specialist. II clears a~ay the
underbrush which has almost. obliterated t e highroad lead-..
ing to the chief literary monuments of ou past, and blazes
distinct trail through the byways and ore remote areas
of our letters.
In the development of the American . ovel James Fenimore Cooper and Nathaniel Hawthorne a e set: forth' as the
. most important figures. Irving in the ske h and Poe in the
short story are hailed for their contribu ion to techni<lue.
Throughout the book the amount of discu sion given to the
works of each author is almost directly proportionat~ to
the estimate which Mr. Van Doren makes fthe artistic significance of each in American prose. Hen James leads the
list with twe~ty-seven .pages. Nathanie Hawthorne ~nd
Mark Twain, tie for a close second with enty-six.. James
Fenimore Cooper follows with twenty-two The three great~ American novels are unmistakably proclaimed: The
Scarlet Letter, Moby Dick" and Hucklebe
Finn.

a
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Mr. Van' Doren is i perhaps a little too generous to i
Cabell, who in the revie~er's opinion suffers from his artificial mythology, over-Iu*riant rhetoric, and an atmosphere
that is sexually unwhol¢some. And our historian errs in
the other direction in Itis estimate of The Last Puritan,
which he dismisses mer~1y as the rounding out and completion of George Santayan~'s philosophical works. Yet in the
main, Mr. Van Doren's jddgment is as sound as his interprEptations are illuminating. I
This revised and ehlarged edition of The American
.". Novel, ending with The Grapes of Wrath, clarifies the relationships and groupings of American writers of fiction. It
corrects certain miscon eptions about authors, books, and
characters. Many of Mr. Van Doren's observations and pronouncements are as cre ive and as gratifying'to the intellect and the senses as ar some of the great passages that he
quotes. No other' writer on American literature has his
fineness .,:of perception, \ accuracy 01 discrimination, or
subtlety of style; and t~ough a great history of American
literature as a whole is yet to be written, Mr. Van Doren has
giv~n us the definitive s~ory of o:Q.e of its most important",
divisions.
I

•

Q

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH

Univbsity of New Mexieo
Albuquerque
!

~

Historian and Scientist-Gi;l.etano Salvemini-Harvard University
Press, Cambridge,Mass.~ 1939-$1.75.
l

I

Of great interest tOi most historians is an analysis of
the many factors and problems that confront them. So it is
with considerable pleasu~e that we turn to this most delightful volume by the eminent exiled Italian historian, Gaetano
Salvemini.
The text is four lec11Ures delivered at the -University of
Chicago, and as the au~or says, "The printed form preserves the informal and icolloquial style." These lectures, a
summing up of experie es in historical research, reflect a
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sage, humorous, tolerant, and keenlyan~lytical mind. At
the outset the definitions of terms clearl I expounded place
the historians as scientists who endeav to "reconstruct
past events" 'from the "remnants" and tr ces left in human
~emory. On the other hand the social scientists de~ote
attention to "detecting uniformities and deducting laws" for
human behavior. "Intellectual hybrids" ate the crossbreeds
s~rin~ing fro~ his~orical a~d other. acti~ties; the resuU is
hIstorICal fictIon, lIterary bIOgraphIes, a~d propaganda of
various kinds. The historian strives to ascertain the facts,
and through these to lay down a backgro*nd ~or the conditions under which we live. ,He works with the hope that
laws "to which social phenomena confo~ wi~l be discovL
_
ered."
Working with "fragments of th~ past'~ loften poorly iPreserved and records that have- all the in~lCc\lracies of the
human recorder, the historian and social sbientist
must ~recL
.
ogni.ze his own biases, must be aware of the problem of selection of materials, must have imagination. ,With these limitations he may project his hypotheses and draw his conclusions, which of necessity change with the ch.anging events
of the centuries.
A delightful humanness is apparent throughout the
essay. When Mr. Salvemini speaks of philosophers of our
day he says, "I understand not one single thing," and again
he refers to Benedetto Croce as "a contemp~raryphilosopher
whom I sometimes manage to understand."
Humor also is ever present. It may be a remark relati~g
to the confusion of terms and the need for definition, which
he says is like "the case of ~the lady librarian
who was
.
puzzled whether to catalog a book on the Immaculate Conception under theology or embryology." Again he states,
"Nobody would expect Shakespeare to produce Hamlet's
birth certificate, or would investigate exactIiy how rotten was
the state of 'Denmark in Hamlet's day."
The essay evidences sagacity and real tolerance which
are the results, perhaps, of the author's bitter
, experiences in

-r-
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his exile from his homeland. He concludes "that our civilization will break down if the school fails to teach the incoming
.generation that there are some things that are not done."
This may, perchance, explain a part of Europe's present
disaster.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Alb1ltquerque

.

.Elizabethan and Jacobean Playwrights-Henry W~ Wells-Columbia
University Press, New York, 1939--$2.75.·

8

,

..

L '

.(

Seventy-five years of the English theatre are surveyed in
this volume and the plays of thirty-three dramatists with
references to the interaction of the times upon the theatre
and the theatre upon the times. Professor Wells says that he
does not pretend to offer "a radically new interpretation of
the entire movement," but does attempt a "fresh picture." ..
This new viewpoint is chiefly that of the changed temper of
the Elizabethan years as opposed to ~he Jacobean (the reign
0] th,e first James), a change the author traces in the audiences to which the stage made its appeaL The playhouse in
Shakespe.are's time was· one of the last broadly democratic
expressions of art E~gland was to know. It was built on the
wide appeal to the common people of the miracle and morality plays. Court and ·college playwrights brought outlines of
form and taste, but they accepte4 in large the spectacle,
clowning, ribaldry, and. solemn sentent~ousness which fed
popu;lar taste. The Cavalier theatre patronized by the aristoct:.atic socie~y of Jacobean London shut out this motley of
the' Elizabethan world, ~nd turned to the wit, grace, and
absurdity of its own upper class society. Fashionable Hyde
Park is the setting for one of Shirley's best comedies, and
conversational comedies in London drawing rooms are provided by Middleton, Fletcher, and Heywood. Ben Jonson's
sardonic genius bridges· the two eras, carrying in all his
vehicles, from Everyman in His Humor (1596) to The Mag-
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netic Lady, or Humors Reconciled (1632), a conception of
the theatre as a social agency that no other dramatist felt.
.Dr. 'Wells has an amazing range of information about
the plays of this fecund perIod in stag.e hi~to~ There is a
challenging statement on every page, andl frMuently a debatable one. Packed with so much information and so Ip.uch
opinion, the book cannot fail to be valuab~e to student and
instructor alike both for'details on· a wide~list of plays and
for interpretations based upon the letter !without ignoring the spirit of those times.
; '.
. i
A Treatise of Melancholie-T. Bright. Reproduced from the 1586
edition, with an introduction by Hardin Craig. Published for the
Facsimile Text Soc;iety. Columbia University Press, New York,
1940-$2.60.
'"

This famous little book has been ·familiar to ,~any
through the well-written interpretation 'given it by G. B.
Harrison's "Essay on Elizabethan Melancholy," published in
1929 with the reprinting of Nicholas Breton's Melancholike
Humours. ·Now in the first modern printing, a much wider
group of students-will find available at first hand the manual
which Ben Jonson, Marlowe, Shakespeare, Marston, Nashe,
and practically all litera~e Elizabethans consulted as an
explanation of "that tired feeling" and how to account for
the strange behavior of their friends.
When one considers the quack nostr,ums to which vast
audiences are exposed today through -visual and sound channels, an earnest little inquiry like Dr. 'Bright's with its concern for soul and body seems particularly commendable.
Striving to cure a friend of ''heaviness and uncomfortable
plaints," Timothy Bright discusses the nature of melancholy
in forty-one chapters, proceeding from the meaning and
causes of the word, to its bearing on the harmonies within '
the body" as the instrument of the soul. oneile.arns how affections are altered by the moist and cold qUfllities of a black
substance in the blood, and how kindn'ess, courtesy, and
grace from others can do ~ost to amelior~e this distemper.
rI

t·
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of melancholy. Diet, of course, is a fundamental concern of
Dr. Bright, and to all appearance in his Chapter VI, .he removed pretty carefully almost everything choice from the
Elizabethan larder, such as pork, beef, mutton (ram), goat,
venison, boar's flesh; water foul, oysters, crayfish, crab,
lobster;' milk and things made from it; eggs? red wine and
"whatsoever liquor, beare" ale or cider, is not cleere, and well
fined: as also if it be tart and sower." There is notlling to
be said for Robert Greene, who in 1591 died of a surfeit of
Rhenish wine and red herring. Six years before, he had
been warned against this very combination as capable of the
most serious disturbances. In fact, every Elizabethan could
have been, as Ben Jonson boasted of himself, "a ,creature of
most divine temper . . . in whom the humors are peaceably met" if only he had allowed Dr. Bright to be his guide.
There is an interesting chapter in which the reader
learns why when weeping he puts his finger in his ey~, and
another chapter in which people addicted to blushing and
bashfulness discoverthe seat of the trouble to be melancholy.
Christopher Marlowe seems to have read Chapter 19
in order to furnish TamDurlaine with the senses of the soul
which will glut themseltes after his body's death, and for
Jacques as well as Hamlet·~hakespearemay have found'prescription in Dr. Bright. -,'
Congratulations to the Facsimile Text Society for continuing to 'diminish the list of unavailable source materials in
English literature, and thanks to the editor,' Professor
Hardin Craig, for his
. brief but learned critical introduction.
.
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
I

Hardy of Wessex-Carl J. Weber-Columbia University Press-New
York, 1940-$3.00.

It is proper that the centennial of Thomas Hardy's birth

should re-direct attention to his work. The Southern Review devotes an entire. issue (Summer, 1940) to Hardy.
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Carl J. Weber's study, although not essehtially a critical
work, r~lates Hardy's personal life to his~a+eras writer and
puts under one cover much valuable mat J{ial for furtheJ."l
study of the English novelist and poet. rofessor Weber
re-emphasizes two facts about Hardy th t cannot be too
often repeated. The first is that Hardy's-' rimary love was~
poetry; cons~quently, his abandonment 0 the novel after
the harsh reception given Jude the Obscu e in the closing.
years of the nineteenth century was not s much the petulant withdrawal it has often been said to b . A ,second fact
which Mr. Weber properly stresses is that ardy's profound
pessimism was accompanied by a distinctl melioristic philosophy, which kept Hardy largely free of any sickly self-,
pity, although he was too good an artist a d too blunt and
direct'a m,an to relax in his Writings from.~ln.y of the rigors
of his pessimism.
\
Hardy
some f the encomiums
. perhaps floes not deserve
.
heaped up,on him by such a critic as profes~or William Lyon
Phelps. Neither in lyrical power, imagj, ative sympathy,
nor breadth of interest was Hardy a Shp. .espear.e of anything. Ne'\tertheless, Hardy's novels are infllmtely more than
the melodrama, coincidence, and rhetoric ~hat any sophomore can certainly detect in them. Virgi1.ia Woolf's complaint that Hardy sometimes
wrote atrocippsly, and Edwin
,
Muir's charge that his plots often lack the munded contours
of life are justifiable criticisms~ but no
damning in the
long run perhaps than the Classicists' charge that Shakespeare was full of ~onceits. Hardy was c'ohsi~tent in his view .
of life, with the terrible consistency of hi intuitions. Despite the ironic banter of Hardy himself about how· "the
President of the Immortals, in: Aeschyl an phrase, had
finished his sport with Tess," there is, impl cit in the structure of Tess of the D'Urbervilles and oth Hardy novels,
a terrifying justice and balance. Hardy ill perhaps live
even longer as a poet of painstaking cra tsmanship who
achieved through his art some of that d tachment from
,

~
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personal feeling which he and many contemporaries thought
destiny or fate had achieved in its attitude toward mortals.
Professor Weber's well-documented study sets the record straight on many facts about Hardy, and in its appendices indicates where further profitable study may be pursued. One wishes sometimes that Mr. Weber were less interested in trackil1g down the specific individuals who sat for
their portraits in the novels, and were more interested in
studying the springs of creation. But at least the author
sticks to what' he can prove and attempts nothing that he
does not do well.

r

DUDLEY WYNN

University f)f New Mexico
Albuquerque

Lullaby-Eor a Distraught Adult
By
~

HAROLD

W. HAWK

Sleep, tired eyes and tired heart I love,
Sleep and rest!
Escape the pain that is not thine aloneForget the long day's irritation and the night's unending
dragThou wert born for a better world than this-or worse!
Sleep, tired eyes and tired heart;
Sleep and rest.

0',

Sleep,
heavy sleepless ey.es and tortur.ed, restless mind
I love,
.
.
Sleep and rest!
Be sure that once asleep as thou wouldst be
There'll be no more waking with a cryThere'll be no waking through a timeless timeSleep, oh, weary burned-:out eyes and emptied heart,
Sleep and rest!.
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Our Southwe8t--Erna Fergusson.l Alfred A. Knopf, New York and'
London t. 1940-$3.50. .
f
i

Besides its inherent and ever-present res urces of uniqeness, the Southwest has in'this year another claim upon the
nation's attention. The celebration of a fo r-hundred-year
history is a feat in which few re¢ons of th United States
can indulge themselves. The: Southwest is oth the oldest
and the newest region in the 'United States; it has been inhabited by· Europeans the longest of all re ·ons, but it has '
been dominated by Anglo influences only bd fly. To the historian and anthropologist, the Southwe.st is old, almost
static.; to the ordinary American it is still a ind of frontier;
to everybody who observes it, it is a region of almost oyerwhelming physical beauty upon which hum ' life will probably never make more than a dent. 1t is untameable in
the large but lovely in those spots where hu an beings live
with it and do not try to'drive it. The Squth est may be the
chosen region to teach Americans humility. For it is a land
that will not ,submit to rape or large-scale xploitation.
Nobody knows these things better thJl Erna Fergusson, native New Mexican, whose sense of istory extends
down to and through the present, whose 10 e of uniqueness
does not blind her to the inevitability of ch nge. Miss Fergusson is the kind of pers$ who, admiring the ruggedness
of a Charles Goodnight or a Colonel Donip an, can never.:.
theless see that the future of the Southwest ay depend upon.
some opposites of Anglo individualism: ooperativeness,
community sense, the land above profits, life bove glib progress. She sees the glamor of the Southwes rn past at the
same time that she knows that many of i traditions are
not now usable. Her best scorn is reserv d, however, fQr
those things' that relate to no 'Worthy past: alIas' aping of
Fifth Avenue, Prescott's desire to be nam d ~iggest, best,
and even oldest in everything, Santa Fe's ansient bohem~
ians, Tucson's dude ranches. And het" "dmirations are
I
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catholic: San Antonio and its mayor, Sharlot Hall's museum in Prescott, Taos and its artists~ Fred Harvey's civilizing influence, the willingness of the people of the Llano
Estacado to learn frompitter experience. Our Southwest,
then, product of a civilized mind, neither gloats- nor damns
undiscriminatingly, although it keeps its love of its region
quite intact.
A· few chapters are not entirely satisfying. The author
often jumps from an almost a~ademic recital of the facts
of the past to a cataloging of certain modern superficialities,
notably in the cliapte:r: on Tucson. At the other extreme is
the chapter on .Taos, in which Taos' vivid and strange past
is made to relate to its present ominousness and unpredict. ability. This chapter is right; the one on Tucson very nearly
becomes mere reporting. Excellent in their choice of detail
and their summarizing power are the chapters on the
archaeologists, the Indians, and the folk customs of the
Southwest.
On the whole', Our Southwest is the kind of book that
no mere ~istorian, on the one hand,~ anChIO ll~e reporter,
on the other, could write. It has clarity, well-directed
scorn, the occasional warmth of a justifiable infatuation.
The Southwestern reader will find that it clarifies his impressions. The reader who does not know the Southwest
could not find a better place to begin his reading.
The jacket drawing by Miguel Covarrubias and the
numerous photographs by Ruth Frank and others add
further distinction to a fine book. Certain New Mexicans
will perhaps find some comfort in the old map which is ex- .
cellently reproduced on theena sl].eets of Our Southwest,
'showing Floride, Nouveau Me xique, Canada, ou Nouvelle
France-and no Texas! And Texans will perhaps feel that
Miss Fergusson has taken a bit too literally her ,cue frQlll
the old cosmographer, whoever he was.
•

., DurJLEY WYNN

University of New Mexico!
Albuquerque
\.
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The Beloved House--Thomas Matthews Pearce-Th Caxton Printers,

Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho, 1940-$3.60.

.

New Mexico has had, and still has, h r share of the
geniuses of the world, Bandelier, Lummi's,
wrence, Mary
Austin, around whom have grown cults with resultant
opinions and. controversies. More or less sti ulating books
are written explaining them to the average m n of the street,
or appraising their genius. .The Beloved Ho e is outstanding among these. Dr. Helen M. Doyle of alifornia wrote
the first one, and there are two others now in preparation,
which will have difficulty in reaching the nigh stapda~d
achieved by Dr. Pearce.
~
"
The Beloved House will be accepted w th gratitude by
Mary Austin's admirers because Dr. Pearce presents her 'as
her friends Iffie-W her. He has succeeded in i';ing an impersonal, u~eD,lotional evaluation of Dr. Aust' . and .her individual outlook upon life, an approach wh' h, were she to
name it, she would call, the "masculine" a proach, the approach through the intellect, resulting in a scholarly work.
Having known Mrs. Austin for a numb r of years prior:
to her death~ Dr. Pearce is eminently quali ed for the work·
which he undertook. The public demands erfection in an
idol ano when this is not readily found pr ceeds ruthlessly
to push it off its pedestal and erect anothe one to worship.
Among those who knew Mary Austin were those on the one
side who could see only the imperfections, he eccentricities
which seem always to accompany genius." n the other side
were those who could see beyond these to th creative personality that she was.
"
In The Beloved House Dr.. Pearce r.e eals an amazing
understanding. of the complex character of his ~ubject,
presenting in a scholarly and at the same ime illuminating
and convincing manner the many facets of Dr. Austin's'
genius. He shows us the Small-Town W0 ;;tn, Dt. Mary'as
neighbor and friend, as housewife with her garden and
jellies and preserves, and as citizen; I-M ry, the Medicine
Woman, the mystic who puzzles her audi nce with her in-
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sight; the Prophetess amazing with her divinations; the .
Feminist, where she points the way for a stronger, less emotionalized womanhood. There is also portrayed Mary Austin I
the Naturist, of whom Dr. Pearce says: "Emerson loved
nature as a backgrounQ. to his thoughts, Mary Austin loved
nature as part of herself." Dr. Pearce could well have gone
farther and said that Mary Austin saw herself as nature, so
closely did she. live to that great Mother. This she discloses i
in her Land of Journey's Ending. He writes of her as
Naturist: "Erect, calm, self-consistent," drawing deftly,
accurately the portrait of Dr. Austin whom he puts properly
-with those other great naturists, Thoreau, Burroughs, Muir,
a true portrait to the few who could see her real nature
beyond the personality, for Mary Austin's pers.onality was
to most people,. perhaps to all who knew her but casually, so
complex, that they were unable to discern the greatness of
the individual that she was. This is true of 'all who. depart .
from the accepted norm. The White Buffalo is ever suspect. '
Dr. Pearce shows us the Poetess of the American
Rhythm, who recognized that America possessed a rhythm
of its own, peculiar to itself and distinct from that of
Europe; the Story Teller of One Smoke Stories, the- entertainer, the humorist; the colors combined in the Woman of
Genius, the facet which set her apart from the other women
of her time; her SYmpathy with and helpfulness to the less
gifted, or to beginners struggling for expression in the arts; .
her leadership in many important movements, such as that·
of the renascence of the handicrafts of the peoples of the
Southwest.
. When the antagonisms aroused by her aggressively
complex nature have had time to soften and recede into the
shadows where they rightfully belong, Dr. Pearce's evaluation of the genius of Dr. Mary will be understood and appreciated more fully .than in the immediate present, and The
Beloved House will prove to be an important contribution to
~he literature of our time. Those who have l?elieved in Mary'.
.,Austin as a Woman. of Genius will be grateful to Dr. Pearce'
!

"
f.
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for his unemotional search into and pres ntation of that
genius. He did a great q.eal of research be ore commencing
his work, visiting Dr. Mary's childhood ho e in Illinois, ipterviewing her friends and neighbors, to ga n first-hand impressions of the surroundings which helped to mold her
character. He personally visited her last r~sting place atop
Atalaya for personal impressions of her las monument, and
has with great restraint told of her interm nt there; recording dispassionately the events leading up 0 it. Casa Querida as a sheil still stands on the Camino, ut its heart lies
buried with Dr. Mary's ashes at the su mit of Atalaya .
Peak, a shrine to a pioneer, a Woman of G nius.
The book has -unusually beautiful for at, and is well
illustrated from photographs taken, in mos cases, especially
for the purpose. That of Casa Querida, 0 the front cover
in gold, very appropriately shows in the d tance the studio
of Frank Applegate, her co-worker in th arts and crafts
movement.
.
The Beloved House will ljve as a weI-painted portrait
of the life and the passing of a great but co plex personality
whose influence upon the life about her w 11 prove with the
passing of time to have been important an' constructive.
INA S ER CASSIDY
Santa Fe

j

hl )
i

Christopher Columbus, Being the Life of the VI
Magnificent Lord
Don Cris,to'bal Col6nr-Salvador de Madari~ga-The Macmillan
Company, New York, 1940-$4.00.
:.

Senor Salvador de Madariaga writesl.a clear, forceful,
interesting, and scholarly biography in his presentation of
Christopher Columbus. Dividing the work into six parts,
the author first takes up disputed problems of the early life
and ancestry of the discoverer of America. With clarity of
reasoning and an understanding interpretation of the records, Mr. :M:adariaga establishes the facts tl,lat Columbus
was a Genoese of Spanish Jewish descent, born into a
weaver's family, and turned sailor. These conditions coincid.e with materials that show the youth
not too loyal to
,

..
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Genoa, with a knowledge of Spanish Latin, and familiar
with the environment of Catalan Jewish cosmographers.
Coming to Portugal at a time when Prince Henry the
Navigator's sea-crusades and discoveries made Lisbon seethe
with the lures of Western navigation, Columbus read widely,
dreamed, and learned. Convinced of his destiny and failing
to carry weight in Portugal, he went to Spain. Throughout
these experiences, Jewish tendencies, the Converso reac- .
tions, and the sincere Christianity of Columbus are brought
out. To the monarchs of the Spanish court "he related ...
his imagination to which they did not give much credit."
Contrasting Col~mbus with Talavera, .Madariaga interprets the psychology of the two men and relates other
incidents which show up errors in earlier works and ·demonstrate the keen understanding the author brings to his
task. Many stories of the hero are dismissed as sentimental "twaddle." Cutting through the obscurity of older .works,
Madariaga vividly brings to life a picture of Columbus as
dreamer, scientific navigator, and man of action and ambition:'
,.
! Parts IV and V deal with the American adventure and
the subsequent glory of the adventurer, while the final sec- .
tibn most sympathetically presents "Fall, Death and Trans- .
figuration."
.
The book is excellent in style although sometimes there
is an annoying repetition of descriptive words and phrases
and over-IQng sentence~. The bibliography contains only
the records used in the study. The notes are comprehensive,
clear, and compensating although the arrangement at the
end of the volume is not-convenient. On the whole the work
merits praise for its keen insight into the chaDacter of
Columbus, the scholarly knowledge and interpretation of
the records, and the fine English of the distinguished Spanish historian.'

Un~versity of Nlw Mexico

Albuquerque

DOROTHY WOODWARD

.

I
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Figures in a Landscape-Paul Horgan-Harper and Brothers, New
y ork, 194o-~2.50.
,

Figures iJ a Landscape, Paul Horgan's latest book, is
particularly appropriate for New Mexico's Cuarto Centennial
celebration, since it is of this state particularly and it covers
in a series of stories, bound together by an account of the
land and its traditions, the three still familiar races which
have contributed to its heritage. But it is a~book which will
be read long after the celebration of New Mexico's exploration by Coronado has passed into memory"for -in this 'work,
t~alled a novel and yet comprised of stru<;turally independent- stories, will be found some of the author's best achievements
.
within the frame of the tale. '
Beginning with the landscape of the regio~ of the 10'1er Pecos Valley, and in time with the Spanish conquest, the
book discovers the quality of ,man's heritage there and sees
through that heritage the labor, the heattach~, the complexity-the mind, of its representative people, and their
emotions. Dramatically separate, the tales are linked together by the bonds.of land and its inheritance, wit~ such
links related in the form of brief essays: and between these
. the stories burgeon, their essence being dramatic sympathy
and imaginative realization.
Undoubtedly theread.er of any.collection of tales will
have his favorites; mine are "TO the Mountains," "The Captain'sWa~)l,"
"The Surgeon alid the Nun,"
"A Castle in
,
,
New Spain," and "In Summer's Name/'-.yet there are
others almost as appealing. "To the Mountains" is the ac-,
count of two little muchachos who find themse]ves suddenly
acting the.paIis of men: with their father aiV'ay, and a baby'
coming, they must provide the warm skins which will.assqre '
the infant comfort. How they fare is dramatic enough, but
how they think-how their child li¥es are realized by the
author-is what gives the- story its great ch~rm.
.
"The Captain's Watch;'l'is wri~en a~ound the ,clashes
between Indian and Army man, but here is an ext~emely'
original . tale, and within its brief twenty pag~s there
!

I

"

J
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emerges a memorable moment of 'understanding between the
brave and the lieutenant.
"The Surgeon and the Nun" discloses the temporary
merging of two distinctive kinds of discipline in a moment
of crisis, when a railroad section hand falls desperately
ill; at their par;ting, the' two discover their appreciation of
each other's ways, unsentimentally, but profoundly.
In "A Castle in New Spain," the reader of Southwestern
lore will discover a delightful freshness, not only of character and incident, but of tradition as well, since it introduces a German settler from the Fatherland, divulges his
dreams, 'and discloses the inheritance which he leaves to his
famifY.
In "In Summer's Name," a contemporary high-school
girl goes from her home town to ,Hollywood and fame, but
not before she discloses her emotional and impressionable
nature fully, and not before she brings out in her adventures
the cheapness of her chief companion, the sound sense of a
physician, the amazing emotional antics 'of a revival circuit.
There is always much in Paul Horgan's prose that is
precisely and delicately-poetically-wrought, and there is
much in this book that is so; it is frequently offset by stark
prose, sharply vulgar c4aracters, and hard, ringing details.
The pattern of the book is so flexible that to discover
a rigid principle beneath it is impossible, but I should like to
have found two sketches of characters-"The Captain" ard
~'The Tularosa Bobcat"--done as fully' as the stories of which
I have spoken with enthusiasm. These two, scarcely more
than notes for full characterization, seem slighted: they
would fit better in a volume of sketches such as Somerset
Maugham's On a Chinese Screen.
But no one will quarrel over the achievement of Figures
in a Landscape, which is substantial; it is a book which
deserves a wide, appreciative audience.
(

ALFRED CARTER

New Mexico Military Institute
Roswell.,
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:r
The Old Santa Fe Trail-Stanley Vestal-Houghton Mi1IUn Co., Boston, 1939--$3.00.

Given a fascinating subject and the avowed purpose ,of,
attempting "to recapture the experiences of. men of ~he
-Santa Fe Trail," Stanley Vestal writes a book that falls far
short of his goal. Often he mixes the vernacular of-those
days with approved English. For example, he inserts "Californy'r with no explanation OJ;". quotes int~ ~ :explanatory
paragfaph. This tends to giv~ one a confused approa.~h to
the subject being discussed, and there is certainly little
'j
.
feeling of the day of the trail follower.
Although the original narta~ives have lQ.een ~sed and the
"typical historical r:vents have been given'the <renter of the ~
stage," 0lle finds· inaccuraci~s that make one skepticaLof the'
use of the historical meth,od. ,Footnotes are without uni-~
formity and frequently lack exactness, the bilUiographical
data are not complete, and occasional ,comments
are not
,
impressive.
.
Some implications and conclusions' are rather hastily
drawn and are not well enough authenticated' in previous
works to permit the simple statements !here' to carry weight.
For example, the Comanches are s~id to have acq:uired
"repUlsive traits" after centuries 9f contact with Spanish
outposts. F. W. Hodge in his: Handbook of American I~
dians speaks of the Comanches-as having been pushed~ south.
from 'Wyoming" "comparatively recently." I Also attributing
the atrocities of these Indians even partly to their "racial
stock" is a statement quite difficult to prove. Affirming that
torture is transferred to the Plains Indians from the Southwest because of the Pawnee hUman sac:ritice is also ,a conclusion that can be easily challenged. There is use of linguistic names in the discu~ionof some points that seems to
'
indicate that the author ,is in confusion.
'\Yithout furt~er example it may be said tha~ Mr. Vestal
has a fine subject, is quite aware of the exten~ive sources
available, but has mixed facts a:pd hypotheses and has thus
obscured his purpose. It gives one the feeling oJ haphazard
I

,

. i

' .

,~,
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juggling to put the story together so that it is not accurate
and fails to give the conviction that one is experiencing. the
reactions of the men who followed the Santa Fe trail.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
Collected Poems, 1917-19{J9-.Edward Davison-Harper and Brothers,
New York, 1940-$2.00.
$

EdwajI'd Davison's poetry represents a tragically van-·
ishingera~ and it is with a peculiar sense of unreality that
one examines his Collected Poems, 1917-1939. An Englishman of the First World War generation, Mr. Davison is now
an American citizen, professor of English at the University
of Colorado. The poems of these twenty years are reflections
of a fip.e and sensitive inner life, with few revelations of the
impact of this life on the world in which the poet has had so
active a part.
The volume begins with a group of poems diverse in
tone and content. The lovely "At Tyne Dock" and "The
Unabsolved" are representative of dominant nostalgic and
personal notes; one or two, are vivid'lyrics of social protest
like "Cobbett's Ride"; "Two Encounters" and the betterknown "Ninth Witch" exhibit trenchant narrative skill.
Notable in the collection are two groups, "Eight VariatiQns
on an Old Theme, and Some Swans" and "The Bitter Year/'
The "old them'e" of the former is the poet's sense of persopal
frustration, voiced most concretely, perhaps, in "The
Sirens." _The four Sirens, Truth, Music, Poetry, and Nature,
have p~rsued him in, his youth, planted
Forever in his breast
The thorntree of unrest,
and now desert him "who "knows them his no longer" for
the- pursuit of younger poets. There is in this poem harmonious fusion of abstract idea and concrete symbol not
found in some of his more traditional work. "The Bitter
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Year," a sequence of rove poems, is a highly personal
record
,
u
in a more conventional vein.
This poetry has a "between two worlds" quali~ to a
generation hungry, in 'some measure, for poetry to illumine
, the problems of its time and tp fulfill the mission M,atthew
Arnold once proposed, that poetry must offer pold guidance
and consolation to men in time, of turbulence a~d despair. It
is perhaps unfair to lament Mf. Davison's abstraction from
this mission, but his own ~ast stanza in "Cobbett's Rid,e"
And there asleep falling like Piers the PIO'~man
I dreamed on the hillside, lost to the sun,'
A troublous and dark dream, vision of ruin
And dereliction, the end of Albion.

,I

spggests that this citizen of the old world and the new, master of a fine poetic technique, must have more to say to this
~
generation than has yet appeared.
·
'tyo·f LV.:f3W
1\.Ti
M exwo
.
Un~ver8~

KATHERINE SIMONS

A~~~~

j
Q

Pagans Praying-Roy A. Keech-The Clarendon Press, Clarendon,
Texas, 1940-$2.00.

Pagans Praying is a collection of poems based on the ,
religious life of the Pueblo Indians, by anethnologi~t, Mr.
Roy Keech. Mr. Keech has approached his subject sympatheticallyand understandingly. Vividly he draws realistic
pictures of the Indian' rituals' and dances, evofing the feel
and color of Indian worship.
e is student en~Ugh to catch
the almost childlike simplicity of Indian son and poems
and to record this through the repetition of houghts and
words. In such a manner he evokes the feelihg gf Indian
. rhythm, something that has been difficult fo:r: ~ white man.
The value of the book is enhanced by the vr,ry fine illustrations by Pop Chalee, the Indian artist, and by an intro"
ductory essay by Acee' Blue Eagle.
H.

Albuquerque
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Marble-Dorothy B. Hughe&-Duell. Sloan and Pearce,
N w York, 1940--$2.00•

.selda Cameron, ~ollywood designer on vacation in
New York, is returning from a concert ~t Carnegie Hall
when two gentlemen in evening clothes call ~er by her first
name, take hold of each elbow, and escort her to her apartment with the ease and familiarity of lifelong friends. But
they aren't lifeleng ,friends. They are utter strangers, but
~harniing, and they mention the name of Griselda's divorced
husband, who, magnanimously, has offered his apartment
for her stay. True, Con hadn't written about them, but he
named another friend in the apartment across the hall, Professor Gigland. Griselda does not protest; after all, they
have in no way harmed her. In her apartment they make ~
thel!lselves at home, ask" for a cocktail, and refer casually to
a blue marble for which they have come. Danny and Davia,
the Twins, are the guests, and as David mentions the blue
marble his eyes are "jewels, not real, oblong black stones."
You couldn't see into them or beneath them.
. This is the beginning of the search for the marble which
holds the secrets of a lost civilization with untold tiches of
gems and gold and of a day when the sun was harnessed,
when gravitation was controlled, when there was Utopia ·
on earth. Griselda is caught in an international plot to find
the key to world power. She discovers the superintendent of
the building dead in her apartment. The Twins are there,
smiling, apologetic. "A sad accident. Heart failure."
Griselda's husband returns to explain that he is working for·
the Bureau of Investigation in a plan to trap the dangerous
Montefierrow brothers. The innocent-looking walking sticks '
they carry are lethal weapons in fact, with a stilleto in the
end and tear gas in.the center. Murder in a bank, murder of '
a beautiful Hollywood actress, murder of an accomplice who
might reveal evidence all occur un4er circumstances out- '
wardly so casual that sensation of horror piles on horror
while the reader dances and dines and sparkles in the polite
society of cafes, hotels, and resorts. The dialogue is always
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bright and streamlined: But the ruthless search for the blue
marble proceeds.
If you don't wake up w~ndering whe~h~r the Twins
haven't come through the wall or up under the floor, holding
their elegant canes, and smiling urbanely whilf. their steely
eyes ask "the question, "Where is the marbl~?" then you
aren't the reader for this ~ook. Furtherm re, the blue
marble isn't' a silly thing to look' for. Con' r veals, at the
last that the marble is an imit~tion made in th, late Renais-'"
sance. The real marble still e~ists, but stilettqs and' poison
gas will fail to find it, here or anywhere else. 1 1
Mrs. Hughes has written a. corking mystery here with a
touch' of SYmbolism unusual i~ the mystery ~e. I .,predict
further novels of distinction form this sparkltng first.
I
I T . M. PEAR.CE
,

.

1

University of New Me~ico
Albuqu~rque

(

.

'

Mother of the Smiths-Lorraine CaTr-The Macmillan Company, New
y ork, 194o.=..$2~,50.
1

In Mother or the Smiths by Lorraine Carr the readei~: .
finds a story of eonflicts known only to the poor: first and
always, those U1~tJiccompany the activities: of m~i:Qt,aining
existence, of bein I pluck[ when assailed by the natural !
inertia of the underfed, of securing the greatest good out of
the most meager. opportunities, of looking beyond the barriers of present 4aYI realities to a·better time; then there are ;
, those conflicts that result from the clash between person-" '! alities not under~tood by more fortunate people. "
Though prinjlarily a story of Sabe Smith, who gives: herself unselfishly tb her family and even to her antagonistic
neighbors, Nug Nolan and his Mexican wife, it is also a story
of Sabe's pathetibally weak and worthless ~usband, Si, 3Jld
her six sons who ~h~ve the greatest faith in their mother. It
is a good story, :antl it is tragic story.' Its tragedy and
• pathos are reliev~d sometimes by amusing incidents, by the
little details of reality" somewhat shocking at times, and by - .
r

a
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the realization that·the very existence and hope of a community often lie in the good heart of a simple, uneducated, uncouth member of that community. The story reminds the
reader of the divine gift of seeing beyond the outward
appearance into the heart of a sincere soul.
The story is' true to the spirit of its setting though not
minutely accurate in descriptive details, for it is a story of
purely fictitious c.haracters and might be imagined as happening in any similar mountainous district of New Mexico.
The reader feels that the author chose Taos County as the
setting of her story because she loved the place and, therefore, wanted it, with all its naturalness and beauty, as the
background for Sabe. What the background gave to the
soul of Sabe was given by her to all her neighb.ars regardless
of race or creed.
The author apparently loved the characters she created
and felt she understood their suffering and their' ambitions
as well as the motives of their actions, but like many other
authors, she faced the problem of writing a dialect of people
who have ~o dialect except that of misplaced pronouns and
different evaluation of vowels. She was writing a dialect for
people who in real life speak their own language or remain'
silent, hence develop no true dialect.
Forget the problem of dialect and the fact that you
cannot say, "J~st this or that about the story is true of
Taos" ; forget the unsavory bits of reality; think of the story ;
as one of simple, out genuine, souls working out the problems of a temporary existence amid the perplexities of a
difficult world, and you'll find this a good story.
BARBARA E. PHILLIPS
Albuquerque

I

I

/

I

The Trees-Conrad Richter-Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1940-$2.50.

To dwellers of the Southwest, where the wispiest tree
is cherished as a potential blessing, the concept of the forest
as a force hostile to man carries the impact of the extraordinary.
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It is the oppressive effect of giant trees that blotted out
the sky" with tlileit ''heavy-raftered, leaf-thatched roof"
. that sets the
in Conrad Richter's newest, and, I think,
.
most powerfql biok, The Trees.
This is the story of the Luckett family who followed
the game westw~rd out of Pennsylvania In the late eighteenth century atId built their log home in the "dark country" of southeastern Ohio. In the eerie, dim loneliness of
that land where I nothing moved and even "the green daylight stood still,"1 J ary, mother of the five Luckett children,
died; and Ward, 1their restless hunter-father,,,left t6 grave,
self-contained SaYWard the responsibility,· of seeing her
young' sisters an~ her brother through tragic and moving
events.
i
'
Mr. Richter~s almost 'uncanny understanding of the.
pio~eer charact~r permit~ occasional tenderness, but no
sentimentality, a~ he re-creates with his ~~ti-al authenticity, ~
an era which en1ed as Sayward began htr war against the
wild woods I"foll a little -Icabin patch planted with tame
seeds." Only a. masterfql/ restraint 'tem*ers the appalling
clarity of scenes ~If E1PiC h*d~h.. ip and the· icious cruelties Of. ('men whose spiri utatche,tl too closely t
savagery of the
Indians about th m
I
J
By telling the S~ory consistently from the viewpoint and
in the langUage of his characters, the a thor. achieves not
only strength and uhity of form, but a pose of rich beauty
and vitality. Indeed, The Trees may weI serve to perpetuate a language whibh has all but vanish d;' for under Mr.
the old pioneer qialect _with all its
Richter's sensitiye
economy, power, an~ graphic beauty glov{rs with the quality
of a rugged; virile poetry. '
i

J!ll0r

pen

,

,I

University of N~w Mexico
AlbuquerqUe
I r
I

I

!.

I

1'UCILE WELCH

. ' .

.<

.

I

I
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Figures of Transition-Granville Hicks-The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1939-$2.50.

Mr. Granville Hicks' latest critical study deals with the
transition from Victorianism and the accompanying social
and economic order to whatever it is that the twentieth century is going to bring forth. The figures are William
M.orris, Thomas Hardy, Samuel Butier, George Gissing and
George Moore, Oscar Wilde, and Rudyard Kipling-a Marxian socialist, aft pessimist, a "cautious rebel," two naturalists, an aesthetic poser, and a big Empire man, respectively. Without holding that his way is the only way to study
literary men, Mr. Hicks proposes to use history as an aid .
to understanding literature and literature as an aid to understanding history. This tolerance towards other methods
of" study is perh~ps the author's reply to some criticism of
his earlier critical study of American literature, The Great'
Tradition, which was. charged with subduing all literary
values and criteria to the search for social awareness in the
authors discussed. In Figures ~f Transition, Mr. Hicks is :
slightly more deferential towards purely ~esthetic criteria;
,he rides his thesis a little less hard, and he generalizes with
.considerably more caution.
'
.
The six writers stu'died are thrown against the back.. ·
ground of Victorianism. The first chapter, "Victorian
Flood and Ebb," is masterful if not highly original synthesis. Utilitarianism and evangelicalism are treated as the
two keys to an understanding of the mid~le class and its·
phenomenal rise, opposed only by the Coleridgean, slightly
mystical doctrine pf tlie supremacy of-the state and its insti-'
tutions over the individual and his greed. In reducing nin¢teenth-century ideology to a struggle between Benthamites
amPColeridgeans, Mr. Hicks has produced a useful simpli-;
fication.
The author warms to his subject in discussing William]
Morris, perhaps' the only staunch Marxian among literary
men in nineteenth-century England. Nobody else in Morris'!
time had a better concept of the proper uses of the machine
1

i
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or of the reid dignity of·human labor.
orris is shown to
have been the "idle singer of an empty d " because his imagination could dwell only in the past nd in the future,
however active he was as man and citiz ni~ his everyday
life.
There is little of originality, of cour e, in the interpre~tation of Hardy as the-man of his time w 0 took most deeply to heart the picture of the universe as nmoral-the view
which· science was emphasizing. Hardy, Mr. Hicks write~,
was also a meliorist who, under slightl different circum-r
stances, might have joined such men as eslie Stephen and John Morley in some fight against man's' humanity to man.
Tess of the D'Urbervilles andj Jude the bscure, the author
. insists, are social indictments as well s pessimistic com- ~
plaints about a dehumanized- universe. ut Mr. Hicks ad- I'
mits that Hardy was the greater artist for doing .what he
could do, that is, express his pessimism instead of engaging in reform movements.
Samuel Butler, it is admitted, is a difficult case. "We
scarcely know what to make of an icono fast who convinces
himself, and tries to convince others, th he is the savior of ,
religion. It is ,not a qu~stion of sincerit ; it is.a probleD! of (7
temperament and a difficult one." Butle is interpreted as a
cautious 'rebel who kept intact the Victo ian codes and only
asked that theories be made to square itn practice. Gissing, despite his later defection, showed u the way to respect·
the modern "saturation in the commonpl ceo" George Moore !
is disposed of as a lesser realist than e en 'Gissing, both of
whom refused to learn from Zola.Mr - Hicks has , little to
offer on Wilde; he presents him as simp y the neurotic, indi-'
vidualistic, romantic decadent whom a b urgeois society had
no place .for. And Kipling is interpre d as the perpetual adolescent which a corrupt society cas up after becoming
naive in its dotage.
Hicks_ uses: abhndap.t materials and lways reasons well, '
but his conclusions often' come out abo 't where conclusions
have been coming ut for some time. H still "class angles".
I

"
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his materials but not with his former steady conviction/.
There is a gain in urbanity but some loss in penetratioti.
Nevertheless, the work is entirely commendable in its' at
tempt to see writers as'their age shaped them and in its
avoiding of easy cliches.
DUDLEY WYNN

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque
The Patient's

Dilemm~Hugh

Cabot, l\!.D.-Reynal and

Hitchcoc~,

New York, 1940-$2.50.

In these days of economic, stress with millions une~
ployed and large numbers on relief, the problem of medicaJI
economics is crying for solution along with the many other
nightmares that beset society. Hugh Cabot, in The Patient's
Dilemma, does not attempt a scientific treatise upon a complicated economic, social and professional problem, but
rather offers a philosophy which is the product of a variea
experience and tempered by a long and profitable contact
with all kinds and conditions of men and women.
The criticism made by so many physicians of the conservative school, that all books on social medicine are writte*
by men who never saw a patient but who have held salarie~
positions as teachers of medicine, c~nnot be directed again~t
Dr. Cabot. For twenty years he did a private practice o~
medicine but later left the field because he felt he could dp
better work in a salaried position where the almighty dollair
did not stand between physician and patient..·
:
Dr. Cabot first discusses what scientific discoveries ha~e
done to modern medicine. The horse and buggy.doctor anp
the medical service he provided are sharply contrasted Wi$.
modern diagnosis and treatment; and one realizes just hoW
far the medical profession has gone in the last fifty yeaIts
toward prevention and cure of the many ills that affeqt
mankind.
To give good medical care tlie general physician mu~t
have prompt and
immediate
access to specialists, laboratoli-I
,
•
I
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ies and hospitals. Unless this be true he cannot offer to his
patient good modern medical care except with great loss of
time and prob~blei loss of efficiency.
This mak~s the cost prohibitive to all but,persons in the
higher bracketS of income, and the tendency on the part of
both PhYSiCian~and patient is to cut the cost by lowering the
type of medica c're. In other words, thie general physi~ian
does not call' c nsultation or avail himself of laboratory or
hospital faciliij.es~ fearing that his own fee will suffer; and ., JV
the patient dors not'desire the increased services because,
he knows he cannot meet the added expense.
. Ie '
What"is tb be done about it? Dr. Cabot believes that group medicink provides as near a solution as one can expect ~
in our present ~nomic set-up. Nor is ir.ouP medicine new.
It began more Ithan fifty years ago in the great charity hospitals. The mfving forces were both the promotion of scientific study and,the promotion of economi. ' Under these conditions was ;Iilt up a most satisfactonrdemonstration of
the value of ouping physicians skill~lin the various subI .
divisions' of m dicine.
There fol owed private groups sue' :as the Mayo Clinic
based on afeJ fOil" service principle w th a sliding scale of
fees and a consultlant physician relatio '.i Other ~oups have
been formed on a prepayment basis, both by physicians
and by laymen. The physicians' group ffers medical care by .
a fixed payment fee per year, while the 'y_groups hire, physicians on a salary basis. Both are atte pting to deliver good
medical care at a low cost.
Dr. Cabot feels that these types f practice alone are
not the answ,er to future medicine, bu that in a period not
too far distant, &,overnment will assu e the distribution of
medical care to 1jhe indigent and to t e medically indigent,
. and direct it: fot those persons in te somewhat higher
brackets of in)co~e through some for of taxation. .
He discusses the machinery ne essary to maintain
standards in; order to give the pub ic . the best possible
medical care. i Hle is still optimistic e ough to feel tha, it
Q
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can be done in a democracy such as ours, but he realizes that
'the way is beset with many vicissitu~es.
The book is well written, very readable, and the discussion is set forth in nontechnical language that should recommend it to laYmen as well as physicians. It should be
read by all conservative physicians so that they may see the
handwriting on the wall and give their aid in shaping future
,
,medicine rather than attempt to obstruct a change that is
rapidly on the way. It should be read· also by the pubiic so
that they may not demand hasty legislation and thereby
defeat the many reforms that are so urgently needed.
LERoy S. PETERS
Alb1Zquerque
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SALUDO A TODO~ LOS PAISANOS:

Most Ne~ Mexico writers will remain at home this
summer, accor~ing to the latest poll. Those who are not
taking an actir.e part in the Coronado Cuarto Centennial
activities will Ibe on the side-lines to welcome tl'l.e guests,'
among whom Will be nationally known poets, novelists, historians, and dramatists.
.
The first folume in the Publications of the Coronado
Cuarto Centenjnial 'Commission will be lissued by the Un- ~
iversity of Net Mexico Press on May 29, according to Dr.
George P. Hanpnond, editor of the series. The initial book
will be N arra~ives of the Coronado Expedition, by G. P.
Hammond an~ Agapito .Rey. The- following ten volumes
~
included in the Coronado series will be b;sued from time to
time by the U iversity Press: Coronado. and the Turquoise
Trail, by Herb~rt E. Bolton of the University of Cali~ornia; '"
New Spain af~er Coronado, by ArthurS. Aiton and Benjamin W. Whe~ler' of the University' of Michigan; The PostCoronado peri?d'ibY Lansing B. Bloom O.•f the University of
New Mexico; The Benavides Memorial, a document of 1634
dealing with N.:e~ Spain, to be edited by Frederick W. ,
Hodge and Agap~to Rey; Onate, First, Colonizer of New
Mexico, by G.-,P. ammond and AgaPi~ Rey; New Mexico
in the Later'Seve teenth Century, by ance, V. Scholes of
the Carnegie Ins ·tution of Washington 'The Pueblo Revolt
of 1680, by CharI s W. Hackett 'of the University of Texas;
Re-Entry of ihlJ Spaniards into New Mexico, by Jose M.,
Espinosa of . Louis
University; The Plains Indians and
I
New Mexico, 751-1778, by 4.lfred B. Thomas of the lTn..
iversity of All bama; and'Fhe Doming'/!Jez-Escalante' Trail,
1776, by Herpert E. Bolton. The University Press also
announces as Ia' companion work to the Coronado serie~,
yo

I
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White, in the Bandelier Centennial series. This two-volume
work will contain the letters of Adolph Bandelier to Lewis
H. Morgan.
Word comes from New York that the Oxford UniversitY Press will publish shortly another children's book by
Dorothy Childs Hogner which will be illustrated by seven
"spots" by her painter-husband, Nils Hogner. Don't
13lame the Puffins and Lady Bird, recently pubiished by the
sazhe company, make a total of seven children's books written by Dorothy since she left here four years ago. In additio~ to these, she has published three full-length travel...
books, South to Padre, Westward High Low and Dry, and'
~ Summer Roads to Gaspe, all of which have been illustrated
by her husband. In the winter the Hogners paint and write
at a Greenwich Village studio in New York City, where
Nils' pictures have been attracting considerable attention.
For summer work they have built a charming studio in
Litchfield, Connecticut; murals reminiscent 0:(, New Mexico,
of the Gaspe country, and of the New York scene cover the
walls. Their greatest pride and joy last summer was an
old~fashioned New England garden. One felt that Sarah
Orn.e Jewett's "herb-lady" from The Country of the Pointed
Firs would have cast an envious eye at the thyme and rosemary flourishing by the guest-room window.
New Mexico Triptych, by Frfty Angelico Chavez, which
the St. Anthony Guild of Paterson, New Jersey, will publish shortly, is a slender volume containing three stories:
"Angels' New Wings," "A Penitente Thief," and "The
Hunchback Madonna:" The book will be illustrated by the
author's own pen and ink sketches.
Jean Pendleton, University of New Mexico sophomore,
.is the niece of Lorraine Carr of Taos, au11hor -of the recently
; published Mother of the Smiths. Jean is very proud of the
•
fact that she typed the manuscript of the book for her aunt.
Mrs. Carr has received so many requests fbr a continuation
-of the story that she is considering writing a sequel.
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Jay Waite. winner a prize award bf $10& for "Beau- !'
tiful River," the outstanding play of the Betkeley' Play- )
makers' sixteenth annual one-act play-writing contest, is '
a former, student of the University of New ~XiCO . . . .
Oliver La Farge's recent book As Long as the Grass ShaJ,l
Grow has some stunning photographs by He n M. Post,
who traveled over ten thousand miles in her q4est for subject In;aterial for this third" volume in the se~i, called The
Face of America. . .. Anyone interested in theI heraldry of
the range will find Hot Irons, by Oren Arnold p,nd· John P.
Hale, full of lore, and anyone interested in Indian depredations will find Border Captives by Carl Coke ~ister of the
University of Oklahoma a spell-binder ~ ... rrhe IRydal Press
of Santa Fe is bringing out a new edition of Erna Fer:
gosson's Mexican Cook Book, which will have ~ bright new
binding and gay jacket decorations by Valentin Vic;latirreta.
Dorothy B. Hughes,author of the mysterY novel, The
So Blue Marble, which· was published by Duell, Sloan and
Pearce in March, has just sent off another manuscript to
her publishers. The new book will be called TIle CrossEyed Bear. Dorothy says that she gets most of her writing
done when her ~ree children are taking their naps. We
take great pleasure in nominating her for our hall of fame.
r Santa Fe reports that Witter Bynnerhas returned from
Chapala, Mexico, where he spent the winter, and that Knopf
will shortly publish his 'new volume of poems, Agains't the '" '
Cord.! Three poems by' Mr. Bynner appear in the current
number of the Atlantic Monthly.. .. LYnn Rfgts, who spent
the winter at La Jolla, California, has finished two ,plays.
Mr. Riggs recently direct~d one of his plays in S~n Diego....
Ida Rauk, well-known p'ay adviser and ahtres~, is in S~nta
Fe for an extended stay, and Elizabeth Delluff, lecturer
ana author, is busy on a new children's sto~y. !
Dr. George St. Clair,Dean Emeritus of t~e University
of NewMexico, who spent the winter in FloHda, was on
the campus for a wee]r recently. Dr. St. CI~ir gave two ,',
lectures. One, on Shakespeare, closed the E~glish Club's :' !
"
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highly successful series of literary teas, and drew a record
crowd,. of friends and admirers. His second lecture, on
EdwiIi Arlington Robinson, given in Rodey Hall, was accompanied by· a dramatization of Dr. Saint's "The Man
from Tilbury Town" by members of the Dramatic Club.
Hasta la proxima vez.
JULIA KELEHER

,

.
"

Some writers of the Southwest will perhaps be interested in the following' announcement. 'The Virginia Quar,terly Review and E. P. Dutton and Company announce the
Thomas Jefferson Southern Award"for the best book manuscript submitted by a Southern author. The award is $2,500.
.r
Competition is open to authors born in the South, regardless
of present residence, and to those now living in the South
who have resided there for at least five years, regardless of
})lace of birth. Authors of previously published books are ~.
eligible. Manuscripts need not be Sputhern in setting' or
subject, and should not be less than 50,000 words in length.
Closing date is April 13, 1941. Further details and application blanks can b~ supplied by the Virginia Quarterly Review, One West Range, Charlottesville, Virginia.
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